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WINGS OF EAGLES '89

0

Different strokes for different folks
Needless to say, no two airplanes
are alike. Even similar makes are
often cal led on to perform different
functions- aerobatics, pattern
flying , sport flying, etc.
Which is exactly why Enya makes
all these different engines for all
these different planes ... and more.
Each Enya engine on this chart
was designed to balance a specific
level of performance with a high
degree of economy Along with a
measure of reliability that is second
to none.

So no matterwhich airplane you
own- or plan to own- you'll find
there's an Enya with specs that are
perfectly suited to get the most out
of your plane
And each is backed by Enya's
Pledge of Performan ce - your
guarantee that each engine you buy
will perfo rm equal to or better than
the published specs ... oryour
money back.
Enya engines It's the stro ke of
geniu s you've been lookin g for.
See them at your hobby dealer.

~
;I
MARKETING

Enya Model Engines
P.O. Box391
Edison , NJ 08818

.--------------------· ''Cut out andsave.'' --------------------.,
TOP FLITE
ELDER 20-15TV, SS25 ,
SS30TV, SS25BB , SS30BB
ELDER 40- 40CX, 45CX ,
SS40, SS45 , 46-4C , 53-4C ,
60-4C
ELDER Biplane- 45CX ,
60XF4 , SS45 , 60-4C , 80-4C ,
90-4C
HEADMASTER (Super Trainer)
-40CX, SS40TV, SS40BB ,
SS45TV
HEADMASTER SPORT 4040CX , 45CX, 60XF-4 ,
SS40TV, SS40BB , SS45TV
HOLY-SMOKE 40- SS25TV,
SS25BB , SS30TV, SS30BB ,
SS40TV, SS40BB , SS45,
40CX, 45CX
F-BFBEAR CAT- 60XF-4 ,
80-4C , 90-4C
P-51 B MUSTANG- 60XF-4
J3 CUB-40CX , 45CX , SS40 ,
SS45, SS40BB , 46-4C ,
53-4C , 60-4C
KITIIWAKE - 19TV, SS25,
SS25BB , SS30 , SS30BB
CONTENDER 40- 40CX,
SS40TV, SS40BB
CONTENDER- 40CX ,
SS40TV, SS40BB , 60XF-4
LANIER R/C
TRANSIT- SS25 , SS25BB ,
SS30, SS30BB, SS40BB ,
SS40 , SS45 , 60XF-4 , 40CX,
45CX , 46-4C, 53-4C, 60-4C
CAPRICE-45CX , SS45 ,
60XF-4, 80-4C , 90-4C
PINTO-SS25, SS25BB,
SS30 , SS30BB , SS40,
SS40BB , 46-4C , 53-4C
P51 SPORT -40CX , 45CX,
SS40 , SS40BB , SS45,
60XF-4, 80-4C , 90-4C
COMET- 40CX, 45CX, SS40,
SS40BB , SS45 , 60XF-4 ,
46-4C, 53-4C , 60-4C ,
80-4C, 90-4C

JESTER-45CX, SS40 ,
SS40BB , SS45, 60XF-4 ,
80-4C, 90-4C
CESSNA- SS25 , SS25BB,
SS30,SS30BB, SS40 ,
SS40BB, 40CX, 46-4C,
53-4C
JAVELIN- 19TV, SS25,
SS25BB , SS30, SS30BB,
SS40 , SS40BB, 40CX
SKY SCOOTER -19TV,
SS25 , SS25BB, SS30 ,
SS30BB , SS40, SS40BB,
40CX
LASER- 45CX, SS45 ,
60XG-4 , 60-4C , 80-4C ,
90-4C, 1.20 4-C
ltNADER-40CX , 45CX,
SS40 , SS40BB, SS45 ,
60XF-4
SEABIRD-40CX , 45CX ,
SS40 , SS40BB, SS45 ,
60XF-4 , 60-4C , 80-4C
REBEL-45CX , SS45 ,
60XF-4 , 80-4C , 90-4C

AERO-SPORT 40- SS30,
SS30BB , SS40, SS40BB ,
SS45 , 40CX, 45CX , 46-4C ,
53-4C, 60-4C
AERO-SPORT 60- 45CX,
SS45 , 60-TV G8 , 60XF-4 ,
90-4C
STERLING

BALSA U.S.A
STICK 40TRAINER- SS30 ,
SS30BB , SS40, SS40BB ,
SS45, 40CX , 45CX
PIPERCUB J-3- 60TV G8 ,
60XF-4
PHAETO 90 - 1. 20-4C ,
R120-4C

PIPER TR I-PACER - 19TV,
SS25 , SS25BB , SS30 ,
SS30BB, SS40 , SS40BB

ENFORCER - 90-4C

CESSNA 180 - 19TV, SS25,
SS25BB , SS30 , SS30BB ,
SS40, SS40BB

FUN SCALE40 P-51 MUSTANG
- SS25 , SS30, SS40 ,
40CX . 45CX, 46-4C , 53-4C

DYNAFLITE

KADET MK II- SS25,
SS25BB , SS30, SS30BB,
40CX, SS40
KOMANDER-40CX, 45CX,
SS40, SS40 BB, SS45
KAVALIER -SS30 , SS30BB ,
SS40, SS40BB, SS45 , 40CX
KOUGAR -40CX , 45CX,
SS40 , SS40BB, SS45
ASTRO- HOG- SS45, 45CX,
60TV G8, 60XF-4 , 60-4 C,
80-4C
PICA
WAC0-90-4C, 1.20-4 C,
120-4C

PIPER CUB 180-19TV,
SS25 , SS25BB, SS30 ,
SS30BB , SS40, SS40BB

FOK ERD-7 - 19TV, 21CX ,
SS25 , SS25BB,SS30,
SS30 BB , 46-4C

T-28-1 .20-4C , R 20-4 C

STEARMAN PT 17- 60TV
GB, 60XF-4

RU -4-SS30, SS40 , 40CX ,
45CX, 46-4C, 53-4C , 60-4C

ACE

FOKKERD- VII - 60TV G8 ,
60XF-4

REARWIN SPEED STER SS30 , SS30BB , SS40, SS45 ,
46-4C , 53-4 C, 60-4C

4-120 BIPE-1 .20-4C ,
R120-4C

BUTIERFLY- 11CXTV. 5TV,
21CXTV. SS30 . SS30BB,
SS25 , 46-4C

4-60 - SS40 , SS40BB , 40CX,
60-4C , 80-4C , 90-4 C

CITABRIA - SS25 , SS25 BB ,
SS30 , SS30BB. SS40 ,
SS40BB, 40CX

4- 20 -

20-4 C, R120-4C

BUSHWACKER - 15TV,
21CX,SS25,SS25BB

SEAMASTER 40 - SS40 ,
SS40BB , SS45 , 40CX,
45CX, 60-4C

FLEDGLING- SS25 ,
SS25BB , SS30 , SS30BB ,
SS40,SS40BB , 40CX

ME-109-SS25, SS25BB ,
SS30,SS30BB , SS40,
SS40BB , 40CX, 46-4C

4-40- SS25 , SS25BB , SS30,
SS30BB , SS40 , SS40BB ,
46-4C, 53-4C

VULCAN- 45CX, SS45TV,
60XF-4

WAC0-40CX, 45CX, SS40 ,
SS40BB , SS45, 60TV GB,
60XF-4

MASTER SCALE- P-51 90-9C , 1. 20-4C, R12-4C

4-40 BIPE- SS 25, SS25BB ,
SS30, SS30 BB, SS40 ,
SS40BB , 46-4C , 53-4 C

MIDWEST

REALSPORTY- 15TV, 19TV,
SS25, SS25BB

DART -40CX , 45CX, SS40 ,
SS40BB, SS45 , 60XF-4
SLO COMET -40CX , 45CX,
SS40, SS40BB , SS45,
60XF-4 , 46-4C , 53-4C ,
60-4C, 80-4C , 90-4C

AERO STAR20- 19TV,
SS25TV, SS25BB
AEROSTAR 40- SS30TV,
SS30BB , 40CX, SS40,
SS40BB , 46-4C , 53-4C
HOTS II- SS30 , SS30BB,
SS40 . SS40BB,SS45,
40CX, 45CX, 46-4C , 53-4C
SUPER HOTS-45CX, SS45 ,
60-TVGB, 60XF-4 , 60-4C ,
80-4C , 90-4C, 1.20-4C
AERO-SPORT 20 -19TV,
SS25 , SS25BB , SS30 ,
SS30BB , 46-4C , 53-4C

STI NSON RELlA T- SS25 ,
SS25BB, SS30, SS30BB,
SS40, SS40BB , 40CX

SBD-5 DAU NTLESS- 60TV
GB , 60XF-4 , 80-4C ,90-4 C

CORSAIR F4U-1A- 09TV,
15TV, 11CX

AT-6-SS30. SS30BB , SS40 ,
SS40BB ,SS45 , 40CX,
45CX, 60TV G8. 60XF-4

RING MASTER R C- SS25 ,
SS25BB , SS30 , SS30BB,
SS40 , SS40BB

HELL CAT- SS40, SS40BB,
SS45 , 40CX, 45CX , 60TV
G8 , 60XF-4

HOUSE OF BALSA

FW-109-SS30 , SS30 BB ,
SS40 , SS40BB , SS45 ,
40CX, 45CX. 46-4C , 53-4C

T-6TEXAN- 15TV, 19TV,
P-51D-19TV, 21CX

SIG
KADET SENIOR- SS30 ,
SS30BB , SS40 , SS40BB ,
40CX, 45CX, 46-4C

T-34 - SS30, SS30BB , SS40 ,
SS40 BB , 40CX
4-20 - 15TV, 19TV, 21ex
AIR SCOUT -15TV, 19TV, 21CX
SUPER PACER- SS25,
SS25BB , SS30, SS30BB
ALPHA 15 - 15TV, 19TV, 21 CX,
SS25, SS25BB
ALLSTAR BIPE-09TV, 15TV,
11CX

There are Enya engines
to fit these
and hundreds of other
popular models

55" wing span, 21 "length. High start included. Two-channel rudder and elevator control.

• Until now, if you wanted to be a model
sailplane pilot, but had no desire to become
a model sailplane builder, you were
grounded .. .

That's because the Silhouette is a
straight into pavement to cause damage.
unique sailplane. There ' s no cutting, carving The high-density foam wing and empennage
survive severe impacts. If the wing breaks,
or gluing. Instead, you use screws, nuts and
wing tape to complete the entire assembly. you won't need to head for the workbench .
Repair the foam with five minute epoxy . ..
Convenience does not sacrifice
right in the field!
performance. The Silhouette incorporates
Have a great time flying a sailplane that
the best sailplane technology, including a
won ' t go to pieces when you crash. Ask
high-!ift Eppler 214 airfoil. Overall low
your hobby shop for the Cox Silho uette.
weight of 19 oz. results in a very favorable
w ing loading of 7. 9 oz./sq . ft . (with twochannel radio on board).

But now, the new Cox Silhouette
enables you to spend your time at the flying
field, instead of at the workbench .

The Silhouette is durable. Its fuselage is
a new, blow molded design . This material is
so tough you would practically have to dive

• Until now, if you wanted a great flying
sailplane you had to spend weeks,
sometimes months, building ...
• Until now, when a sailplane crashed,
(and eventually they all do), there would be
parts everywhere , requiring days to
• repair ...

I 525 E. Warner Avenue
Santa Ana, CA 92705

SIG BALSA

~SIGEr

THE LARGEST SELECTION OF AAA AIRCRAFT BALSA ANYWHERE
STICKS • 36 " Lengths
B-001 1/16 X 1/16

B-051

.09
1/16 X 116
.10
1/16 X 3116
.13
1/16 x 1/4
.16
1/16 x 316
.20
1116 X 1/2
.24
1/16 X 3/4
.31
1/16 x 1
... 39
3132 X 3132
.10
.11
3/32 X 1/8
3132 X 3116
.13
3132 x 1/4
.16
3132 X 316
.23
3/32 X 112
3132 X 314
.35
3132 X 1
.44
1/8 X 1/8
.11
1/8 X 3/ 16
.16
1/8 X 1/4
.20
1/8 X 5/16
.24
1/8 X 316
.26
1/8 X 1/2
.28
1/6 X 314
.40
1/8 X 1
.49
3/16 X 3/16
.20
3116 x 1/4
.26
3116 x 316
.27
3116 x 1/2
.35
3116 X 314
.43
3/16 X 1
...... 54
1/4 X 1/4
.28
1/4 X 3/8
.33
1/4 X 1/2
.39
1/4 X 3/4
.57
1/4 X 1 ............67
5/16 x 5/16
.35
5/16 X 316
.44
5/16 · x 1/2
.54
5/16 X 5/6
.66
5/16 X 1 ........... 75
318 X 316
.51
316 X 1/2
.59
3/8 X 3/4
.71
316 X 1
.. 85
1/2 X 1/2
.67
1/2 X 3/4
.88
1/2 X 1
1.08
5/8 X 5/8
.80
518 X 1
1.19
314 X 314
1.11
3/4 X 1
... 1.30

B-524

BAGS OF BALSA
Bags of Balsa ..... 2.95

B-00'2
B-003
8-004
B-005
8-006
B-007

B-008
~

8.010
B-011
6.01 2
B-0 13
B-014
B-015
9.016
B-017
8..018
B-019
9.()20
B-021
8.022
B-023
8..024
B-025
6.()26
B-027
6.()28
B-029
8-030
B-031
9.()32
B-033
B.Q34
B-035
6.()36
B-037
B.Q38
B-039
9.()40
B-041
B.Q42
B-043
B.Q44
B.Q45
B.Q46

B-047
6.()46
B-<J49
9.050

.v

ODDS & ENDS
PACKAGE OF BALSA
B-534 Packages
2.45

SHEETS · 18" Lengtho
1/32 X 2 .
.24
1/1 6 X 2 ........... 26
3132 X 2 .
. ... 31
1/6 X 2
.35
3116 X 2
.... .45
1/4 X 2 .
.57
318 X 2
.. .61
1132 X 3
.34

8-173

B-174
fl.175
B-1 76
fl.177
B-1"78
fl.179
B·180
8-181
B-182
fl.163
B-184
fl.185
B·186
fl.187
fl.1 B6
fl.189
8- H~O

il-191
9·192
il-193
9·194
~195

B-196

1/20
1/16

X
X

3 .
.37
3 ........... 39

3132 X 3
.... 43
118 X 3 ............52
5/32 X 3
.... 57
3116 x 3 .
.52
1/4 X 3
... 71
5/16 X 3 .
.86
318 X 3 .
.96
1/32 X 4 .
.51
.59
1/16 X 4 .
3132 X 4 .
.52
116 X 4 ............72
3116 X 4 .
.BB
1/4 X 4
....... 1.10
318 X 4 .
1.36

SHEETS • 36 " Length a
il-134 1/32 X 2 ........... 47
9·135 1/ 16 X 2 .
.51
il-136 3132 X 2
...... 61
.88
B·137 118 X 2 .
.88
il-138 3116 X 2 .
B-139 114 X 2 .......... 1.11
fl.140 318 X 2 .......... 1.22
B-141 1132 X 3 .
.66
fl.142 1/20 X 3 .
. ..... 70
B-143 1116 X 3 .
.75
fl.144 3132 X 3
.66
B-145 118 X 3 .
1.03
il-146 5/32 X 3 ........ 1.11
B·147 3116 x 3 .
1.22
il-148 1/4 X 3 .......... 1.43
9-149 5/16 X 3 .
1.66
8-150 316 X 3 .
. .... 1.86
B-151 1/32 X 4 ..... ..... .96
il-152 1/16 X 4 ......... 1.17
9·1 53 3132 X 4 .
1.22
8-154 1/8 X 4
... 1.43
1.74
8-155 3/16 X 4 .
il-156 1/4 X 4 .......... 2.16
8-157 3/8 X 4
2.66
8-158 1/1 6 X 6 ......... 1.95
B· 159 3132 X 6 .
. 2.20
il-1 60 1/8 X 6 .
. 2.46
B· 161 3116 X 6 .
. .... 2.84
il-162 1/4 X 6 .
. . . . . 3.23
fl.163 318 X 6 .
.. .. 4 .1 4

STICKS • 48" Lengtho
B-061 116 X 1/6
.16
8.()62 1/8 X 1/4
.24
B-063 1/6 X 1/2
.35
B.Q64 3116 X 3116
.26
B-065 3116 X 1/2
.43
B.Q66 3116 X 314
.57
B-067 1/4 X 1/4
.37
B.Q68 114 x 112
.51
B-069 1/4 X 3/4
.72
B-070 5/16 X 5/16
.46
B-071 318 X 318
.65
9.()72 318 X 1/2
.75
B-073 318 X 314
.69
B.Q74 112 X 1/2
.88
B-075 1/2 X 314
1.18
48 " AAA SHEETS
... 85
1/32 X .3 .
.98
1/1 6 X 3 .
fl.3903132 x3 .
.. 1.16
... 1.36
B-391 1/6 X 3
. 1.67
fl.392 3116 X 3 ..
B-393 1/4 X 3 .
1.93
fl.394318 x3 .
. 2.54
. . 1.63
fl.395 1116 X 4 .
. 1.83
fl.396 3132 X 4 .
2.06
B-397 118 X 4 .
2.61
8-396 3116 X 4 .
.. 2.99
9·399 114 X 4 .
. 4.28
8-400 316x4 .
B-401 1/16 x 6 .
.. 2.80
8-402 3132 X 6 .
. . 3.26
. 3.58
fl.403 1/8 X 6 .
8-404 3116 X 6 ......... 4.17
B-405 1/4 X 6 .
. . 4.57
fl.406 318 X 6 .
. 5.88

8-388

B-389

TRIANGULAR CUT BALSA 36 "
8-416 1/4 X 1/4
.44
9-41 7 318 X 318
.52
B-416 1/2 X 1/2
.65
B-419 314 X 314
.82
8-420 1 X 1
1.07
LAPPED EDGE BALSA SHEETS
fl.610 1/16 X 3-114 X 36 . 1. 15
8-611 3132 X 3-114 X 36 . 1.40

BULK BALSA · 3" x 36"
Not Stamped or Sorted
8-506 1132 X 3
.60
B-509 1/16 X 3 .
.65
B·510 3132 X 3
.75
B-511 1/6 X 3 .
.89
. . 1.08
B·512 3116 x 3 .
8-513 1/4 X 3 .
. 1.23
8-514 316 X 3 .
.. 1.62

BLOCKS • 3 " Lengtho
1 X1
1 X 2
il-253 2 X 2
B-254 1 X 3
il-255 2 X 3
B-256 3 X 3

~25 1

8-252

.15
.29
.41
.41
.54
.65

BLOCKS • 8 " Lengtho
1 X 1
.29
B·267 1/2 X 2
.......39
fl.266 314 X 2 .
. .44
8-269 1 X 2
.54
8-270 H/2 X 2
.65
8 -271 2 X 2
.74
fl.272 1/2 X 3 ............50
.59
8-273 314 X 3 .
il-274 1 X 3
.74
8-275 H/2 X 3
.67
fl.276 2 X 3
1.00
1.61
B·277 3 x 3
8-278 1/2 X 4 ............73
B·279 314 X 4
.63
fl.260 1 X 4
.91
8-281 1-1/2 X 4
1.17
1.40
8-282 2 X 4
B·263 3 X 4
2.20
il-284 1/2 X 6 .......... 1.05
8-265 314 X 6
1.23
il-286 1 X 6
1.46
8-267 1·1/2 X 6
1.99
fl.2BB 2 X 6
2.21
fl.289 3 X 6
3.10

~266

BLOCKS • 12" Lengtho
8-299 1 X 1
.55
B-300
fl.301
B-302
B-303

1/2 X 2 .
314 X 2 .
1 X 2
1·1/2 X 2
B-304 2 X 2
fl.305 112 X 3 .
9-306 314 X 3
B-307 1 X 3
9-306 1·1/2 X 3
8-309 2 X 3
8-310 3 X 3
8-311 1/2 X 4
B-312 314 x 4 .
fl.313 1 X 4
B-314 H/2 x 4
fl.315 2 X 4
B-316 3 X 4
fl.317 1/2 X 6
9-316 314 x 6
8-319 1 X 6
B-320 H/2 X 6
fl.321 2 X 6
fl.322 3 X 6

.74
. ... 87
1.06
1.26
1.46
. .. 94
1.17
1.46
1.75
2.12
3.23
1.47
. ...... 1.65
1.60
2.32
2.62
4.46
... 2.04
....... 2.48
2.97
4.06
4.52
6.65

BLOCKS • 18" Lengtho
fl.333 1x1
.84
B-334 1 X 2
1.62
8-335 2 X 2
2.20
B-336 1 X 3
2.20
3.23
fl.337 2 X 3
B-336 3 X 3
4.84
8-339 1 X 4
2.78
8-340 2 X 4
4.24
6.78
8-341 3 X 4
8-342 1 X 6
4.85
B-343 2 X 6
7.42
11 .99
8·344 3 X 6
BLOCKS • 24 " Length a
8-354 1 X 1
1.1 1
fl.355 1 X 2
2.13
fl.356 2 X 2 .
2.91
8-357 1/2 X 3 .
8-358 1 X 3 .
8-359 2 X 3
8-360 3 X 3
il-361 1 X 4
8-362 2 X 4
B-363 3 X 4
fl.364 1 X 6
fl.365 2 X 6
fl.3663 x 6

1.92
2.91
4 .27
6.46
3.65
5.67
8 .99
5.95
9.05
13.35

TAPERED CUT SHEETS • 36 "
B-430 1/4 X 3 .... ...... 1.37
9-431 1/4 X 4
.. 2.12
LEADING EDGE • 38 " Lengtho
B-085 112 X 316
.69
fl.086 314 X 5/8
1.20
B-087 1 X 314 .
1.55
36 " ROUNDED EDGE
AILERON & ELEVA TOR STOCK
B-441 1/4 X 1
.69
B-442 318 x 1
1.05
fl.443 1/4 X 2
. 1.40
8444 3/8 X 2
1.59
AIIFOILED SHAPED SHEETS
il-111 3116 X 3 X 36 .... 1.40
il-112 1/4 X 3 X 36 .
1.59
8-113 1/4 X 4 X 36 .
. 2.35
TAPERED TRAILING EDGE
36 " Lengthl
B-097 1/8 X 1/2
.42
~ 3/16 X 3J4
.54
8-099 1/4 X 1
.72
il-100 5/ 16 X H/4 .
.65
B-101 316 X H/2 .
.99

B-600

MODEL BUILDER'S
ASSORTMENT
Balsa Wood Assort . 11 .95

PLANKS • 38 " Lengtho
fl.206 1 X 1
1.65
8·207 112 X 2 . . ....... 2.21
fl.208 314 X 2
....... 2.60
B·209 1 X 2
3.25
8-210 H/2 X 2
3.89
8·211 2 X 2
4.40
fl.212 112 X 3 .......... 2.65
B·213 314 X 3 .......... 3.50
il-214 1 X 3
4.40
9·215 1·1/2 X 3
5.30
8-216 2 X 3
6.40
9·217 3 X 3
9.75
fl.218 112 X 4 .......... 4.40
9 ·219 3/4 X 4
..... 4.95
il-220 1 X 4
5.51
8-221 1· 112 X 4
7.00
6.50
fl.222 2 X 4
il-223 3 X 4
13.45
fl.224 1/2 X 6
...... 6.60
8·225 3/4 X 6 .
. .. 6.21
il-226 1 X 6
9.69
B·227 1-1/2 X 6
13.65
8-228 2 X 6
14.85
6-229 3 X 6
24 .25
36" C.QRAIN AAA 8 • 12 LBS.
8-470 1/32 ~ 2 ...........53
B-471 1116 X 2 .
.58
8-472 3132 X 2
.68
B-473 118 X 2
.75
8-474 3116 X 2
.94
1.18
B-475 1/4 X 2 .
fl.476 318 X 2 .
. . 1.30
B-4n 1132 X 3 .......... 75
8-478 1/1 6 X 3
.... 61
fl.479 3132 X 3 .
.95
B-460 1/8 X 3 .
1.06
B-481 3/16 X 3 .
1.29
B-482 1/4 X 3 .
1.49
B-483 3/8 X 3
....... 1.95

B-493
B-494
8-495
B-496
fl.497
B-498

VH • VERY HARD
1/16 X 3
3132 X 3 .
1/8 X 3 .
3/16 X 3 .
114 X 3 ..........
3/8 X 3 .

.81

.93
1.08
1.29

1.49
1.96

CONTEST BALSA • 38 "
Very Ligh1 4 • 6 Lb. Stock
B-454 1132 X 3 . . . . . . . . . . .85
8-455 1/16 X 3 .
.90
8-456 3/32 x 3 .
1.00
fl.457 1/8 X 3
1.26
fl.458 3116 X 3 .
1.39
8-459 1/4 X 3 .
1.60
8-460 318 X 3 .......... 2.05

All prices su bject to change without notice.

AIRCRAFT PLYWOOD
THREE PLY BIRCH

FOUR PLY BIRCH
3/16"

1/32" , 1/ 16", 5/32" and 3/32 "
PW-001
PW-002
PW.()()3
PW-004

1/32
1/32
1132
1/32

6
X 12
X 12
X 12
X

X 12

$2 . 19
X 12
$4 .25
X 24
$7.95
X 48 $15.75

PW-005
PW·006
PW.()()7
PW-008

1/16
1/16
1/16
1/16

X

6 X 12 $2 .19
X 12 x 12 $4 .25
X 12 X 24 $7.95
X 12 X 48 $15 .75

PW.009
PW·010
PW-011
PW·012

3/32
3/32
3/32
3/32

X 6 X 12 $1 .99
X 12 X 12 $3.79
X 12 X 24 $7 .29
X 12 X 48 $14.39

PW-050
PW-051
PW-052
PW-053

5/32
5/32
5/32
5/32

X 6 X 12
X 12 X 12
X 12 X 24
X 12 X 48

$1 .30
$2 .45
$4 .60
$8.95

PW-017
PW-018
PW-019
PW-020

PW-013
PW· 014
PW-015
PW-016
PW-021
PW·022
PW-023
PW-024

3116
3/16
3/1 6
3/1 6

$1 .65
$3 . 10
$5.95
X 12 X 48 $10.95

X

6 X 12

X 12 X 12
X 12 X 24

FIVE PLY BIRCH
1/8" and 1/4"
1/8 X 6 X 12
1/8 X 12 X 12
1/8 X 12 X 24
118 X 12 X 48
1/4
1/4
1/4
114

$2 .45
$4.65
$8 .95
$17 .65

X 6 X 12
$1.99
X 12 X 12 • $3.89
X 12 X 24 . $7 .49
X 12 X 48 $13 .99

~SIGEf

n.-&~

SIG LITE-PLY

A very light poplar plywood for use where rT'IIiximum strength is desired but aircraft ptywood is too heavy. Idea l for fusela1e sides, cabin floors , servo comp.ertments, etc. HeavMtr than baiSI but about half the weight of our recular aircrett
plywood .
THREE
PW· 064 1/8
PW-065 1/8
PW-~ 1/8
PW-067 118

PLY LITE·PLY
X 12 X 12
X 12 X 24
X 12 X 36
X 12 X 48

$1 .95
$3.65
$5 .35
$6.95

AVE PLY LITE·PLY
PW·068 1/4 X 12 X 12
$2.45
PW.()69 1/4 X 12 X 24
$4.45
PW·070 1/4 X 12 X 36
$6.55
PW-071 1/4 X 12 X 48
$8 .75

11&4 WING SKINS
Three paper-thin veneers laminated with waterproof slue. Makes excellent toem
wing skins.
be cut wtth ordinary scissors like paper. Adhere with Core-Bond .

can

1/64" PLYWOOD WINGSKINS
PW-035 1/64 X 12 X 12
$4 .69
PW-036 1164 X 12 X 24 . $9. 19

PW·037 1/64 X 12 X 48
PW-038 1164 X 24 X 48

$17 .99
$34.29

See your dealer first! If not available, call 800-247-5008 toll free for orders only. For
domestic orders unde• $15 add $2.50 postage. Over $15 ppd. Latest Catalog - $3.00

SIG MANUFACTURING CO.,

Montezuma, lA 50171
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Beauty and grace personified just about cove rs the lift-off of this
antique Dallaire Sportster. The Old Timer movement has preserved the images and experiences of a ti me in modeling long past. Bob Aberle asks the question, " Why not try Old
Timers? " He gives us a look at what's involved in getting started in antique modeling and
competition starting on page 30. Photo : Frank Fanelli
INSET: Dr. Bill Anderson, fresh from another " aerial victory" at the Wings of Eagles Airshow,
taxies back to his parking spot at the Geneseo , New York event . This " time trip" to World
War II is narrated by our own World War II vet , Earl VanGorder. Photo: Frank Fanelli
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editorial---

There's nothing "antique" about the take-off of an Old Timer aircraft. Performance is as much a part as
graceful soaring in this increasingly popular event . Here, Larry Davison 's Lanzo Bomber streaks aloft. With
its allowed 45-second engine run this big plane will be out of sight. Need to know more? Turn to page 31 .

hen you hear the term " Old
Timer," do you conjure up images of rickety airplanes and elderly gents who use this type of
modeling as an excuse to get together and
reminisce about the good old days ? If so,
then you really should investigate further.
You 'll find a dedicated group of progressive
thinking competitors who build some of the
most beautiful and graceful models in the
hobby. You 'll also find that the performance
of these ships isn't likely to put you to sleep.
In fact, the members of S.A.M. (Society of
Antique Modelers, as they prefer to be called)
are a very performance minded bunch. Some
of the models flown in S.A.M. competition
would vie with an F.A.I freeflight for sheer
climb speed. Modern engines in antique airframes still equal high performance.
Preserving the aesthetics and craftsmanship of an era, while integrating modern
power and guidance seems to sum it up. Several of the S.A.M. events give a bonus in engine run time to ignition engines to help put
them on an equal competition footing with
the more powerful glow engines. The amount
of extra time has been adjusted over the
years to achieve a parity between the types.
Now the Antique Modeler who wishes to
truly emulate the performance of a bygone
era can do so and still compete on equal footing with those who prefer the glow engines.
Bob Aberle is no stranger to the Old Time
model philosophy. He grew up at a time when
the last of the ignition engines and old style
models were being flown. His early competition years were spent with pylon type
freeflights. He still remembers the pioneer
craft, however, and lately has started to design and fly some of the models he loved as a
youth. This month Bob gives us some insight
on the Old Timer movement, the rules, and

W
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how to get involved in antique modeling.
Turn forward to page 30 and back to the mid
1930's for the story.
If Bob's piece get's you excited about trying this form of modeling, then you might
like to start with the I/2A Texaco replica of
Gil Sherman's Rambler which is featured on
page 24 of this issue. Bob Isaack converted
this one to conform to the S.A.M. rules, and
it is a beautiful example of models from the
era we 're talking about.

Van trip to the past
Many of you might remember a biographical piece we did on Earl VanGorder (Flyin '
Things for Fledglings) some years back, in
which it was noted that he served with the
Army Air Corps during World War Two. Van
was assigned to a transport unit which flew
C-46 Commandos over "The Hump" from India to China to supply General Chenault's
legendary "Flying Tiger" squadrons. You
might think that having a chance to see a C46 again would interest Van, and you 'd be
right! He got his chance this year by joining
up with the National Warplane Museum in
Geneseo, New York this year, and by helping
out with the running of their Wings of Eagles
'89 airshow. He reports on the happenings
there in a great pictorial, starting on page 36.
Frank Fanelli flew in with the "Six of Diamonds" to take in the show and provide the
photos for the piece. Van was too busy "on
duty" to capture the sights through a lP-ns.
There won 't be too many more years in
which you can go to a show and watch these
historical aircraft in action. At Geneseo the
spectators were treated to many great
sights, but none more chilling than watching
a B-17 Flying Fortress, a Avro Lancaster and
a B-24 Liberator fly by in formation. It's was
a sight they won't soon forget. -BOB HUNT
FE BRU ARY 1990

J>:ES PLAil'CES

HOBBIEs
JUST A NEAT UTILE RC
SHOP IN CHICAGOLAND
NEAR O'HARE
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
1464 Lee Street · Des Plaines, IL 60018
Phone: (312) 297-2118

F-100 SUPERSABER

RECTANGULAR BRASS TUBE 112"1

ALUMINUM TUBE 12'' )

o ption al drop tanks and d ive brake

STOCK
NO.
1 0
101
102
103
104
1 05
106
107

SIZE
1/16
3/32
1 /8
5 132
3 /16
7/32
1/4
9/32

PRICE
STOCK
SIZE
EACH
NO.
3/32
X
31
1
6
1 .2C
26<
1/8 X 1/4
1 .30
264
266 5/32 X 5/16 1.5
1 .7 5
268
3 / 16x3/8

PRICE
EACH
.25
.30
.30
.35
.4
.45
.5C
.55

BRASS STRIPS (12 " )
23
231
232
23
234
235
236
237
238
239
24
241
242
24
244
245
24n
247
248
249

ROUND BRASS TUBEL12 "L
12
126
127
128
129
13C
131
1 l2
1
134
135
1 l6
1 7
138
13
140
141
142
143
144

70" L X 48" WS
5 Channel
32 oz . Wing Load
712 sq . in . area

$289.00
1/ 8 Scale

$329.00

1/16
I 2
1/8
5132
3/16
7/32
1/4
9/32
5116
11 /32
3/8

13/32
7116
15 /32
1 /2
17 /32
9/16_
19/32
518
21 /32

.35
.35
.35
.4
.45
.50
.60
.65
.70
.80
.90
1 .00
1 .10

1 .20
1 .30
1.40

1.50
1 .60
1 .7 0
1 .80

.25
.35
.50
40
.90
.30 .
.4
.70
.55
1..:1C
.35
.5C
.85
65
1.6C
.6
1.00

.016 X 1
.016x3/4
.016 X 2
.025x1/4

.025 X 1/2
25 X 1
.025 X 14
25 X 2

.032
.032

X
X

.032

.032

X

1/4
1/2
X

1

3/4

032 X
.064 X 1/4
064 X 1/2
.064 X 3/4
064 X 1
.064 X 2

1.~

1.7
3.00

BRASS ANGLE L12'}_
171
172
173
174
175

1/8 X 1 /8

5/32
3 /16

X

7/32
1 /4

X

X

X

5/3 2
3/ 16
7/ 32
1/ 4

.55
.65
.55
.60
.6 5

BRASS CHANNEL 12'')
181
182
183
184
185

.7
.80
.65
.70
.75

1/8
5/32
3/ 1 6
7/32
1/ 4

SOLID BRASS ROD 12"1_
SQUARE BRASS TUBE (12 " )
149
15
151
152
153
154
155

1/ 9.5 Scale

VIDEO $19.95 •
$2.00 Kit Info
& Dealer List

.016 X 1/ 4

.016x1/2

---

..=.

1/16 SoU<>_re
/32 Sauare
1/8 Sauare
/ 32 Snt Jar

/ 16 Sauare
7/ 32 Sauare
1/4 Sauare

.65
.7
.81
90
1 .1
1 .20
1. 4 0

CANARDS!

159
16
161
162
163
164
165
1 6
167
168
169

.02 0
1/32
/.64
1.16
3.1.3_2
1/8
5 / 32
3 / 16
. 11 4
.081
072

.1 0
.1 2
.15
.2
.25
.4
.6C
.8c
.4
.4
.25

1/4SCL Quickie $99.00
4 CH • .35- .45 ENG .
1/5 SCL 5129
4-5 CH • .40 ENG .

Canard Trainer $59 .00
4 CH • .35- .45 ENG .

Made in USA by Modelers. for Modelers
U.S. and Foreign Dealers/ Distributors Wanted

Cressline Model Products, Ltd....,._
9

~;G K~~~~ ~s5;~a=

0

( 414)

548-3792

Now 'in Us 7th B-ig Year!

THE

M1n-Soum's

GREATEST

HoBBY Snow
Admloslon Price• $3.00 per day. Payable at the door
Market Hours•
9:00am - 6:00pm - Saourday
10:00 am -4:00pm - Sunday
Scxlal Houn
6:00pm - Saturday
7:30pm - Saturday
Banquet•
Aucdon1
2:00pm - Sunday
lloomoc
Special Room Rates for
Memphis Modd Market
Call1-800-HILTONS or (901) 332-1130

MARcH 3RD & 4TH
DfEMPHIS JURPORT f.bLTON
1-240, AIRWAYS AT DEMOCRAT
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
Spcmw,.,J by

Mid-South Radlo Control Association

•
•
•
•

Radio Control Model Aircraft
Manufacturer's Product Displays
Model Building Workshop
Static Scale Display &Judging
• RIC Model Cars/Races

• Auction

•
•
•
•

Flea Market
Door Prizes
Banquet
Model Video

Proceeds to benefit the UFEBLOOD
Bone Marrow Registry.

PorlnfomW'ion Call: (901) 398-9791 , 8:00 - 5:00 daily CST, P.O . Box 16900, Memphis, TN 38116
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Add Excitement
to your life

1------

Get a
Lawnmower

and steel piston ring. Each engine comes
with the renowned GM-10S carburetor that
is adjustable in high, mid , and low end throttle speeds for superb performance. Because
these engines use t he same exhaust port size
and mounting holes as our 60XF engines,

PECK POLYMERS, PO Box 710399, Santee,
CA 92072.{)399, has released its new " 1300

Although we cannot lay claim to the original
concept. our verson of the lawnmower and witch are
original designs. They are surprisingly aerobatic ,
and capable of loops and rolls .
A squadron of witches in formation over your club
field is a certain show stopper, and the lawnmower
and clown act will be remembered long after the
finest aerobatic pertormance.
The kits are constructed principally from styrofoam ,
which is supplied cut to shape. The hard)Yood and
balsa parts are machined and supplied together
with all necessary purpose made hardware .
The witch and lawmower are $135 .00 each plus
shipping and handling .

N

Blimp". This 13-foot long RiC kit comes with
the blimp envelope ready to go, and the
formed gondola and fins ready to assemble.
The 1300 Blimp has complete control; it can
even fly straight up and down, forward and
backwards, with tight turns. It goes from
slow to high speed with electronic control,
has a rechargeable nickel-cadmium battery,
plus safety guards over the propellers. It will
use any 4-channel radio. The basic blimp kit
comes with eight pages of plans, instructions, formed gondola and propeller guards,
die-cut balsa and ply, machined control parts,
and finished blimp bag. The basic kit (PP035)
lists for $349. A power kit (PP037) is available with motors, Ni-Cd batteries, AC/DC
charger, helium filler and electronic speed
control for $300. If you're a non-builder, there
are ready to fly blimps available also. Peck
Polymers has a VHS video of the blimp in
action which they will loan to you. Send them
$15 (a deposit) and they will ship the tape.
When it's returned the $15 will be returned.
Write to Peck at their address above for more
information or call 619-448-1818 (FAX 619448-1833).

ZIMPAO MARKETING

P.O. BOX 3076, OAK RIDGE, TN 37830
PHONE 615-482-6188

ALTECH MARKETING, PO Box 391, Edison, NJ 08818, has proudly introduced two
new .80 size engines, the 80XF and 80XF-H.
Both new engines fit the same mounting dimensions as the 60XF-4 but have much more
torque for bigger planes and helicopters. The
80XF Schneurle-ported side exhaust engines
feature a steel cylinder with aluminum piston

these miniature powerhou ses c'a n fit airplanes and helicopters without running out
of space. The helicop ter version is almost the
same as the airplane version except for t he
heatsink head . For t hose flying heavily
loaded scale choppers, t he extra torque and
ease of fit of the 80XF-H engine will make it
extremely popular. The airplane version of
the 80XF produces 1.6 to 2.0 HP at up to
16,000 RPM, weighs 18.6 ounces without t he
muffler, and can swing 12-6 to 14-12 propellers. This beauty is suitable for airplanes in
the 8.8 to 15.4 pound range. The E nya 80XFH version produces the same HP and RPM ,

SPORT FREE-fLIGHT
OR SMALL RC
#
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Bru Line Cat. No 207 " Main Blade Sock"

0/liJ{PoJJ@

• 30 WoM H1gh EffiC~ency Motor
• Versohle&llghtWe~ght
• 2or3Cell0perohon
SendS I"
• Handles 12oz, 250m' Modell
for1omplttt

{

$ 1 0 95 ~ ondHondlmg

~

flkJ.J.IlR ' •'
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P.O.BOX1283

BETHESDA, MD

Catolog

Bru Line has developed a deluxe " Main Blade Sock"
which protects helicopter main blades while in transport ation.
Their double lamination process insures a soft nonabrasive inside and an impact resistant cushion outside. Price $7.95 pr.

Bru Line Cat. No. 208 " Main Blade Holder"
The Bru Line " Main Blade Holder" is designed to accompany the Bru Line Delu xe " Main Blade Socks" and hold the
main blades stable to the helicopter while in transportation .
Price $3.95

Bru Line Cat. No 209
"Main Blade Sock" and " Main Blade Holder
This Bru Line combo is a money saving way to buy the
deluxe "Main Blade Sock" and " Main Blade Holder"
Price $10.95

SEE YOUR
L OCAL HOBBY DEALER !
If unava i lab le locally , send to :

Bru Line Industries , Inc .
P.O .Box 3786, Center Line , M l 48015
FEBRUARY 1990

weighs 19.7 ounces, and can lift 9.9 to 13.2
pounds of helicopter. You can see both engines at local hobby dealers. Check with
them for more information or contact Altech
Marketing at their address above (phone:
201-248-8738).

Wing Span: 85-1/2" Wing Area: 1432 Sq In Length: 75" Weight: 16-18 l.bs
Radio: 4 Channel Englne:1 .08 to ST3000 2 Cycle, 1.20 to 1.60 4 Cycle

.

Seamaster 120
Nolongerdoyouhavetowaitfor
a perfectly. calm day to .fly off. the
water; thiS btg flytng boat Will take It all.
Seen at both Float Fly '88 and '89,
people are truly amazed at the gentle
characteristics of this giant bird. A very
high lift wing and double stepped hull
make it very quick to get up on plane
and break water. A 1.204cycleor 1.08
2 cycle flies it at a very scale-like speed ,
while still having plenty of power for
mild acrobatics. Light ply /lock tab
construction , two piece wing , very
thorough hardware package.

50K231
25K231

Seamaster 120 Kit
$199.95
SM 120 Landing Gear Kit 14.95

JET PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS,
110626 Dakota Way, Everett, WA 98204, is
now producing a specuial carburetor adapter
that fits all Rossi .65, .81, and .90 engines
and makes possible the use of fitting up an
O.S .. 77 ducted fah carburetor to these engines. Use of the O.S. carb on a Rossi .65/
Dynamax combination can produce an exceptional increase in RPM. The larger Rossi
engines, the .81 and the .90, can also achieve
a significant RPM increase. List price for the
machined aluminum Rossi carb adapter is
$39.95 and can be purchased direct from Jet
Performance Products at their address above
(phone: 206-348-0870 after 7:00 PM PST).

How to get uour Seamaster 120
.1

•••

...check with your local dealer first. If he does not
have one or cannot obtam one, you can order direct
from Ace at the address below (add $3.00 P.H.).

9A(Im/(
116 W. 19th St., P.O.Box 511 Dept. #510,
Higginsville MO 64037 (816) 584-7121

Complete 1989190 Catalog only $2.00.

ROCKET--~

" Golden Age" Era Plans

JET ENGINES

~

I
I
I

BLUE BOOK #10

SmaiiJet E ngi n es 2H~ge Ca t atoo

SPECIALTIES

........ 55.00

...... -..~- DOYLEJET

~-~I!Jii

P.o. aox

&o~ 1 1 r 4 _r ~~;~~·

71 3 0

Tx n2os

I
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Miter Master
Perfect for
Truss construction
* 90° squaring
fence
* Triangular
adjustable fence
*

Free Catalog

Price: $10.95
Product No . 122

of our linkag e accessaries.
Prices increase 2-1-90
103 Wholesale Avenue N.E.
Huntsville, Alabama 35811
10

Radio Control Model Plans

Legal S.A.S.E. for list
P.O . Box 471
Wichita Falls, TX 76307

Miter Sander
Sand any angle and its
complement quickly
and accurately .

The Miter Master
is a solid alder base
mounted on non-skid pads
with an alder , four-way reversible , sliding block that carries
2 different grits of sand paper.

FOURMOST PRODUCTS
4040 24TH AVE .

FOREST GROVE , OR 97116

(503 ) 357-2732
FEBRUARY 1990
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And it's even better than before.
Better opacity, super color-brilliance
and consistency plus a finish that11 take your
breath away.
Best of all, it11 still have the easy-handling,
no-bubbles no-sags qualities that made it your
favorite iron-on film.
Watch for the new UltraCoteTM
at your local dealer's! CARL GOLDBERG
MODELS INC.

---

excellent narrow band characteristics. A
variable hold/fail safe function adds dependability and confidence for the PCM 5, while
both include aileron and elevator dual rates.
Control stick height and tension is adjustable. The Advance 5-Channel PCM (Cat.

GREAT PLANES MODEL DISTRIBUTORS, PO Box 4021, Champaign, IL 61820,
has just introduced the new O.S .. 65 VR-DF
ABC which features a new drum valve induction system t hat improves performance,
power, and reliability. This ultra high RPM
engine also features an ABC piston/sleeve
construction for high compression and superior output. Weighing only 20.3 ounces and
with an RPM range of 2,500-25,000, the .65
VR-DF produces 3.0 BHP at 22,000 RPMs.
This engine is designed to fit the most popular ducted fan units available on the market
today. You can check on the O.S . .65 VR-DF
ABC at leading hobby dealers nationwide.
Or, contact Great Planes Model Distributors
at their address above (phone: 217-398-6300).
GREAT PLANES MODEL DISTRIBUTORS COMPANY, PO. Box 4021, Champaign, IL 61820, is pleased to announce that
Kyosho is now offering a five channel PCM
and a seven channel FM radio system which
are designed to meet and exceed technical
guidelines and specifications for 1991 and beyond. These radios will provide fliers with increased security against frequency interference within the 20kHz channel seperation.
Both Advance Radio systems feature four
KS 100 servos with 38 oz./in. of torque, and
allow servo reversing on all channels. Also
featured are dual conversion receivers with

#KYOJ30) has a suggested retail price of
$299.95. The Advance ?-Channel FM (Cat.
#KYOJ40) has a suggested retail price of
$319.95. See them at your local hobby dealer,
write to the above address for more information, or call: 2191398-6300.

P.A.W.
·049

TO

DIESELS
·35,

RC & STD

~·JIII·ONA'- & IIIIIIU.NOLY

• • IIIVIC.
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SEND S1 FOR LISTS li
USEFUL DIESEL INFO.
ERIC CLUTTON,
913 CEDAR LANE,
TULLAHOMA, TN.37388
DIESELS ARE QUIET

GREAT PLANES MODEL DISTRIBUTORS COMPANY, PO. Box 4021, Champaign, IL 61820, claims that crashes that
would normally destroy most planes have little or no effect on the new Hobbico Sturdy

SPORT
FLYER!

BE A REAL LIFE HERO!
Build this exciting WORLD WAR I SPAD pedal plane for your favorite
'Hat-In-The-Ring• pilot, age 3 to 6.

KIT $159

64 PAGE
A must for all R/C'ers, the SPORT FLYER is 64 big
pages just loaded with hundreds of unadvertised
items not found in national magazines-and all at
discount prices for BIG SAVINGS. Be the first to see
our newest items! Get in on all of our unadvertised
sales! To get your free copy, call us today, or write
Hobby Shack and request your FREE Sport Flyer.
Don't wait, do it right now!
Gall Us Right Now Or Send In This Coupon
For Your FREE Sport Flyer-Do It Today

COD
Orders
Welcome

+Shipping
Fla. Res.
add6%

(714) 963·9881
s{R••" •• •t FREE I PORT FI.YER
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address--------------

The Spad is fun to build and its safe sturdy design will provide years of playtime enjoyment for
your little Ace. Requiring only simple hand tools for construction, this high quality kit includes
detailed instructions, pre-cut wood parts, metal parts, wheels, molded cowlings, hardware,
and decals. Paint not included . Allow 2 to 4 weeks delivery. Send $1 for brochure.

FANTASY TOYS, 7958 Pines Blvd. Suite 188-A,
Pembroke Pines, FL 33024 (305}432-5196
FLYING MODELS

City

State

Zip - - - - - - -

HpbbyShadi.
18480 Bandilier Circle, Dept. FM079
Fountain valley, CA 92728-8610
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Birdy. This plane was designed with beginners in mind, and it is said to be able to survive wingtip-to-wingtip cartwheels, snap
rolls and even ground loops. This sturdy new
trainer features a PVC fuselage, a tough
foam wing, and an aluminum main channel.
The Sturdy Birdy can be assembled in 6 to 10
hours, and features a wingspan of 53 inches.
The all up weight with a .25 two cycle engine
and three to four channel radio Is four
pounds. The suggested retail price of the
Sturdy Birdy (Cat.# HCAA1000) is $64.95.
For more information, please write to the address above, or call: 217/398-6300.

with equations to calculate t hrust and horsepower. This handy new book is available from

GREAT PLANES MODEL DISTRIBUTORS COMPANY, P.O. Box 4021, Champaign, IL 61820, announces that Hobbico has
introduced two new high quality rechargeable glow plug starters. The Hot-Shot features a positive locking glow plug clip with
an extra capacity 1400 mAh rechargeable
nickel cadmium cell, which is designed for
long continuous use. A reliable wall charger
provides overnight charging. The Super HotShot has the same features as the Hot-Shot,
but uses a 4000 mAh nickel cadmium battery
for extended use and maximum current requirements.
The
Hot-Shot
(Cat.
#HCAP2505) has a suggested retail price of
$25 .95 . The Super Hot-Shot (Cat.
#HCAP2510) has a suggested retail price of
$39.95. See these new starters at your local
hobby retailer, write to the above address for
more information, or call: 217/398-6300.

Zenith Aviation at their address above or
from local hobby shops. Check with them for
more information.

I

56 Rep.Seo -Bee Am

74 Rep.Seo -Bee Am. $39 .
70 Pice r J .3 Cub
$29.
106 Picer J-3 Cub
~39.
98 lock Hudson 8"l1b . .$38
63 Gru...., F6 F Hellcat $28
77 Boein~ B-1 7G Fort $35 .
103 Boe .· B-17G Fort $55.
68 Westl Whirlwind $32 .
68 N. Amer. No vion $39.
68 B.Bononzo V-Toil $39.
77" Luscombe Sedon $25 .
72 N .A . B-25 Bomber $49 .
Not Sold Thru Dea lers

Electric Fl ig ht
On off Controller

Perfect for 05 Motors 5-10 cells

Ha s Bra ke
Lightweight 1.2 oz.
Adjusta bl e switchin g point

oo~7oFitcl~·~t·;~~~o~~p $
..

2 month
mo ney back
gua ra ntee

24.95

J\:fore Power, sa,·e weight
Very high effici ency only 0.06\' loss
a t 20 A. Size 2.2xi.Jx.63

ZENITH AVIATION, PO Box 2, Osceola,
WI 54020, has recently released a new Argus
Publications book, Ducted Fans for Model
Jets. The author, David James, has long been
associated with ducted fan aircraft and has
turned this book into a wealth of excellent
data for anyone interested in ducted fans.
Nearly 70 drawings plus many more photos
clarify and illustrate the in-depth text. For
the more serious modeler there are sections

1300 RI C BLIMP

J'TEC, 164 School St., Daly City, CA 94014,
has released six sizes of their new "SNUFVIBE " Back Plate mounts for all engines,
.15 to 1.82 size displacements. These mounts

RUBBER POWER KITS·SUPPLIES

" NEW"

RUBBER SPORT

12& 13 FT LONG
OUTSTANDING CONTROL
MORE POW£R

KIT $350. 00

" NEW"

GENESIS

RIC FlYING WING GI.IDER
59 INCH WINGSPAN, HAND LAUNCH
CLIFF SOAR • HI-START

K IT $34 . 95

MUS TANG
PIE TENPOL
GIPS Y MOTH

PrPER CUB
ZERO
LACY
COUGER

~

FLYING ACE MOTH $9. 95
BOST ONIAN PUP $B.9 5
PRAIRIE BIRD 16 $8. 9 5
R.O . G_ 1ST MODEL $2.95

NOSE BEARINGS, BRASS WASHERS, PROPS 4 " TO 9 "
RUBBER TAN , DUMMY CYL, CLEAR VINTAGE WHEEL S,
3 0D PL ANS, TISSUE, MANY MORE KITS , C02 ENGINES,
HUNGERFORD SILK & STEEL SPOKED WHEELS

COMPLETE CATALOG $2. 00
BOX 710399-FM
TEL (619) 448-1818
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SANTEE, CA 92072
FAX (619) 448-1833
FEBRUARY 1990

HURRICANE FANS

For Maximum Performance From
the New Larger Engines.

• Two to Twelve
Blade Models
• Selectable Pitch
• Replaceable Blades

England's favorite!

• Exclusive Hub Exchange
Policy

The Luton "Minor"
And it flies so nicely.
34 '/ ," Wingspan -

• Tractor or Pusher Models

Fo r .020 Engines

For 1 or 2 Channels R/ C

$22.95

• Call Us: (213) 864-8891

Phone !703)2739593

H- PT""".i.n.

HAMPDEN
C 0 2 P1.a.T'\

sp-n

32-1/2"

available only from:

UKunthe~

..

~., ..-. ~~

of real,

~---D-FUEL

rocket construction, using
simple hand
tools and readily available
supplies.

BUilD YOUR
OWN ROCKET .
MOTORS! WE'LL
·· sHOWYOU
HOW!UPT080
POUNDS OF
THRUST, FOR LESS THAN $1.00
EACH!

SAMS
The Chapel, Roe Green
Sandon, Buntingford,
Herts SG9 OQJ ENGLAND
1100 Item Catalog FREE
with 4 postal coupons
*Plans *Kits *Tissue *Bearings
*Rubber *Indoor *Outdoor *Vintage
AERON~~

1/4

... L3-B

s:i!f!!l~~- .

AERONCA L3-B
2 CYCLE .90=1. 3

105 INCH SPAN
4 CYCLE 1,2-1,8

- ALSO AERONCA L J/DEFENDER 105 IN. SPAN
AERONCA L16-B/CHAMP
84 IN. SPAN
RYAN M1 MAILPLANE
72 IN. SPAN
DRUINE TURBULENT
6 IN. SPAN
ROLLED PIAN SETS
25 EACH
NO SHIPPING CHARGE NYS ADD 8% TX.
LARGE S ,A .S .E , FOR lliFO

Department fMZ
11620 Kitching Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92387·9978

INTERESTED? Just
send $2.00 for a complete catalog, plus a
working sample of
an eJectric ignit~r
that YOU CAN-MAKE'
YOURSELF, from ordi~
nary materials
ar.ound the house. ·

*

AERO PLANS

*

P.O. BOX 939, OLEAN N.Y . 14 760
I - (716) 372 - 705 4

© 1984
See Your Dealer or Add One Dollar for Direct Shipping _

No. 308- 1!8 Scale

ss•.s

No. 307 - 1/ 7 Scale SS't5

:;;'!,o~\~~~~:T~:sldents

oG.A: DESIGNS

135 East Main St.

1· 315·548·3778

Phelps, NY 14532

INDOOR MODEL SUPPLY

BOX 5311, SALEM, OR 97304
ARE YOU GETIING STARTED OR A SPORT FLYER?

GET YOUR SKY ELF:
THE FUN MACHINE!
BYIDEALAIR

are aluminum, bolt directly to the engine
crankcase and are equipped with the SNUFVIBE vibration dampening system. The
back plate and firewall mounting bolts are
completely encased in neoprene rubber,
which provides double isolation of engine vibration from the airfr ame. E ngines run
smoother and RIC equip men t life is extended. With this system, there is no engine
shake at low RPM and the engine can be
mounted closer to the firewall. Each package
contains one back plate mount, all hardware,
and instructions. Catalog numbers and
prices are: JT-BPl .09-.15 ($14.95), JT-BP2
.19-. 25 ($14.95), JT-BP3 .29-.56 ($14.95), JTBP4 .60-.90 ($14.95), JT-BP5 Max .90-1.08
($17.95), JT-BP6 ST 2500-3000 ($21.95). All
six are available at local liobby dealer s.
Check with them for more information or call
J'TEC at their address above, 415-756-3400.

INDY RIC, 10620 North College Ave., Indianapolis, IN 46280, tells us that their new Lion
Models' Clipped Wing Cub comes 90% assembled out of the box. This IMAA legal
model features a built-up wing of hardwood
and balsa, and utilizes a colorful layer of plastic film. The Clipped Wing Cub comes complete with a fuel tank, spinner, funtional
shock absorbing landing gear and wheels. It
is finished in an attractive red&white starburst pattern with tinted blue windows. It is
also available in uncovered form. The Clipped
Wing Cub features a wingspan of 79.2
inches, requires a four to five channel radio
syatem, and is designed to be powered by .75
to .90 two cycle engines, or .90 to 1.20 four
cycle engines. The price of the covered version (#21880) is $279.95. The uncovered version (#24446) sells for $245.00. For more information, write to the address listed above,
or call: 317/846-0766.
AMERICAN SMALL BUSINESS COMP UTERS, 327 South Mill St., Pryor, OK
74361, has brought computer aided design to
the R/C hobby with their new ModelCAD.
Using an IBM PC or compatible compu ter,

SEE OCTOBER 'S ISSUE PRODUCT REVIEW
THERE IS ALSO AN ELECTRIC VERSION : MODEL N1 E

Superb stability : Aies by itself!
Easy to build, easy to repair
Available in two sizes : 049 - .15 and .40
.049 -.1 5
Engines:
Wingspan :
48 in.
360 sq. in.
Wing Area:
Price : Regular $44.95
$39.95
SPECIAL

02-05, 25-40

.35 - .40 - .50
72 in.
810 sq. in.
$78.95

$69.95

Pre-cut parts. band sawn ribs . rolled plans, selected balsa, Simple instructions . Decals , cowling . Get Yours!
Prices are U.S$ . Add $3 for sh, .p. · g . Send Money Order _orCerti. Canadians may pay 1n Canalied Check , to IDEA LAIR MO
dian funds: JUS! add 15% (0
_dd 8% Tax).
Catalog included with order or send $1 (refundable with first order) lor details in our entire of models from .049 to .40. Electrics.
sailplanes. ultra light iron-on covering

IDEALAIR MODELS- THE NAME SAYS IT ALL!
S~e Y-15. R.R.4-AIIiston. Ont LOM tAO

Phone (705) 435-3085
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ModelCAD can quickly, easily, and accurately produce designs using dot matrix
printers, laser printers, or plotters. Unlike
most CAD programs, ModelCAD can be
used with or without a math co-processor.
Some of the features offered by ModelCAD
include different text fonts , on-screen zoom
and rot ate, block functions, layering, symbol

Mode/CAD.

set s, and a tutorial. What makes ModelCAD
most useful for modelers are two of its special features, the Center of Gravity finder
and the Model Calc feature. With these two,
some of the more difficult and time consuming aspects of model design are made easy.
ModelCAD, which lists for $99, requires a
minimum of 512K RAM and a graphics capable monitor. A mouse or digitizing tablet is
supported but not required. A hard drive is
recommended for ease of use but is not required. Contact American Small Business
Machines at their address above for more information or call918-825-4844 (FAX 918-8256359).
DAVEY SYSTEMS CORP., 675 Tower Lane,
West Chester, PA 19380, is now shipping t he
sport scale Focke-Wulf FW-190, a 51-inch
wing span version of the Luftwaffe's best
fighter-bomber of WW II. The kit can be
built as a sport/pattern bird or a beautiful
stand-off scale model with flaps and retracts.
It contains selected, accurately die- and
machine-cut balsa, plywood, and hardwood
parts as well as a large hardware selection
and pre-formed landing gear. The kit also features step-by-step instructions, rolled plans,

All Paper Flying Scale Model A irplane
14" Wi ngspan

$7 . 00

*ALL PARTS PRE-C UT & PRE- PAINTED
*BUILD & FLY IN TWO HOUR S

PAPER AIRPLANES
433 NIHOA STREET
KAH ULUI , HI 96732 USA
CATALOG:
$7.50 Contains 1000 ' s of paper a irplan e s.
Fro m p o st age
stamp size to 6 foot wing span! Glide r s o r rubbe r p o we r ed. Di e - cu t
or you-cut. Largest kno wn source of p a p e r a irp lan es- in th e wo rld!
Cost of catalog deducted from 1st o r de r o v e r $ 25. 00.
ASTOUNDING !
Ca:t.alo
and CORSAIR
an e a b ove : $ 10 .5 0 l u ~ $2 .5 0
FEBRUARY 1990

Span, 64~ Length, 53!'
~Area, 688 square inches.

. Piyiftg Weight, 6 to 8 pounds.
Pot four to six channel radios
and.45to.60two-cycle,or.60to.90
four-cycle engines.
Kit includes formed cowling,
wheel fairings and can~
Optional operations: Flaps and
retractable landing ~ar:
Suggestions for smoke systems
are included.

Typical
Gol(lberg.
You know what that means.
Stable, sensible and dependable. And all you've got to do is fly
your new C.G. Super Chipmunk strai~t
and level for a few minutes and you1l
discover that it is "Typical Goldberg".
But it's Goldberg with a difference.
ust turn it loose, and this easy-tohan le Sunday flyer will put on an
airshow with all the flash and flair of its
full-size cousin.

J

All the thrills
without the chills.
Oh sure, you've heard that one before.
But here's one model that's really been
engineered to live up to the promise. So
while it delivers the kind of sparkling
aerobatic performance that's sure to
keep the experts interested, the Super
Chipmunk's super-stable low speed
manners are something we can all
appreciate.
Fly it at a crawl, and it simply won't
quit. Bring it in a little nose-high, and
you'll still have a solid feeling of control
all the way to a perfect touch-down.
Fact is, if it's beginning to sound like

the Super Chipmunk would be a good bet
as your first "low-winger", you're
absolutely right

The options you choose
set the pace.
If you're a more experienced flyer, The
Super Chipmunk's well-designed flap and
retract options offer an added dimension
of realism.
And when it comes to power,
a .45 to .51 two-cycle, or a .60 fourcycle are just right for solid sport flying.
If high performance is your thing, bolt
in a .60 two-cycle, or an .80 to .90 four-

cycle, and you'll have it all.
Plain and simple, or with all the
bells and whistles, your big, lightweight Chipmunk will come tfirough
witfi flying colors.

The kit and the value
are "TYPical Goldberg", too.
If you liked our Anniversary Edition Cub,
you're going to love the C.G. Super
Chip~unk.

Its beautifully formed molded parts,
full color peel-off decals and comrlete
hardware package are the kind o deluxe
accessories you'd only expect to find in
kits costing a lot more.
Plus you'll find the same kind of
high-quality materials, precision cutting,
straight-forward construction planning
and superbly illustrated instructions
that have
made all of CARl: GOUlBERG
our other kits
MODELS INC.
so popular.
Typical Goldberg? You bet.
But with the Super Chipmunk, the
phrase takes on a whole new meaning.
Excitement!

The Super Chipmunk! From Carl Goldberg Models.

and pre-cut fuselage sides and tail feathers.
The wing area is 510 square inches and the
flying weight is 6 1/2 to 6 pounds for .45 to .60
two or four cycle engines. The FW-190 alaso
has ample room for one of the larger electric

FLY
The Popular, Quiet,
Convenient Way.
VL Products offers a complete line
of quality equipment :
• MOTOR/GEAR BOX &
PROPULSION SYSTEMS
• FLIGHT BATTERIES
Send
• CHARGERS
$1.00 for
Complete
• PLANE KITS-for small
Illustrated
electric
Catalog
• MINI R/ C SYSTEMS

See
the advantage
of forward swept
wings with the •..

AERO DART
Catapult Launched Glider
E-Z BUILD BALSA KIT $5 .95
PLUS $2.50 POSTAGE & HAt>.OLING

VL p ~ 2EAl;!:?u~!

A rROCRAFT

P.o. eox 5S3
EAST NORTHPORT, N.Y. 11731
(516) 369-5886

IIO

CANOGA PARK CA 91304

motors and the required batteries. It's available at your dealer for $99.95. Check with
them for more info or contact Davey Systems at their address above (phone: 215-4308645).

SAVE YOUR PLANE
"SNUF-VIBE" Isolation Mounting Kits
FOR ALL METAL

..
lt- ··

or GLASS FILLED ENGINE MOUNTS

Tho SNUF-VIBE MOUNTING Is designed to Isolate onglno vibration and
reduce noise. Unlike other Isolation devices, tho SNUF-VIBE engine bolls
aro completely encesed In neoprene rubber, In tho mount and In tho
firewall, double Isolation dampening.

~· --·-

"SNUFF-VI BE"
• Snuffs out alr frame vibration

Snuffs out vibrational noise
• Extenos fatigue life of sensitive PJC
equipment and controls
• Installs In minutes
• Prevents engine shake at low RPM
• Does not change flrewall spacing
• Allows lighter weight construction

THREE SIZES
JT632SV
6-32 bolls
JT832SV
8-32 bolls
JT1032SV 1D-32 bolls

Each kit contain as four
oomplete 'SNUFF-VI BE"' sets
and easy instructions

7.95
8.95
9.95

"Snuff-Vibe" Isolated Engine Mounts
TWO CYCLE
ORILLED AND TAPPED
JT-EV~

ENYA 4QSS..4!CX

JT-F40BBSV FOX 40 BB DELUXE
JT-F40-SV FOX ..0 AIC
JT-F0SV
FOX 45 RIC
JT -N'2.0SI/

Jr-N:J/JSII
Jr-NS1SV

IFMNE 20-25 FVC
lFMNE 30-4- FVC
IFMNE 81 FVC

JT~ K & B AIC Sporbtw
JT~ K&BFVCSpomtw
JT-KB85SV K & B FVC Spomtw
JT4<881SV K& B 81 fVC

PORTA-POWER INDUSTRIES, PO Box
34026, Chicago, IL 60634, has introduced
their Pro Charger super charger for 7 to 30
cells or five battery packs. Some of the features offered on the Pro Charger include a
digital meter, adjustable current, built-in volt
meter, charge and discharge modes, amp or
volt mode, mode indicator lights, external
fuse, and a fan cooled case. The mechanical
timer on the Pro Charger can be adjusted up

JT-M20SV

MAX 20-~ FP

JT·M20SV

MAX~FSR

JT-M35SV
.IT-M40S\'

MAX~

FP
MAX..OFSR
JT-M46SV MAX 40SF-ot6SF
JT~
MAX!IOFSA
JT-M81SV MAX 81 FSA-81 SF
JT-M108SV MAX &1-108 FSA
JT--B21SV
JT-S'T~

JT-sT51SV
JT-sT81SV
JT-sTI~

ST·BRAT21 ·~2G
Sf-coMO~
ST~51~

ST..c::oMO 81 ·7,_.90
ST 20I'JO.ZIC0-3000

FOUR CYCLE
DRILLED AND TAPPED

,,.. ....
15.9!5

. ..
,....
,....
,....
,,.. ....
14.9!5
15.9!5

14.i5
15.9!5

,, -----

fN'(A 3S-40 4C

15.915
15.95
fN'(A eo-&Q..9C)-120 o4C 18.95
ENYA 'R' 120 4C
27.95
ENYAo4&-534C

,

.._.--

JT....SV

PHVT21
HPVT 48

15.9!5
18.9!5

JT.:zo!N

MAX FS 20

JT~

MAXFS4CHO~

JT...SV

MAX FS 48 Surpua
MAX FS 81..01 Surpua
MAX FS 80-75-9().&1
MAX 120-120 Surpue

13..915
15.95
15.QI5
18.95
18.95

JT-o41SV

JT..OISV

JT.a>SJ
JT-122SY

14.9!5
1-4.9!5
15.9!5

JT...SV

17.9!5
18.915

JT-123SV

27.95

....
,....
,

14.9!5

JT...W
JT.OOSV
JT...SV

15.95
18.9!5

27.95

SAITO FA 86

15.9!5
15.9!5
18.95

SAITO FA 120

27.95

SAJTOFA~

YS 120

27.95

au.k: &1-120

18.9!5

UNDRILLED MOUNTS
Long Beams
AYwage 19-2!5 dt.p.

11.915

JT~

A....-.~dlap.

JT-etJ!N
JT-120SV

A....-.~dlap.

13.9!5
18.9!5
21.9!5

A_.-u- SW>120 dlsp.

"SNUF-VIBE~

equipped -ready to install

• Cast aluminum engine mounts

JT-<U1

JT-19SV

•

• Drilled and tapped to fit most eng ines

15.9!5

JT· 124SV

18.9!5

27.95

SAITO FA 30
SAITO FA 4()..45

,__

• Precision machined -bright polished
If not available at your hobby shop, ORDER DIRECT
for immed iale shipment. Check, M.O., Vis.a, MC, or
C.O.D. a.cc.epted. Add $2.50 for UPS, S3.00 for C.O.D.,
and 6% sales tax for Calif. residents. SEND 25¢ OR
STAMP FOR AOOmONAL INFO ANOJ'TEC CA TALOO.

164 SCHOOL STREET • DALY CITY, CA 94014 •

415 756-3400

VINTAGE B-C PLANS

LIGHTING SYSTEMS
THE ORIGINALS ... Still the Best!
#RED
#RED
#RED
#RED
#RED
# RED
# RED
#RED

01
02
03
04
05
14
16
23

Programmable Flashing Navigation Lights
Adjustable Rate "Strobe" Light
Landing Lights
Adjustable Rate Mars "Rotating " Beacon
Marine Navigation Lights (nonflashing)
Big Airplane Navigation Lights
Econo Landing Lights (the brightest!)
Real Strobe Light (a true zenon strobe)

$24.95
$19.95
$39.95
$19.95
$10.95
$24.95
$19.95
$29.95

• SEE YOUR DEALER • SEND STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR RAM INFO
If unavailable locally. send check. money o rd er or full c redil card info for the cost of lhe item plus
$2.00 ($5.00 foreign) for immed iate shipment. Include full address for U.P.S. Sorry no C.O.D.

tRam 4736 N. Milwaukee Ave. -

Chicago, IL 60630

'-e~~~~~=

CONSOLIDATED
PBY - 5A "CATALINA"

9

FT. WING S PAN

AL L RIBS S F ULL FORMERS SHOWN ON P LAN S //

PL AST IC ENG.C OWLS $10.90 PR.
CLEAR GU N BLIS TERS $7.60 PR .
4 LARGE PLAN sHEETs -

Plans $ 18.95

6FT . WING SPAN MODEL PBY-5A

Plans

ENGINE cowLs $ 1 so PR.
$14.95
GU N BLISTERS $ 5.50 PR ADD $3.00 POSTAGE
CATALOG-OVER 50 PLANS $1 .00 DEALER S WRITE
WORLD

i)

WIDE

SID MORGAN

13157 ORMOND BELLEVILLE MICH . 48111 U.S.A.

FLYING MODELS
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SECURITY CLIP
Me chcm c !lll y locks the Futnbzt AM
pluqs w1th ll 'snap' Packt~ged by
the p1:11r for the b~:~ttery and
tlllero n plugs

No

li S

g
1 8 or.
•

to a 30-minute period and most batteries can
be charged in 15 minutes. A good 12-volt DC
source is required to power the charger which
lists for $299. A five wire harness to connect
any number of battery packs, up to five in all,
attaches to binding posts at the lower left
comer of the case. For additional information
about the Pro Charger, contact Porta-Power
Industries at their address above or call tollfree 800-356-3590.

technical reference to some of the popular airfoils used in R/C sailplanes and some of the
original airfoils developed by the research
team. Almost 400 pages long, the book has
12 chapters that explain the research, low
Reynolds numbers, offer comments on many
airfoil series, list airfoil coordinates, plot the
airoils, and plot the polars. This hefty reference book is available from Soartech at their
address above for $15.

SOARTECH, 1504 Horseshoe Circle, Virginia Beach, VA 23451, has recently published the complete program data of Michael
Selig, John Donovan, and David Fraser on
their reserach into low speed airfoils. Airfoils
at Low Speeds is aimed at the serious RIC
sailplane enthusiast or anyone who needs a

SPIRIT JETS, 9255 Survey Road #12, Elk
Grove, CA 95624, has announced the production of their sport scale F/A-18 Hornet and
their stand-off scale F-16 Falcon kits, both
for ducted fan fun. Both kits feature epoxy
glass fuselages, plywood bulkheads cut and
ready to install, flap and/or ailerons cut, fins
and stab cores shaped, foam core wings with
contest grade sheeting provided, c~ear canopies, pushrods, wheel collars, and miscellaneous hardware pieces. In addition, the single
fan F/A-18 features a custom made fiberglass
rear duct tube with twin exhaust nozzles, stabilator bellcranks, and pre-bent main landing
gear wires. The 1!12 scale F/A-18 spans 41.5
inches and stretches 56 inches and retails for
$249. There is an optional tuned pipe ($45)
and a decal set ($25) also available. The
1 /10scale F-16 spans 44.5 inches and stretches
62 inches. Retail price for the F-16 is $216.
Either a Turbax I or a Dynamax can power
the Hornet while a Dynamax or a Viojett can
power the F-16.
=

Ern S l Mfg_. . .l~n~c:.:..·_'.s.;~;.; ".;: ;~E. : :aR.:.,.;: . : ;: w: : :
8

1

R_d.._

Direct Orders add $2.75 per order for postage and handling

FARMAN SPORT
Complete Kit #PS-14 .. .....

. $8.75

plus $1.00 S&H
Send $1 .00 for complete
Dealer Inquiries Invited Catalog of fine kits.

Mass. residents please
add 5% sales tax .

~ P~~X~~cu~n~~~~~
~
(508) 995-7609

completely
finished,
authentically
detailed,
poseable,
1/8 scale

mga
KRESS JETS, INC.
4308 ULSTER LANDING ROAD
SAUGERTIES, NY
12477
914-336-8149

DUCTEDFANS
" FULL LINE
• LOW COST
• ENGINES
• ACCESSORIES

F-15!
SPAN 32in.
LENGTH34in.
WEIGHT 30oz.
WifltakeRK-72 0

Write or call for illustrated catalog $2.50; performance,specs,& prices.
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I read with great interest Tom Arnold's article in FLYING MOD ELS on rubber scale
multis (August and September 1989 - ED.)
and I'd like to thank him sincerely for sharing all that valuable experience and knowledge with the rest of us freeflight fans.
Freeflight ·scale modeling has a very small
following here in Scandinavia, but the increasing publicity of this branch of modeling
in magazines from the United States has resulted in a certain interest in it here, too. This
is especially true of the old timer modelers.
As a co-editor of our national old timer newsletter, I have started devoting part of the
available space to rubber powered freeflight
scale modeling. In less than one year's time
we have created enough interest to enable us
to arrange the first freeflight scale contest in
Sweden since 1958! It was held near Stockholm in August 1989, and was run parallel
with our two day Old Timer Championships.
Although small in comparison with the O.T.
contest, it created a huge interest, completely out of proportion to the size of the
event!

Needless to say, twin rubber powered models have never been built or flown here, but
after having read Tom's articles, several of us
already have twin projects coming along on
the building board. As for myself, I will eventually build a SAAB B-18 twin bomber, but
my favorite is a model Tom's already built,
the Heinkel He 219. Many years ago I built a
huge C/L version of it from American Modeler plans and would love to duplicate the
model in a rubber powered version. I could
make the plans for it myself, but since Tom's
already built it I wonder if he could make
plans available for sale. Why not publish it in
the favorite magazine of the scale freeflighters - FLYING MODELS !
Sten Persson

Halmstad, Sweden
We liked Tom's He 219, too. So much so in
fact that we have asked him to work up a construction article on it for these pages. Tom
has recently submitted a delightful Martin
Baker MB-5 for rubber scale, so his thoughts
aren 't restricted to twins. Look for much
more from Tom in the future. - Ed.
=
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S10 Sail Winch ..................
Sll Linear Action Servo .....
S14 High TOJque servo .......
S15M B.B .Heavy duly Servo ...
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88.00
39.95
88.00
19.95
41.95

~t~ ~~~~;s~~~~rs~i~\ ·:. ·:. ~u~ I..:=:-;;:=--S30G B.B.Landing Gear Servo -41.95
S3lS BB.Ccweless MotOJ Servo 41.95
S3lSH Hi Speed Coreless MIT." 49.95
Sll2 High Speed Miniature " • 21.95
S33 Micro Servo ................ 28.95lii@?J~~U~IS~~~
534 Super
QuarterRetract
Scale Servo
Sl4G
Servo .......
.... 32.95
64.95
S36G Retract Servo .......... .... 48.95 I::'::::':'"':'::'::;:;::,:::.,._:=::::::;;:
For J-Series & FM Radio System
5128 Std. Precision lsopot Servol6.95
SUO B.B.Hi Performance" .. 31.95
SUlS B.B.Coreless Motor " .. 41.95
Sl32SH Hi-Speed Core less M." 31.95

f-::=;;;;;;=--.....,~~~~~~~-'.!~~~~~~~~~~~~~J,~~===-:-:=J!!!I~~-.-,.,..==~~~d ~m ~:~~os~~::.·::::::::::::::::.l~:~~ l:-::=:'7.~=-su4 Quarter Scale Servo ...... 32.95
S136G Retract Servo ............ 48.95
Sl48 Precision Servo ........... 16.99
Servos for New Radio Systems ..

Dual H.B.Servo .........
Core less B.B. Servo ...
Core less BBAil Heli"
Core less 88 Surface 11

31.95
41.95 ~-~~~::__-:-,-~~==~~~
41.95 I·
41.94

careless Mini Servo ... 41.95

Big is
I ... U.95
RC Dueled Fan ........... .. . 12.95
Flying Radio Controlled Mod 39.95
Giant Steps .. ............ ..... 12.95
VIP'S direct01y of Giant
Scale Plans ................. ll.95
Schluter RC Helicopter ..... 21.95
RC Helicopter Models ...... 11.95
Model Makers Handbook ... 21.95
Model Aircraft Aerodynamicsl9.95

Scrapbook of Scale .......... 8.95
Bid!:-& Flying RC Mod.AirC.ll.95
Bldg.&
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GiantScaleAirC . 9.95

Airbrushing& Spray Paint•g. 20.95
Handbook ....... 20.95
Blimp and Hot Air

!MBRI~!

. e

~~

- -~'\o.

'"'(~ Standard
Tee oee .020 .... . 21.95
Tee Oee -049 ..... 28.95
Tee Oee -051 .... . 28.95
Tee Dee .og ..... 32.95
Pee Wee .020 .... . 14.95
Babe Bee .049 ... 14.95
Black Widow .049 18 .95
Medallion -049 ... 24.88
Medallion .09 ... xxxu
Quen Bee .014 ... xxxxx
Texaco
...... 11.95

'~

hobby
center
,inc.
Nl:; WEST 22ND ST.

RC
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx

':"'"!!!!.,._•IIRiGG1 Nose Gear Renact ... 14.95
RG2 Two Gear Renact .... 29.95
RG3 Tri Gear Renact ..... 33.95
Robart------~~tt~~~~~~~::~~~~~--::-=':"":'~~~-:-!':.=c-:::':"""'1 Scale Rotating Renact40.95
C
Retract Tailwheel .... 8.99
Mini Retract Tailwheel 9.95
Retract Rotate Large 203.95
Renact non Rot.90 ° 115.50
Renact non Rot.86 ° 115.50
~~~~~'!";C~-;:;.;::;,_;:'---1153 Renact P-51 90° .. 203.50
1:;,;~~~~==:---Renact P-51 85° ... 203.50
Steerable Ret.N.Gear 112.50
'·• & 115 Ret.Tail w. 44.95
Main Gear ..... 115.50
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he original Rambler was designed by
Gil Sherman in 1939. Powered by a
Brown Jr., the original managed a
22-minute flight on a nineteen second engine run in its first contest. Plans for
the Rambler appeared in the September 1939
FLYING ACES magazine.
The 1/2A Texaco version in this article was
developed to satisfy the author's requirement for "finger room" in a 1/2A Texaco fuselage. I have developed a strange malady
called the "fat finger disease" which makes it
almost impossible to get my fingers into a
small cross-sectioned aircraft without a shoe
horn. The 1/2A Texaco Rambler provides ample room for me to mount the radio gear without the shoe horn or forceps!
For the "win at all costs" 1/2A Texaco devo·

T

tee, I suggest that you try a pylon ship like
the Playboy or Kerswap. For those of you
who appreciate the aesthetics of assembling
a "stick model" with competition potential,
may I suggest the Rambler.

Construction
I have provided a few photographs to illustrate some of the finer points of building a
Rambler. I will add a few more suggestions
as we proceed. Since the model has an extremely short nose moment, it is vitally important to keep the weight down in the rear
of the airplane. Keep that point in mind as
you select the wood for the fuselage uprights,
rudder, and stabilizer. Note the ample use of
plywood in the nose area. The wire landing
gear, plywood firewall and motor mount were

Using scrap pieces of 'i• square balsa pinned to the building board (above
left), the top and bottom longerons for each side frame are jigged in place and
24

selected to offset the long tail moment.
Careful radio installation (well forward in
the fuselage) allowed me to balance the original on the designed C.G. without additional
nose weight. The original weighs exactly 16
ounces, which is the minimum weight allowed for a 288 square inch airplane per
S.A.M. (Society Antique Models) rules.
Enough for the preamble, let's get this bird
together!
Fuselage: Select four main longerons of medium weight 3/Js square balsa which are equal
in rigidity. Tape the plan to a building board,
and cover with waxed paper which is taped
to the plan. I use short pieces of 1/• inch
square scrap which are secured to the building board with small wire brads (see photo) to
form the upper and lower longeron curves.

the uprights glued in. With the side frames complete, the cross pieces are
added (above right). A square makes sure the frame is perpendicular.
FEBRUARY 1990

cheeks, Bob uses Xerox'" copies of the plan
inch thick balsa stock with rubber cement (above left). Since

For absolutely identical balsa

pasted on the

112

Those of you who have built a homebuilt fullsize aircraft will recognize this technique as
the method used to fabricate identical wing
ribs. Add the uprights, remembering to use
light wood at the fuselage rear. I use Hot
Stuff to speed this process. After the first fuselage side is completed, you can carefully lift
it free from the plan and build another using
the same "jig".
After the second fuselage side is complete,
you can assemble the fuselage into a box by
adding cross pieces at the nose, wing saddle
area, and tail. Add the remaining cross-pieces
to complete the box. I use a machinist's
square to assure perpendicularity (see photo).
The eyeball method is used to judge equal ta-

Completely framed, the Rambler
FLYING MODELS

the wing ribs have undecamber, the lront of the notched trailing edge has shims
under it (above right) to match the undercamber.

per front and rear, or you can "cheat" and
perform the boxing operation over the top
view. Next, add 1/s inch balsa to fill in the
first four fuselage panels observing grain orientation indicated on the plan. Add the firewall, engine mount and nose cheeks per the
plan.
Take a good look at the engine mount/
landing gear sketch shown on the plan; this
system works great and the landing gear is
"locked on" for the duration. Note the photo
of the procedure I use for cutting out the
balsa cheeks. I use Xerox copies of the vari·
ous parts and attach the copies to the appropriate balsa sheet with rubber cement. After
the parts are sawed to shape, the paper is

peeled off, the rubber cement is removed
with a little gentle rubbing and a perfect part
with no telltale outline remains! This system
is used to cut out all parts requiring curved
outlines; i.e., wingtips, rudder, stab tips, wing
saddle, etc.
The fuselage is completed by sanding it to
fair in the balsa fill. The cheeks are rounded
on their outer surfaces while the inner surface (engine area) remains square. Take a few
minutes to admire your work and proceed to
the wing.
Wing: The first step in wing construction is
to cut out the ribs. My favorite method involves making a rib template out of 1/s inch
plexiglass. Two pin holes are drilled in the

is ready for Bob's silk/dope finish. Because of the long tail moment, choose wood for the tail pieces carefully.
25
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For his own color scheme, Bob chose orange and white . The bright orange helps visi bil ity, especi ally since the Rambler gets up there quickly.

3/1 6 " SO LONGERO NS(HARO) 6. UPRIGHTS ( ME DIU ~ )

4"'

fi:rii)o

~

lfXACO ~ O

PUBLISHED IN SEPTE MBER 1939 "fLY ING ACES "
ORIGINAL DESIG N 8'1' GILBER T SHURMAN
SC ALED 6. MODIFIED FOR SA M 112 A TEXAC 0 8'1' BOB IS AACKS f989
TRACED 8 INK ED BY BOB HUNT FOR FLYI NG MODELS

FULL SIZE PLANS AVAILABLE THROUGH CARSTENS FLYING PLANS

ORDER PLAN CF-820

After checking the glide, fill up the tank of the Cox Black Widow only half way,
start her up and launch (above left). With a Cox 7-3 prop the model can climb

template and pins are hot stuffed in the holes
which protrude 1/s inch below the template.
The pins keep the template from slipping off
the balsa sheet while I cut around the outline
with an X-Acto knife. A little practice will allow a slight margin of balsa outside the template. A sanding block finishes the rib to the
exact size of the template.
See the photo of the wing under construction; this illustrates the notched trailing edge
which has been shimmed up to match the
wing undercamber.
Assemble the main wing panel and tip panels before adding the lower spars. Not shown
on the plan is a double layer of balsa wing
tips. When you sand out the leading edge
profile and transition to the tips, you will see
that this extra layer will provide the thick·
ness required to provide an exceptionally
smooth covering job. After the wing is
sanded, add the lower spars remembering to
taper the spars at the tips. Next, add the plywood spar doublers and gussets. Sheet the
center section (remembering to remove 1/32
inch from the top and bottom of the appropriate ribs) sand the sheeting smooth and the
wing is finish ed.
Empennage: The stabilizer and rudder are
built flat on the plan in the same manner as
the wing except that no shimming of the stab
trailing edge is required. A double thickness
of tip ribs is required to provide a smooth
covering job on the stab tips. I use rectangular ribs on the stabilizer and sand in the rib
countours by "eyeball". The bottom spar is
added after the stab is contour sanded. If you
have selected light balsa for the stabilizer
and you should, you can easily separate the
elevator from the stabilizer with an X-Acto
knife. The rudder is radiused on its leading
edge and gradually tapered to a symmetrical
airfoil with the trailing edge approximately
3/32 inch thick. Use an X-Acto knife to cut the
hinge line, after the rudder is finish sanded.

out of sight on an engine run so be ready. Judicious placement of the radio gear
(above left) provides correct C.G . without nose weights.

Instead of the normal 1/• inch dowels , Bob used 3f1s aluminum tubing for the wing rubber band
holdowns (above). Note the AMA " reward " information sheet in the fuselage just aft of the wing center
section . The Rambler's rudder has 112 inch deflection to either side while the elevator needs only 1/• inch up
and down.

Covering and finishing
I use silk, silkspan, or tissue to cover old
timers; there 's something about the "transparent look" that is right for an airplane that
was designed in the thirties. I used a combination of silk and lightweight silkspan on the
Rambler. The fuselage, rudder, and main
wing panel are covered with silk ; the
wingtips and stabilizer are covered with
FLYING MODELS
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lightweight silkspan. I use nitrate dope to
minimize warpage and spray several light
coats of butyrate dope for fuel proofing.
Brush three or four coats of full strength ni·
trate dope on each surface to be covered; you
are ready to apply covering when the balsa
takes on a "shiny" appearance. Apply the
covering (silk or silkspan) wet and use thin·
ner brushed through the covering to adhere it
to the .structure.
Since you are covering wet, you should not
have any problem working out all of the wrin·
kles. Trim the edges with a razor blade and
dope them down with full strength nitrate
dope. After the covering is dry, begin brush·
ing thinned coats of nitrate dope allowing
each coat to dry thoroughly before applying
the next coat. Inspect the silk covering carefully as you proceed to see if there are any
unfilled pores. When all of the silk· pores are
filled, stop! Allow the covered surfaces to dry
thoroughly for a week before fuel proofing
with thinned butyrate dope.
My A.M.A. numbers were cut out of black
tissue and doped to the wing using thinner
for adhesive. My "reward" information was
typed on tissue and applied using thinned
white glue. Do not try to use dope for this
procedure since typewriter ink will be destroyed by the thinner. See the photo of the
finished bird for placement of the A.M.A.
numbers and reward information.

Final assembly and flying
I use "SIG" slow-drying epoxy to glue the
empennage to the fuselage. Take the time to
carefully align these surfaces; the slow·
drying epoxy will let you make small changes
to get everything square. I used 3/JG inch alu·
minum tubing for the wing hold down pegs
(see photo).
Double check the wing to see that each tip

28

There's a special lustre to

a translucent silk/dope finish that plastic film just can't give. For those who want
to take the time to do it this way, the author outlines his own method for this great finish.
is washed out the same amount and that the
center is absolutely flat. Use your favorite
method to mount your radio gear remember·
ing to keep the weight forward. Assemble
your Rambler and double check the C.G.
Don't try to fly this bird with an aft C.G.;
you will be in for major problems if you do.
Now take the Rambler to the proverbial
field of high grass, turn on the radio and give
it a gentle toss into the wind, slightly nose
down at a spot approximately 50 feet in front
of you. The Rambler should respond with a
floating glide straight ahead with no turns. If
the Rambler stalls, add nose weight or shim
up the rear of the wing in 1/a2 inch increments. If the Rambler dives, shim up the
front of the wing in 1/32 inch increments.
When you achieve the flat glide, it's time to

fill up the tank (halfway) and check out the
power run. If the thrust line is correct, the
Rambler should climb out steadily with no
correction required on the elevator. To cor·
rect the tendency to dive under power, shim
in upthrust; likewise shim in downthrust to
overcome a tendency to stall. My rudder is
set up to give, 112 inch left and right throw.
The stabilizer is set up for 1/4 inch up and
down throw.
A correctly adjusted Rambler and a Cox
Black Widow swinging a 7-3 prop will climb
out of sight before the engine run is com·
plete, so use bright colors on your model and
try to fly with a sharp-eyed buddy when you
take it to the limit.
I hope that you enjoy building and flying
=
your Rambler; good luck and thermals!
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8033 S
Suite 4001
Los Angeles _ _ CA 90046

24" Scale Models $13.95 p.p.
•Curtis P-1 •Hanriot HD-1
•Loeing M8 •Pfalz 012
•Sopwith Baby Seaplane
Send SASE For Brochure

SIERRA NEVADA MODELS
P.O . Box 6195 Incline Village
NV 89450

Free Flight Kits and Supplies
Rubber, Glider, and Power Kits
Scale and Old Timer Too!
Co2 and Electric Motors
Rubber, Tissue, Cox Parts
Rubber Accessories, Winding Hooks
Timers, Nitrate Dope
CATALOGUE $2.00

CAMPBELL'S CUSTOM KITS
P.O. BOX 5996
LAKE WORTH, FL. 33466-5996

If you've ever had a fuel tank split and leak fuel into your
fuselage, you know how important it is to install a tank
you can trust. Du-Bro Products manufactures a complete
line of rugged polypropylene tanks in 10 convenient sizes
2 oz to 24 oz. All guaranteed for life against splitting, and
leaking or your money back.
• Each tank comes complete with soft brass tubing and hardware.
• Protruding front lip prevents fuel lines from being crimped on
hard landings.
• Single or twin vent design.
• A gas conversion stopper is available to use your tank for
gasoline. Cat. No. 400.
• Visit your local Hobby Shop for all of your fuel
hook up accessories.
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At almost any of the northeastern Old Timers contests, you 'll probably spot Joe Beshar, former President of
S.A.M. Joe is holding his new Longster for the proposed 'i2A Texaco Scale event.
hat I would like to do in this article is introduce our readers to
the fun involved with flying
"old timer" type aircraft. The
subject is certairu'y not new. Some of the
modeling magazines have some very excellent monthly columns dedicated to the old
timer theme. Unfortunately, many of the columnists tend to cover the more advanced aspects of this special interest portion of our
hobby so I'd like to give you a beginner's
viewpoint on old timers (like where does one
start!), tell you about my recent initial experience flying in an old timers competition on
Long Island, and then fill you in on a proposed new old timer event which sounds very
interesting.

W

writing to: Mr. Robert Dodds, Secretary
Treasurer, Society of Antique Modelers, 209
Summerside Lane, Encinitas, CA 92024.
Each member receives a complete set of cur-

rent rules, as well as regular copies of the official newsletter, S.A.M. Speaks. In this newsletter you will find a listing of all the old
timer/antique competitions that are scheduled throughout the country along with up to
the minute status on revised rules and proposed new rules. Also included are a lot of
technical tips, occasionally some "rare" old
timer plans and a few classified or small ads
that you might not see elsewhere. Editor Bill
Darkow of Tacoma, Washington, does an outstanding job on this bi-monthly published
newsletter.
Trusting that I got you interested enough
to at least spend the $10.00, let's talk a little
more about the rules. I'm only going to do
this briefly "for starters ", since a detailed description would take literally pages and
pages. For this discussion let me concentrate
on the. RIC portion of the rules. The R/C system is meant to be actively used for the control of the model throughout the entire flight.
You may use glow engines converted to ignition or antique engines (engines that were
in production prior to 1950). Each of these
choices of power is permitted a different engine run limit. Under the limited engine run
(LER) rules, Schnuerle or Perry directional
ported (PDP) glow engines get 20 seconds,
conventional cross scavenged glow engines
are allowed 25 seconds, converted ignition
(which are limited to cross scavenged two cycle and to four cycle engines only) 30 seconds
and antique (original ignition) engines are
given 45 seconds. The decided advantage to
old ignition engines is done purposely to promote the realistic use of models and model
products of the past (the basic thrust behind
the entire S.A.M. movement).
The rules get even more interesting as you
get further into them. When using glow or
converted ignition engines the model must
have 225 square inches of wing area for every
0.1 cubic inch of engine displacement. So if
you plan on using a .40 size engine, your minimum wing area would have to be 900 ·square
inches (or 4 X2 25). There is also a minimum
wing loading requirement imposed on the old
timer models of 10 ounces/square foot. That
900 square inch model just mentioned would,
therefore, have to weigh at least 63 ounces
(900 divided by 144 X 10).
As already mentioned the old timer class is

What is an "Old Timer" model?
An "old timer" type model is defined as an
aircraft that was designed, kitted, or published as a plan prior to December 31, 1942.
A second category, known as "antique" models applies to aircraft prior to December 31,
1938. In both of these categories there are
specific rules for free-flight and R/C models.
All of the detailed rules for the old timer
and antique models have been developed,
published, and regularly updated by the Society of Antique Modelers (S.A.M.). It costs
$10.00 per year to maintain membership in
this society. Applications may be obtained by
30

Larry Davidson easily took first place with his Lanzo Bomber, flying under the "Antique" ru les. Up fron t, in
the Bomber, is an original Orwick .64, naturally on ignition. Larry's been competing for 35 years.
FEBRUARY 1990

Why not try • • •

ld Timer?
By Bob Aberle

If you've ever been curious about Antique modelling here's a
good look at what's involved and how to get started.

On one of its typical "lightning" take-offs (above left) Larry Davidson's Lanzo
Bomber can be literally out of sight on the allowed 45-second engine run . The

usually a limited engine run type competition, with the run time varying according to
the type of engine employed. In the "antique" category the engine run is specified in
seconds per pound of model weight. Glow engines get 6 or 7 seconds/pound depending on
the type porting, the converted ignition
types are allowed 8 seconds/pound and finally the original ignition engines are allowed
10 seconds/pound.
There is also a variation of the "antique"
class which is designated "Texaco". In this
class there is no engine run time limit, but
your fuel capacity is limited. The limit is 4cc
per pound of model weight for all types of engines except original ignition, which get 5cc/
pound. This may all sound somewhat complicated at first, but I assure you that the full
listing of S.A.M. rules are well organized and
easy to follow. When you see it all spelled out
in front of you, it is a lot more understandable.
Another development, over the years, is a
very popular event called the 1/2A Texaco. In
this event you are not limited to any specific
size model, but there is a minimum wing
loading rule of 8 ounces/square foot. A model
with a 300 square inch wing area would have
to weigh a minimum of 16.7 ounces to qualify. This class is limited to the use of only the
Cox reed valve type engine with a fuel tank
supply, not to exceed Sec (Golden Bee, Black
FLYING MODELS

model weighs about 3112 pounds with its silk and dope finish . After another
minute "max" flight, the Bomber comes in for landing (above right).

Widow or the new "Texaco" engine).
There are other subtle points to the rules
including the need to R.O.G. (take off the
ground). Also the model must land within an
area designated by the CD. Most of these
items are settled at the local level, prior to

?-

the start of the competition.

Where do you start?
Probably the best thing to do as a start is
obtain an old time plan catalog from John
Pond. John has been collecting old time origi-

Using an Enya .40CX , Bob Aberle's Kerswap has a decided power advantage over ignition engines but the
advantage is lost because of the shorter run time (20 seconds) allowed. Ignition engines get 45 seconds to
run .
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Why not try ... Old Timer?

Jim Bocckinfuso holds his scaled dowri 'i2A Brigadier (L) and his Playboy Jr.
(R) which are his two competition models (above left). This close-up (above
right) shows the ignition Bantam .19 on Jim's Playboy with its "hypodermic"

This 288 square inch version of
was the original size of the 1941
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fuel tank. The lower hatch cover of Jim's Playboy has been removed (below
left) to show the radio compartment; third servo shuts off engine. With the
Bantam .19 the Playboy moves right out (below right).

the Kerswap won Bob Grzymala a first place in the 'i2A Texaco event. This
Gil Morris design which used an O&R .23 back then .

nal plans and redrawing many, over a long
period of time. His collection is outstanding,
the quality of reproduction is excellent and
best of all, the prices are very resonable. The
catalog listing clearly designates the dates of
publication, so that the distinction between
antique and old timer can be easily determined. A $1.50 fee will get you one of these
catalogs by sending to: John Pond Old Time
Plan Service, 253 No. 4th Street, San Jose,
CA 95109-3310.
S.A.M. rules allow you to scale original designs up or down in size (except for the
"pure" antique models). You can also beef up
or modify the structure to cope with the extra radio weight, control rods, etc. Naturally
you will have to provide movable control surfaces (e.g. the rudder and elevator). However,
you must maintain the original outlines, areas, moments, cross sections and airfoil
shapes.
There are several outfits in t he bu siness of
selling old timer kits and semi-kits. T heir advertisements appear in most of t he popular
hobby magazines. One that comes to my
mind is Hobby Horn (15173 Moran St. B.
Westminster, CA 92684). Another is Klarich
Custom Kits (2301 Sonata Drive, Rancho
Cordova, CA 95670). Be especially careful to
look at the classified ad sections in the rear of
the magazines. A lot of the people involved in
this facet of the hobby are small ou tfits,
working out of their homes. Their budgets
FEBRUARY 1990

Built from a Hobby Horn kit , Neil Markee's Lanzo Record Breaker (above left)
spans 96 inches and flies on an O.S .. 90 4-stroke . Design goes back to 1939.
Another of Neil Markee's models , a Simplex (above right) which came from a

are small and so their ability to advertise can
be quite limited. However, their products
may be just what you want and at the right
price.
I'm sure some of you will be interested in
converting glow engines to ignition operation. Two companies have been specializing
in this area for some time. They offer components such as: ignition coils, spark plugs,
transistorized ignition systems that operate
at low current levels and generate less electrical interference, points, condensers and high
tension leads, to name a few. I believe they
also sell brand new converted glow engines
and will modify your engine if you like. The
people you want to contact are: Joe Klause of
Kustom Kraftsmanship (P.O. Box 3010,
Fallbrook, CA 92028) and Phil Bernhardt of
77 Products (17119 So. Harvard Blvd., Gardena, CA 90247; phone- 213-329-0273).
The maximum engine run is only granted
to an "original" ignition type motor. Some of
these can be obtained from private collectors
who are willing to part with them. Many of
these collectors obtain several of a particular
type engine and are willing to "sell off" the
excess. Again you must look at the classified
ads. I did learn recently that a fellow on the
West Coast is offering brand new Anderson
Spitfires, all set up for ignition running. As
the story goes, he was able to obtain the original Anderson tooling to make up these engines. This qualifies the engine as an "origiFLYING MODELS

1941 Paul Plecan design. A Cipolla .09 powers Mort Ross ' Cumulus (below
left) which he scaled down to 40 inches from the original. From 1938 comes
this Dick Schumacher design , the Candid (below right) .

nal". I'm not sure of the exact price, but I
believe it to be around $225.00. You might
want to contact: M.B. Miller Co., 250 Bronco
Road, Soquel, CA 95073; phone - 408-4756858.
Other sources for original ignition engines
are: Super Cyclone Engines, PO Box 1809,
Show Low, AZ 85901. Elfin 2.49cc diesel engines, Orwick engines and many other accessories can be obtained from: Argo- U.S.A.,
3229 Dianors Drive, Palos Verdes, CA 9027 4.

What is an old timer competition
like?
Recently my old free-flight buddy (we were
both members of the L.I. Gas Monkey club
back in the 50 's) Larry Davidson invited me
to attend an old timer competition out on the
east end of Long Island. The contest was
sponsored by the Long Island Radio Control
Society and was held at their field in the Baiting Hollow (north shore) area. I'm not normally known to participate in contests, because working a full time job and writing for
the magazine on the side doesn 't leave me
with much free time. At any rate, with Larry 's prodding, I got out to their October 1,
contest. The weather turned out great, except for the more usual 20-25 MPH winds.
Old timer type models don 't really like
strong winds, but that really didn 't stop anybody throughout the long day of flying. The
photos that accompany this article tell much

of the story (like what people were typically
flying).
But the important thing I want to get
across is the fun involved with the old timer
type models. As I quickly found out, the average old timer flyer is not a beginner pilot.
Just about everybody flying that day could
also fly a pattern plane or pylon racer. There
is considerable skill necessary to fly and win
in this type of competition. The choice of
model and engine is a major factor. Building
the plane as light as the rules allow is also
important. I brought out my Kerswap (FLY·
l NG MODELS. November, 1986) which I had
recently switched over to an Enya .40 CX engine (with muffler). My plane met the rules,
but because it was a glow engine, I was limited to 20 second runs (R.O.G.). The Kerswap
flew great, by my standards, but as high as it
got on 20 seconds, it wasn 't high enough to
consistently hook a thermal.
On the other hand Larry Davidson was flying his somewhat scaled down Lanzo
Bomber, powered by an original Orwick .64
ignition engine. This 3 1/2 pound model can
get literally out of sight on the allowed 45second engine run. Larry had no trouble obtaining three, 7-minute maximum flights. He
was off to Las Vegas the following week to
compete in the S.A.M. Annual Old Timer
Championships. The old ignition engines
have the advantage the way these rules were
cleverly set up. Keep that in mind if you are
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Why not try ... Old Timer?

Joe Beshar entered this 1941 Scientific design Coronet (above left) in the
regular 1f2A Texaco event . The engine is the new Cox Texaco .049 which is an
outgrowth of the popular Cox Black Widow .049 . Texaco rules limit fuel supply

planning to be a serious competitor.
Probably the thing that I got the biggest
kick out of watching was the 1/zA Texaco entries. These planes run generally a little over
300 square inches in wing area and weigh
around 17-18 ounces (within the 8 ounce/
square foot wing loading requirement). Most
flyers use either the Cox Black Widow or the
new dedicated Cox "Texaco" engine with a 7inch diameter prop (I believe that is the largest permitted). With the bigger prop you can
obtain a longer engine run, even though it
will run slower. I saw many flights with 4 to
4 1/z minute engine runs that were obtained
from the integral Cox Sec fuel tank. With a
lightly loaded model you can get a lot of altitude on that long an engine run. These little
models are relatively easy and inexpensive to
build. Despite the small size and slow speeds,
flying can still prove a challenge especially
when you consider such normal things as a
sagging engine, lack of a throttle or engine
cut-off and some windy weather thrown in to
make life very interesting. Bob Grzymala
flew an original size Kerswap in the 1/zA Texaco event. The original model, designed by
Gil Morris back in 1941-42, was powered by
an O&R .23 size engine. Almost 50 years
later Bob won first place flying the same size
K erswap with a Cox .049 engine. Think
about that! My enjoyment for the 1/zA Texaco event leads into the last part of my story.

A proposed new 1 /2A Tex a c o
Scale event
Joe Beshar made the trip out to Long Island to attend the LIRCS contest. He has
faithfully promoted the old timer movement
since its inception and certainly needs no introduction to any of our readers. Joe was
very anxious to show me his new RIC scale
model of Les Long's Longster which he had
just recently completed. This model is intended for a new proposed 1/zA Texaco scale
event. The event itself is being spearheaded
by Jack McGillivary of Toronto, Canada. It
has already been tried at a contest held earlier in the year at Hamburg, NY (outside of
Buffalo) with the cooperation of CD Jack
Brown.
Basically the standard 1/zA Texaco rules
apply (wing loading minimum, Cox .049 reed
valve engine, etc.) except that the model
must be a replica of a reciprocating engine
powered, man-carrying aircraft of pre-1943
vintage. Models must be capable of R.O.G.
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to an Bee fuel tank. Tony Wetzel flew this Goldberg Clipper (elliptical wing and
all!) in 'i2A Texaco (above right) . The model has a very " classical" appealing
look to it that makes it hard to forget.

Powered sailplanes are expressly prohibited
(clever!). These scale models must be built up
of balsa and plywood. Foam type ARFs are
not permitted. Obviously some form of plans
or 3-views are required for confirmation of
scale.
I can just see all those beautiful little
Aeroncas, Pipers, Taylorcrafts and the like
showing up next season. By the way Joe Beshar's first flight on the Longster was quite
good. He managed a power flight of approximately four minutes. The glide portion
proved tricky because of the small tail surface areas, but Joe 's flying skills prevailed.
There are a lot of challenges to be met in this
new event. The reward will be the flying of

some very realistic little model aircraft. How
do you FLYING MOD ELS readers feel about
this event?

A last thought
If you haven 't had the inclination to try
"old timers " before, do yourself a favor and
at least visit a local or regional contest. It's
probably the competition aspect that makes
this special interest event so popular. It combines many skills including: design and engine selection, flying ability, and most important, the element of luck which tends to
average everything out. A far cry from pattern or pylon racing, but certainly no less
=
fun!

With a span of 108 inches, Vincent Butterworth 's Dallaire Sportster was easily the biggest plane of the meet
(above left). This 1/2A Texaco (above right) is a Wasp flown by Don Molt and built from an Easy Built Models
kit. An avid Old Timer fan , Bob Grzymala brought a fleet of models (below) which included the 66-inch CRaider (L) , the Enya .35 powered Buzzard Bombshell (R), and the 50-inch version of the Taibi Powerhouse .

-ADVERTISEMENT-

SR Battery Packs Make A Clean Sweep At The_
'89 KRC Electric Fly!!!
On Saturday and Sunday, September
16 and 17, the lOth annual KRC Electric
Fly was held in Quakertown, P A This
year, two different types of endurance
events were held, one each on Saturday
and Sunday.
Although the weather was miserable
on Saturday, an "all up, last down" event
was held and 12 contestants participated.
All four of the top finishers were using
SR packs! First place was won using an
SR 1250 Series Magnum pack, second
place was won using an SR 1250 Series
Magnum pack, third place was won using
an SR 1800 Series Magnum pack, and
fourth place was won using an SR 900
Series Max pack.
On Sunday the weather was much
better and a different type of endurance
event was held. Instead of simply the
longest possible flight, each contestant
made a series of 4 minute flights with a
2 minute period between flights to
retrieve their planes. They were not
allowed to recharge or change their
The
battery packs between flights.
contestant who logged the highest
number of 4 minute flights, plus the
FLYING MODELS

number of seconds in their last flight
won. The objective was to minimize the
affect of thermals on the outcome of the
event.
Here again SR Battery packs made
a clean sweep of the event. First place
was won using an SR 1250 Series
Magnum pack, second place was won
using an SR 1000 Series Max pack, and
third place was won using an SR 1250
Series Magnum pack.
As you can see, when it comes to
Electric Power battery packs, SR Packs
can't be beat.
Two years ago SR
recognized the need for a series of cells
designed exclusively for the electric flier.
The new series would have to give
electric fliers the longest possible motor
runs at the lowest possible weight. The
new SR Magnum Series cells are an
outgrowth of that research and
development. Magnum Series cells pack
40% to 50% more capacity into a cell
without increasing its size or weight.
Magnum cells are primarily designed for
Sport applications in which the maximum
current load is 12 to 15 amps or for
intermittent applications.

SR's EP Max Pack Cells, on the
other hand, were designed for the lowest
possible internal impedance, so they
could handle extremely high current
loads.. For continuous discharge rates of
15 to 30 amps, SR Max Pack cells are
your best choice rather than Magnum
cells.
In addition to Electric Flight battery
packs, SR is now a "One Stop" source
for all your Electric Flight supplies. SR
now stocks motors, props, chargers, wire,
connectors, switches and just about
anything else you might need for Electric
Flight. In addition, everyone at SR will
be only too happy to answer your
questions and help you solve any
problems you might have.

To place an order or ask a question,
you can reach us by calling our Hotline
516-286-0079 between 9am and 5pm,
Monday through Friday. If you'd like us
to send you literature, send a self
addressed, business size envelope with 50
cents postage to SR Batteries Inc.,
Box 287, Bellport, NY 11713.
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Wings of Eagles '89
History, nostalgia, and warbirds. A heady mix for any aviation buff with some sights that may never be seen again.
Story by Earl VanGorder
Photography by Frank Fanelli

Geneseo abounds in unique historical sights like this Lancaster, one of two flying examples of this WWII bomber in the world.

he big bands! ... Glenn Miller,
Benny Goodman . . . bobby sox,
swing skirts, USO clubs . . . all the
sights and sounds of the second
World War. Back to the "forties"-the World
War II years!-and, for t hose of us who were
young bucks at the time, what a gorgeous
"hunk" of nostalgia! What was it? Why
nothing less than the annual "Wings of Ea·
gles" Airshow put on by the National War·
plane Museum at Geneseo, NY. (If you want
more info on this museum, check Bob Aberle's article in the August '89 FLYING MODELS
Ed.) It took place on the 18th, 19th and 20th

T

of August, a Friday, Saturday and Sunday at
the museum field at Geneseo. Actually, there
was also activity for the two previous days in
the form of spot landing contests and other
tests for the liaison and training aircraft.
But, Friday was the arrival day for the
"heavy iron", the big warbirds of WW II. It
was a good day and we saw things that
hadn't been seen for almost half a century.
Like the B-17, Sentimental Journey coming
in with the number one engine feathered. It
wasn't meant as a show stopper, it was legiti·
mate prop governor problems which was subsequently sorted out so that the old bird flew

Joining the Lancaster in a special tribute to the large "eagles" was Geneseo's own B-17G "Fuddy Duddy" (above left) an d the B-24 Liberator (above
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on all four for the rest of the show.
There was also the arrival of all the Canadian warbirds, topped by the gorgeous Lancaster bomber, one of only two left flying in
the entire world, a truly awesome aircraft!
Think about it. A B-17 Flying Fortress could
carry 5,000 pounds of bombs and, 2 1/2 tons is
not a shabby bomb load but, the Lancaster
could carry the block buster known as the
Grand Slam, which weighed in at 11,000
pounds!
Let me digress a moment to the show days
of Saturday and Sunday. What a sight to see
the three major WW II bombers doing a low

right) owned by Dave Ta\lichet . Individual fly-bys of the three big bombers was
breathtaking and for the WWII vets , an emotional tribute to heroism .
FEBRUARY 1990

World War II mobilized just about everything flyable and many of the light
civilian aircraft were modified into military liaison roles. The military Taylorcraft
was known as the L-2 (above left). Probably the best known of the civil conversions was the Piper L-4 Grasshopper (above ri ght), the military version of the

Cub with the greenhouse cockpit. Part of each day's show was either a fleet or
formation flyby of the liaison aircraft (below left). Cessna got into the miliary
liaison business a little later than WWII with its post-war L-19 Birddog (below
right) that came under fire during Korea.

- ·~

~

~

Adding a canopy to the two. place Fairchild PT-19 made the trainer aircraft the PT-26. A Ranger engine powered the aircraft.
FLYING MODELS
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Wings of Eagles '89

The heavy metal started with the B-25 Mitchell, this one from the Canadian Warplane heritage which has
supported the Geneseo show from the beginning with a lot of restored single and multi-engine aircraft.

pass in trail formation-the B-17, the B-24,
and the Lancaster! Believe me, gang, among
the old timers in the crowd, there wasn't a dry
eye!
And then, there were the P-51 Mustangs.
They screamed across the field making those
beautiful hi-speed, low passes.
And, let's not forget the "Six of Diamonds," a terrific precision stunt team that
fly WW II aircraft, AT-6s, and what a show
they put on. I loved the field announcer's remark to the effect that this aircraft was the
most efficient in the world for turnmg gasoline into noise!
And then, there was the Pearl Harbor Act.
Thanks to three great guys from Carlisle, PA
who bought three of the Japanese replica air-

One of the lighter twins plying the airshow skies was this vivid yellow Cessna
AT-17 or UC-78 Bobcat (above left) depending on the role it played. Off on

another of many " missions" during the weekend, this PBY-6A Catalina (above
right) was recently restored by the National Warplane Museum.

The author, Earl VanGorder, had plenty of stories to tell about the C-46 Commando (above right) because he spent a few years driving one over the
"Hump" in World War II. Everyone knows the Douglas C-47 (above right) , here
decked out in postwar, early USAF colors . With the special clear bulbous nose

tacked on the front , the Beech C-45 (below left) became a bombardier trainer.
Known in civilian life as the G-44 Widgeon (below right) , the military Grumman
J4F-1 Gosling served in air-sea rescue and limited anti-sub patrol. This one has
been modified with Lycoming engines.

craft from the Tara, Tara, Tara movie, and the
museum's own Dr. Bill Anderson with his restored P-40E, the Pearl Harbor attack was
re-staged, only this time we won it! Yep, Dr.
Bill, and his P-40, shot down all of them ...
the Kate, the Val, and the Zero! Hey, if we had
had him and John VVayne, the war nlight
have been over on December 8th!
Of course, all this was topped off by the
massed flight of the B-17 s, a sight considerably rare since 1945.
Yes, it was a great show. But, it was more
than that. It was a celebration of the young
boys-now, old men-who went to war in the
old birds and did what had to be done.
Saturday? VVell, it was a beautiful morning
and early afternoon, .but at about 2 PM, the

When the war broke out, the tubby Grumman F4F Wildcat was the frontline Navy fighter. It was a scrappy
aircraft , not as maneuverable as the Japanese fighters , but it could take a lick and had good armament.

This Grumman TBF-1 Avenger drew crowds like a magnet (above left), probably because of its sheer size . Its operational service debut occurred at the

battle of Midway. One of glamorous WWII warbirds was the Corsair (above
right), the "bent-wing bird ". The 3-blade prop gives it away as an F4U-1 D.

Richard Kurzenberger built this 7/10 scale replica JU-87 Stuka from scratch
(above left). The real Stuka was the mainstay dive bomber of the Luftwaffe . Dr.
Bill Anderson restored this P-40 Warhawk (above right) with the classic shark 's
mouth and has loaned it to the National Warplane Museum. Taxiing back from

its solo routine is a T-28 Trojan (below left). It became the Air Force and Navy
follow-on trainer to the WWII vintage AT-6/SNJ trainer series. Dan McCue had
an AT-6 converted to this NA-50 (above right), an experimental fighter derivative from the AT-6 . A very fast nimble plane.

Wings of Eagles '89

Called the Tara North Group , these three replica Japanese aircraft fly a Pearl
Harbor airshow routine throughout the northeast airshows. The D3Ai Val dive
bomber (above left) was extensively converted from a Vultee BT-13 Valiant
trainer. Part of two different airframes , an AT-6 nose and a BT-13 tail, recreated

this replica B5N Kate torpedo bomber (above right) . With its guns smokin' Bill
Anderson 's P-40 "nails " the Kate which is going down "in flames" (below left).
A stock AT-6 was the foundation for this A6M Zero repl ica (below right) which
was recently re-modified to make it more authentic.

On the way to Geneseo Dan Caldarale's SNJ forms up on Chuck Krueger's wingtip. Dan is part of the "S ix of Diamonds " T-6/SNJ airshow team.
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It was sight that may never be seen again , the formation flight of the Lancaster, B-17 Flying Fortress, and B-24 Liberator (above right). Part of the show
included this fly-by of three of the Douglas C-47 transports (above right). Lend-

heavens opened up and we had a rainstorm of
monsoon nature. What Andy Griffith would
have called a "frog strangler". Can you imaginge 80,000 people trying to leave at once
on a two lane access road? The parking lots,
which were actually pastures surrounding
the airfield, soon became literal rice paddies
... morasses of mud! The National Guard
and members of the museum staff jumped in
and finally got everyone out.
I have since heard that New York State authorities "got the word" and additional access roads will be completed before next
year's airshow. Sunday dawned clear and
bright and the crowds teemed back to the little airfield that so much resembles a British
FLYING MODELS

ing a bit of more modern nostalgia were the fly-bys of this Boeing B-52G Stratafortress (below) . The design of the aircraft is well over 30 years old , which
makes it not so distant from the WWII era.

airfield during WW II. The crowd reached a
total of 125,000 which easily topped last
year's total attendance of 85,000.
And this was as it should be since last
year 's show included 74 flying WW II aircraft, while this year's show featured over
150 of the old birds. No one regretted coming, in spite of the Saturday rain, to this spectacular "happening" and a " happening", it
is. The general public relives history of almost 50 years ago . .. the sights, the sounds,
and, yes, even the smells!
And, yes, the jets were there, as well, featuring spectacular fly-overs of everything
from jet fighters to the awesome B-52
bomber, just for comparison's sake.

But, the main thrust was the old WW II
birds, the "glamour gals" of that long ago
time. And, in their heyday, they were glamorous! And, in many ways, they still are.
You might want to start planning now to
attend next year's show, which can only be
bigger and better. It'll be in August of 1990
and it will be a trip into the past that you can
actually experience. You'll leave the show
knowing that you have seen, and heard,
something totally unique in this modern
world.
Join me at Geneseo, NY next year and let's
relive history together.
For information, phone the Museum at
716/243-0690.
=
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PHOTOGRAPHY: ALLEN BRICKH AUS

Tracing its lineage back to the inspiration of Stunt notables, the author's model combines the best of the old and the new.

Envoy Ill
By Allen Brickhaus
Third in a successful series of practical, serviceable C/L stunters.

y Envoy I began as a concrete
example of the information
gleaned from Bob Gialdini, Gene
Schaffer, and Ted Fancher. Their
articles on design, intent, and purpose of precision aerobatic airplanes kept my eyes
aglow when putting pencil to paper and knife
to wood. The Envoy I was powered by both
an older style Max 40H stunt engine and the
ST 46. The first version led a short but brilliant career with four firsts and one second at
Paducah KY, Lexington KY, Atlanta GA,
Rockford, IL, and St. Louis, MO. Engine

M
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problems at St. Louis explain the model's
only second place finish and the winds at the
Rockford, IL meet led to the quick demise of
the June 1985 plane.
The advent of the ST 60 hastened my immediate building program to put together a
ST 60 plane by the end of the 1985 season.
The Envoy II utilized a wing of 672 square
inches in larger than normal fuselage size in
order to dampen the advertised vibration of
the ST 60. This vibration never really became
a problem and the following Envoy III was
re-sized to my normal fuselage dimensions.

The Envoy II proved the use of the ST 60
and thus the resolve to develop the. III be
came more confident. The first contest for
the Envoy III was the US Nats in Lake
Charles 1986 and it brought a 21st finish by
Thursday afternoon. The plane has continued its successes and its heritage is followed
by other similar Envoys now in the building
stage.
Envoy III still uses the Excitation wing of
Ted Fancher. A conversation with him concerning his return to a straight trailing edge
instead of the forward swept hinge line of the
flaps prompted me to order the next wing
core with the tip template moved back one
inch. This also gave me a three inch leading
edge sweep and moved the center of pressure
back at the center chord of the wing. This necessitated a shorter nose due to the rearward
center of pressure and the additional weight
of the ST 60 over the weight of the ST 46.
The nose of the Envoy III was set at 9 1/•
inches and the accompanying tail moment of
17 inches. The thicker Norm Whittle Eagle V
stab and elevator set-up was working well for
me and I continued to use the system in the
III. I anticipated a slightly higher weight
and also decided to enlarge the flaps and extend them to full span. Note that the wing
FEBRUARY 1990

and flaps are equal span, but the outboard
flap was designed larger at the outboard tip.
The dimensions are noted on the full-sized
plans. To prevent maneuvers from opening
up in the wind, stronger 1/s inch horns by
SST were incorporated as well as a 3 1/z inch
bellcrank to slow down the sensitivity of the
total system and allow a smoother and better
controlled flight for the full precision aerobatics pattern.

Construction
Construction is no different than many of
the modern day stunters available as plans or
kit. The structure was designed to be very
stiff but the new carbon-fiber technology can
add even more strength to the structure as
shown on the plans. Use triangular balsa
stock at all 90 degree joints in the nose area.
Do not forget the cross-grained balsa between the motor mounts and double fiberglass the nose with 3/4 ounce cloth and epoxy (Hobbypoxy Formula 2). The
cross-bracing shown on the plans must not
be omitted as this small amount of balsa
weight strengthens the rear fuselage area immensely.
Please note that the area of the flap horn/
pushrods is a bit different. The concept is to
pass the flap pushrod through the forward
bushing of the elevator before the flap pushrod enters the flap bushing on the flap horn.
This allows a one-to-one set-up for flap and
elevator movement and gives more leverage
because the pivot points for the flap and elevator are further from the pivot point of the
flap or elevator surfaces. The drawing should
explain the set-up.
The pushrods are built of arrow shafts and
313z inch music wire. Note that the wire exits
the tubing but the wood dowel which holds
the music wire firm is large enough to pass
beyond the hole in the side of the arrow shaft.
Each end is put together with 5-minute epoxy. Lighter shafts are available and useful
for more loss of weight, but no loss of
strength. All hinges are Klett products RK9s. Good tight hinge slot fits and just enough
30-minute epoxy will hold these in place very
well.
Adjustable leadouts are available through
several cottage industries and I will list some
at the end of this article. They can provide
the same helpful services to you in this project as well as they have for me in the completion of the Envoy III. Construction of an
outer wingtip weight box is up to you as I
have seen almost as many ways as I have
seen planes at a stunt contest on any given
Saturday or Sunday.
This or any other stunter can be built successfully when you keep in mind always that
you must build strong, straight and light.
Use only the strength you need to keep the
weight down and have a plane which will
serve your needs for many years.

Some prefer both the aesthetics and the more solid " feel " twin vertical stabs can provide. Note also on the
plans that with the full span flaps , the outboard flap is slightly larger at the outboard tip .

of 640 square inches to 700 square inches and
weights of 58 to 66 ounces.
Fuel is 7 1/z% Taffinders, half synthetic,
half castor with 23 % oil total. I mix the fuel
from original gallons of 5% and 10% PA fuel.
I mix up a quart per flying session which allows me about seven flights. After six or
seven flights my brain and hand get too tired
to properly fly the pattern and I go home and
rest. When I am getting ready for the season,
I fly one set of flights in the morning and another in the evening.
My tank is a Pilot plastic fuel tank with
the Pylon replacement rubber stopper kit. I
use two free moving clunks of which one is
the fuel pick-up and the other is the uniflow
tube. The fuel pick-up clunk will just graze
the bottom of the tank when held upright
and the uniflow clunk is 1/4 to 3 /s inch shorter
than the fuel pick-up. This distance depends
upon the amount of warning " burp " you

want before the motor will stop due to lack of
fuel. I like the Pilot plastic tank due to the
flat top and bottom, plus the front hole in the
tank is offset to one side slightly. This allows
you to run the fuel tubing to the correct side
of the motor with less tubing bending.
My needle valves are on the side opposite
the exhaust, and the tubing is run to the exhaust side. Motor adjustments are easier due
to the needle being away from the hot exhaust. I recently opened up the venturi to
.185 of the same construction, I used five
ounces per flight but seemed to get more of a
four/two cycle motor run than before. Either
will pull the Envoy, but some flyers prefer
the on-off sound more than others during the
pattern.
Note that the plans also show the location
of a piped-rear-exhaust motor and the approximate location of the pipe. This newer
technology is currently being finalized and

Power unit
The current series of Envoys is powered by
an ST .60 with a .185 "true-flow" venturi system. It looks similar to the older ST "sprinkler system" but has only one hole in the side
of the venturi which vents the fuel directly
into the side of the intake. This seems more
efficient than the regular (spray-bar-throughthe-center-of-the-venturi) system. Currently I
am running a Rev-Up 13-6 cut to 12 1/z inches,
with a ground release at 8100 RPM. With 66foot lines measured eyelet to eyelet, I fly an
approximate 5.4 to 5.6 second lap on 4 1/z
ounces of fuel. This has worked with planes
FLYING MODELS

Allen flies the Envoy Ill on 66-foot lines for an approximate 5.4 to 5.6 second lap time. Though the model
here uses an ST .60 powertrain , the plans show the optional rear exhaust, tuned pipe set-up.
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Envoy Ill
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becoming available. This dotted outline
shows that the pipe will clear the wing area
and only the bottom block area has to be enlarged to completely enclose the pipe. I presently have a profile (semi) that will at this
moment fit the rear exhaust-tuned piped motor for evaluation prior to the construction of
the next Envoy with this type of power unit.

Finish
My particular finish is tied in with the construction of the Envoy. The basic fuselage
must be fairly complete, minus rear top-block
and cowl. All of my flying surfaces (wing,
flaps, stab, and elevators) are covered with
MonoKote. All of these surfaces were finally
prepared with exact fits and matching thicknesses and sanded very smooth. Hinge slots
and horn holes are complete at this .time. Fitting the hinges can also help the final matching of thicknesses of wing to flap and the
stab to elevator fits.
The wing is covered first with two pieces of
film only. One for the top and one for the bottom will suffice. This leaves a seamless surface. The stab is next covered followed by the
flaps and elevators. As long as the flaps and
elevators are of stiff enough construction the
MonoKote (or any other iron-on film will do
the job. But these surfaces must be stiff prior
to covering as the covering adds little or no
strength. You can then finish out the selection of wing-tip weight box and leadout
hole(s).
Overlay the almost complete fuselage over
the wing and stab. Mark the areas where the
fuselage sides will later glue to the wing and
stab. Remove some covering from this area
where the fuse will glue to these two items.
This can be slots 1/• inch wide, or small '/•
inch circles, diamonds etc. The wing is still
covered from tip to tip but the wing and stab
has some area where the glue will firmly attach itself to the fuse. I covered the wing in
this manner; one piece on top and/or bottom
instead of two I would get the covering to
come loose from under the fillet we will add
later. This solved that problem.
Now the fuselage can be permanently
glued to the wing. Hook up the flap horns
and set up to begin work toward the rear of
the Envoy. Finish the top block to the point
of the forward section of the stab. Align and
glue the stab in place and set the neutral for
the elevators. Add the tail blocks and the fuselage rudder (yes, this does have one). Fit
the flaps and elevators in place with masking
tape and build . the fillets between them and
t he sides of the fuselage Now you are ready
for t he "stink" portion of the finish, so called
by members of the family.
Mask off the wing and stab 1/s inch from
t he side of the fuse. Use thinned Hobbypoxy
II to put on the 3-4 or 6-10 ounce fiberglass
cloth over the entire fuselage. Soak up the excess glue with an old cotton cloth and allow
to cure 24 hours. The surface will feel a little
greasy, but sanding with 400 wet or dry sandpaper used dry will cut the surface smoothly.
Add another layer of cloth and Hobbypoxy
II glue to the front 12 inches of the fuselage
to help the strength of the nose. Allow to
cure and sand again.
Now add your favorite fillets. Lately I have
been using some 15-minute epoxy and micro
balloons. If the area is masked well and you
wipe the area with your finger properly, the
FLYI NG MODELS

Sources of items needed to build an Envoy
Aerosmith Model Aviation
(foam wings)
Scott Smith
AD 1 Box 290
Athens, NY 12015
Aero Products
{wings, horns, bellcranks etc.)
Randy Smith
1880 Scenic Hwy.
Snellville, GA 30278
Carolina-Taffinder
{fuel)
8345 Delhi Road
No. Charleston, SC 29418

fillet is 95% done within an hour. Again mask
off the wing and stab and apply a brushed-on
coat of Superpoxy Primer. Allow to cure and
sand within 24 hours.
The final colors used on the Envoy III are:
Rustoleum Gloss White #7792, Rustoleum
Royal Blue #7727, Rustoleum Gloss Balck
#7779 and Formula-U Tropic Blue #20119.
The tip rudders and the fuselage rudder are
also MonoKoted and painted with the above
colors. I have planes which have used the
above type of finish and they have remained
very "fuel proofed." I use fuel with a nitro
content of up to 10%. I know, big deal, but it
is as good as many older type finishes with
less stink, but some loss of gloss as these do
not have a water clear final clear coat. I normally receive mid-teen appearance points including two fourteens and a fifteen at three
Nats.
All of the masking for this paint job was

Lone Star Models
(balsa)
1623 57th Street
Lubbock, TX 79412
Pro Stunt Products
{horns, bellcranks etc.)
9 Union Avenue
Little Ferry, NJ 07643
SST Specialty Products
(horns, bellcranks etc.)
28746 Westfield
Livonia, Ml 48150

done with various widths of Scotch 3M Fine
Line Tape. Each color is put on one at a time,
usually one color a day. Practice masking the
scheme you have choosen on the bottom of
the wing and stab first. Any mistakes you
make in the process can be fixed when you
begin to work on the top. The fuselage is
painted, working from the front to the back.
This finish is easily cleaned with my mix.
Begin with a 32 ounce spray bottle and
squeeze a healthy squeeze of Dawn detergent
in the bottom, add 4 to 6 ounces of a sudsy
ammonia cleaner, and then fill the rest of the
way to the top with even a cheap brand of
window cleaner. This will clean the plane surface but not take off the paint. Do not use
any paint thinners to clean the plane surface.
You will also impress service station attendants (those left in the world) with how well
this will clean bugs off the windshield of your
car after a long trip to or from a contest. =

Inside the Pilot plastic fuel tank Allen has two free moving clunks , one for the fuel feed and one for the
uniflow tube. The latter is 1/•-3/s shorter than the fuel feed . Syringe meters out 41/2 ounces of fuel.
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here are times that your bird needs a
nicely shaped cowl to give it just the
right finishing touch. The Novem·
ber 1989 issue of FLYI NG MODELS
featured a how·to on fabricating cowls of
balsa wood. This time we 're going to look at
laying up one in fiberglass.
Most hobby shop dealers carry a supply of
plastic cowls, and there are several manufac·
turers that will make glass cowls which may
or may not fit, but if you make up your own
. . . it's fun, it's easy, and it's yours!
Oldtimer radial cowls are the easiest to
make, and the subject of this how·to. I
needed a cowl with cylinder blisters that was
6 1/2 inches in diameter and 4 inches deep to
fit a scratchbuilt Biicker Jungmeister I had
designed, and was building. A thorough
search of the shop and garage didn 't turn up
any bowl, pot, or kettle that satisfied my re·
quirements of shape or size.
It was while passing through our kitchen I
happened to spot a two quart Tupperware
measuring cup that looked to be exactly the
shape I needed. A quick measurement check,
and I had my cowl mold-if I could sneak it
past the wife.
Laying up a fiberglass cowl requires: 1. the
mold, of course; 2. polyester resin and its cat·
alyst ; 3. a parting agent, so the resin won 't
stick to the mold; 4. fiberglass cloth, in light
and medium weights; 5. 3-ounce paper bath·
room cups; 6. disposable brushes; 7. some
dope thinner for cleaning your brush and
hands; 8. a pair of scissors (your wife's dress·
maker scissors are excellent, but she'll proba·
bly use them on you if she catches you with
them. For the Jungmeister cowl I also used
some 1/sth plywood. Let's get started:
1. Cut the thin glass cloth into ll/2 inch
wide strips that are long enough to reach all
the way to the bottom of the mold. Cut
enough to cover the entire bowl. Lay these
aside carefully for later use, then cut the
same amount of the medium cloth, and put
these aside too.
2. Cut the lfs plywood approximately 1/J s of
an inch larger than the diameter you want for
t he front opening of the cowl. Check, then
sand as required to get a perfect fit into the
mold.
3. Clean the inside of the mold, then coat it
thoroughly with the parting agent. Just use
your fingers to be sure you have the com·
pound all over the inside surface without any
lumps.
4. Mix up a one ounce batch of resin. Brush
this evenly all over the inside of the mold,
then let it start to set up, while you clean
your brush. This first coat is to rnininnize the
pin holes you 'd get if you started directly
with the cloth first.
5. Mix up a two ounce batch this time, and
brush it over the first coat. Immediately lay
in the strips of thin glass that you 've cut,
overlapping each strip by about '/• inch, then ·
quickly brush another coat over the cloth. ·
Take care to work out any air bubbles that
will occur.
6. When this coat is starting to set, fit the
plywood disk down into the mold. Align it by
measuring. You can eyeball it . . . if they 're
calibrated. Mix up another two ounces, coat
the mold and about 1/• inch of the ply disk.
Quickly lay in the medium cloth, overlapping
each other and the ply disk. Apply another
coat of resin over the cloth.
7. Set this whole smelly mess aside over·
night to cure. The longer the better. Take the
wife out to dinner, because she'll have been
informing you that the whole house smells.

T

PHOTOGRAPH Y: FLOYD MAN LY

The round plate, cut from the '/e ply stock has been glassed in place lo the fro nt of the cowl. Most of the

plate will be cut away, leaving only a "ring" that stiffens the front of the cowl.

How To Make:

Fiberglass Cowls
By Floyd Manly
Does making fiberglass parts smack of
"black magic"? Read on and learn how
easy it really is to do.

Only a few essential materials and tools are needed: the resin , of course , the mixing cups, a pair of
scissors, and the release agent (in the small tin can) . You can see the stips laid into the mold and curing .
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Making the blisters for the cowl is just as easy and a shortcut can speed
produ ction. This photo (above left) shows the male plug (L) , the female mold
(C) and the resulting blister (R). Release agent was smeared inside the female

She deserves it ... especially if she spots her
mixing cup before you've had a chance to
clean it.
8. Your new cowl should pop loose right
from the mold, or it may take a some cussing,
pulling, and maybe a little heat to soften the
release agent. Mark and cut off the excess
cloth at the rear of the cowl. The front opening will need a jig saw, or a Dremel tool to cut
away the ply disk. I leave a 1/s inch ply ring,
then after sanding it smooth I soak it with
Cy A to stiffen the wood.
9. If you don 't want the "blisters ", your
cowl is ready for painting and mounting. I

I

mold, the light glass cloth pressed in place, and then some water thin cyanao
dribbled over the cloth. When it kicked off, the part was removed, and another
made until you had all seven (above right).

used Velcro pads. They hold securely enough
to withstand vibration, yet they pop loose if
you ever nose over.
10. The blisters were formed one at a time
by first carving a piece of balsa to the desired
shape, and gluing it to a flat board. We then
made up a female mold over the formed
balsa. Release agent was applied over the
balsa, and several coatings of resin and cloth
gave us the mold.
11. We took a shortcut step by smoothing
the thin cloth down into the mold, and simply
dribbling thin Cy A over the cloth. When it
kicked off, we could lift the blister out imme-

diately, and start another one. Use parting
agent between each.
_
12. Trim each blister to size. Clean t he outside of the cowl with thinner to assure that
all the parting agent has been removed, otherwise the CyA won't stick properly. Mark
the blister locations on the cowl. While holding each in place wick Cy A around its edges.
13. A little sanding might be needed, but
you should b~ ready for priming and painting.
14. Be ultra casual when somebody asks
where you got the cowl ... as you answer;
=
"Oh, it's mine. I made it.!"

I

After some filling , a little sand ing, and a paint job, Floyd's scratchbuilt Bucker Jungmeister got a nice, brand new fiberglass cowl.
FLYING MODELS
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PHOTOGRAPHY: C.A BUKOWSKI

With all the intere5;t generated by the new B-2 Stealth bomber, it seems that the Flailing

Arrow is right in vogue.

really have to thank Carl Hatrak, for it
was his suggestion that I send a proxy
entry over to the West Coast for the
Northrop Flying Wing contest that
started my thinking along these lines. (Carl is
a member of the world-famous S.C.I.F.'s organization of California and is the traditional
contest director for this contest). My first
thoughts were to try something along the hi·
plane or multi-plane line but then I remembered some of the unusual flying properties
of a series of small sheet-balsa delta gliders
that I'd built back in the mid-60's.
The first test airplane was an all-sheet affair with twin rudders, that from the first flying sessions showed that it wanted to fly al·
most in spite of trim conditions. At that
point, I thought about exploring some of the
strange properties of the glider series. So, off
with the rudders; further test flights revealed
that the flight pattern remained almost unchanged. More experimenting and better
trim settings showed that this layout had
great flight potential.
So a built-up version was built with the motor stick on the bottom. Flight testing
proved that it would fly but it required a lot
of down thrust, in fact, downthrust on both
ends of the motor stick. A reshuffling of
parts, and the motor stick was moved to
above the wing and landing gear added. The
addition of landing gear made launching easier, as the model is a bit awkward to hold for
hand-launching and often the model started
off in some direction other than that intended. The higher thrust line reduced the
need for down thrust and improved power
handling.

I

and spars are made from 1/J 6th square. The
leading edges should be made of fairly substantial wood; the rest can be light. The center rib is cut from 1h6th sheet. My preference
is to make a template out of card stock which
I can use to cut both the center rib and then
the sliced ribs. The spars are primarily for
leading edge support rather than flight loads,
although they do add something to that as
well. Without them the leading edge tends to
distort. Note that the third spar from the

Building it

The '132 wire front motor bearing support was designed so that it would be removable for winding yet still
be a friction fit in the flattened aluminum tube housing wired to the motor stick.

Wing structure: Leading and trailing edges
48

front does not run continuously from center
to leading edge, but rather butt-joins at the
rib. There is no dihedral; in fact, perhaps a bit
of anhedral if one were to look at the spar
angles.
P.S. Bend the landing gear and glue to the
center rib as shown.
Covering: The original is covered with preshrunk tissue. My method for this is a variation of something I found in a Popular Science Home Workshop Manual (1936) in a

FEBRUARY 1990

model airplane chapter entitled The Tudor
Morris Model- an "A" frame Hydro model.
What it consists of is to apply a thin coat of
thin plasticized dope (lacquer, in my case) to a
piece of tissue before it is used to cover a
model. After this is dry, the next step is to
water shrink the paper. Note that all of the
above is done with the paper unsupported by
any frame, as is usually done, thus allowing
the paper to shrink totally - no residual
stress left. The result is a textured piece of
tissue that can be ironed smooth or used as
is. Frankly, I think the un-ironed tissue has
some iriteresting aerodynamic properties.
Applying the dope to the tissue is a bit
tricky. I usually tape the two corners of one
side of the tissue to the edge of my workbench and support the free edge with my
other hand as I brush. Do go sparingly with
t he dope as it's possible to add a bit of unnecessary weight.
Tudor Morris used a "piece of s tring
threaded through the edge of the paper" as a
support for the procedure. Cover the wing in
two pieces with the grain going along the
span.
Motor stick: The motor stick is made from
1!1 6 X 1 /4 balsa. Pick some wood that is at least
medium-hard. The rear thrust bearing support is a piece of motor stick wood glued to
the motor stick with the grain running vertically and then the 1/Jz sheet bracing pieces
added. Glue on the aluminum tube bearing
and bind with a few wraps of thread. Rub a
coat of glue over the wrappings.
The front bearing is a bit more complicated
as it is made to be removable for winding.
Bend the support wire so that it slips into the
flattened aluminum tubing with some slight
tension. It should require pinching the wire
where it comes out of the flattened tube to
remove the bearing. Add the 1/3z sheet pieces
to the front end of the motor stick and then
bind and glue the flattened aluminum tube as
shown.
Make up the motor stick clips from 1!16
sheet and 1/32 sheet outer pieces. Have the
grain run vertically on all pieces. To insure a
good fit, it may help to assemble the clips on
a scrap piece of motor stick material. Slip the
clips onto the motor stick at the appropriate
distance, then glue the clips to the top of the
center rib as shown on the plan. When all is
dry, the motor stick should hold securely in
t he clips but it should be possible to slide the
stick for balance or to remove for transport.
Remove the motor stick and add the bamboo
tail skid, gluing to the rib and motor stick
clip.
Propellors: propellers are the bent-arounda-can variety. In my case, I have a 5-inch
diameter can available just for this purpose.
Do cut the front set of blades from fairly
strong wood as they are very vulnerable. I
like to soak the blade blanks for as long a
time as possible before forming as the results
seem more stable. How long a time? Several
days, if possible. It may also help to boil the
pieces. Place the blades on the can at about a
15-degree offset and bind with gauze or whatever. Then bake at 200-250 °F for one hour.
Do remember to make both a left as well as a
right hand set of blades. One doesn 't want a
thrustless, torqueless set of whirring blades.
Mount the blades on the 1/sth diameter hard
balsa hub at the appropriate angle, then carefully fair the hub down to the blade surface.
Yes, I know that the props are rather high
pitched but there seems to be some kind of
mutual interaction with a push-pull set-up
that makes them work well.
FLYING MODELS
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Made of 'hs x
balsa, the motor stick (above) should come from a medium hard balsa to take the load of
the 'hs thick F.A.I. rubber motor. When making up the motor stick supports and clips , pay attention to grain
direction (below). It should run verticall y on both the single 'hsth and the two ' /32 pieces.

Wheels: Wheels are two lamin ation s of
/32nd sheet , cross-grained. Hubs are 1/s4th
ply punched out with a paper punch.
Flight trim: Block up t he elevon trailing
edge 1/s inch and spot glue. A good motor t o
start with would be an 18-inch loop of 1hs
F.A.I. rubber. Slide t he motor stick back or
forward until the model balances at t he second spar. A few low-power test flig hts will
1

show any need for down thrust. The wire
bearing support can be bent for this. Turn is
accomplished by bending in a bit of side
thrust. Trim can be refined further with
slight C.G. and elevon setting changes. And
lastly, it's best to start trimming the machine
by allowing it to R.O.G ., as hand-launching
can be awkward, as previously mentioned,
which may show inaccurate test patterns. =
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COVER EACH HALF OF
WING SEPARATELY
WITH PRE- SHRUNK JAP
TISSUE. THEN ATTACH
MOTOR STICK CLIPS
USING MOTOR STICK
AS GUIDE
NOTE: NO DIHEDRAL OR
RUDDER
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,~.032 WIRE REMOVABLE
BEARING SUPPORT

BRASS TUBE BIND AND
SOLDER TO WIRE

.032 WIRE
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~1/16
MOTOR STICK CLIP
END VIEW

FULL SIZE BLADE OUTLINE
MAKE LEFT AND RIGHT HAND
PROP
15 DEG. OFFSET ON
5" CAN METHOD
PROP SPAR IS 1/8 SQ.
HARD BALSA, ROUND
CORNERS AND FAIR INTO
BLADES AFTER ASSEMBLY

"G, TRAILING EDGES
PARS ARE 1/16 SQ.

1/16 SHT. SLICED RIBS

~NCE

1/32 SHT.
BOTH SIDES
OF 1/16
CENTER

UTT JOINT

54 PLY.

FLIGHT TRIM:
I. BALANCE BY SLIDING MOTOR
STICK THROUGH CLIPS
2. THE REMOVEABLE WIRE THRUST
BEARING MAY BE BENT DOWN
TO CORRECT STALUNG AND TO
THE SIDE FOR TURN
3. FINE TUNE TRIM BY MAKING SMALL
CHANGES OF BALANCE POINT
AND ELEVON SETTING
1/32 BAMBOO

FLAILING ARROW
TORQUELESS TAl LESS MK II
BY C.A. BUKOWSKI
INKED BY BOB HUN7

PHOTOGRAPHY FRANK FANELLI

Holding aloft his first RIC pride and joy, author Joe Doxbeck displays his finished Sky Hunter. This all-wood
ARF doubles as an excellent sport model and trainer, serving as Joe's succesful intro to R/C flying.

An FM Product Review:

AMS Imports'

Sky Hunter
By Joe Doxbeck

This all-wood ARF is a good choice to
take you from novice to sport pilot.

remember when I was about 7 years
old my dad and his brother building the
controline.models, with the old McCoy
.29 engine, and all the time spent on
painting and flying. That fond memory always reserved an interest in those types of

I

planes-until radio control came along. Stopping by a field once in a while to see the RIC
planes fly, I thought that I might try my
hand at building my first RIC plane .
So, this summer, I set out to find a kit that
looked like it would be fun, and easy to build

Here is what you get in the kit (above left). Parts fit is good all around and the
longest sequence in construction is the installation of the radio. The front ply-
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and fly. That's where the Sky Hunter, from
AMS Import Export (1110 South Wells Ave.,
Reno, NV 89502, phone for orders: 800-7527753) came in. Seeing this "almost-ready-tofly " (ARF) model in a magazine ad (the company sells direct) it looked like it just might
be a good ticket to beginning RIC with no
prior experience. When it arrived, I turned up
the stereo, told my wife to call me for dinner,
and started to open the kit.
The contents of the kit included absolutely
everything needed (except the minimal
amount of tools, glue, radio, and engine) to
build the airplane. Since it is an ARF, the all
wood framework comes pre-covered with
plastic heat shrink material that has all the
colorful graphics already printed. Torque
links for the ailerons are already installed
and slots are cut for the hinges in all the control surfaces. The kit also includes a fuel
tank, landing gear, three wheels, push rods
and a complete hardware kit.
Since I was a novice at this, the instructions were important. The kit's instruction
manual is eight pages long and consists primarily of clearly detailed illustrations. There
is a minimal amount of text but the absolutely essential information is all there. However, I felt more comfortable getting someone with some experience to look over my
shoulder and clarify anything I was uncertain about. After all, terms like dihedral,
C.G., and thrust line were new. Plus, the importance of aligning the tail surfaces and
wing surfaces is not readily apparent to a
novice like me. With someone to help though,
the instructions come crystal clear.
The only tools you will really need are a
ruler, a sharp knife, some drill bits, and some
glue, the plane is that easy to put together.
However, there were some snags. The main
problem with construction was that the
space between the hardwood engine bearing
rails just wasn 't enough to allow room for the
Fox .45 engine. So there was some cut~ing
and fitting to get the engine in.
Another minor but important problem surfaced with the front wing spar brace. It's
made from two identical ply piecess, already
pre-cut and then glued together. The completed brace did not fit snugly into the front
spar boxes in each wing panel. The problem
was easily solved with a thin balsa shim that
was added and sanded for a strong and tight
fit. The rear spar fit into its spar boxes ok.
Once done, the wing panels joined well in the
wing root joint and aligned perfectly.
Even though the instructions show it, it

wood spar didn 't fit tightly enough into the spar pocket in either wing root
(above right) so balsa shims were used to solve the problem.
FEBRUARY 1990

didn't seem that important to me that the
covering in the glue joint area in the stabilizer be cut away. Once explained to me, it became clear. Without a good wood-to-wood
joint, this high stress, critical joint could fail.
So cut the covering away on the vertical fin
and stabilizer for a wood to wood bond and
don't take a short cut. The instructions, by
the way, show when to use cyanoacrylate adhesive or epoxy.
There isn't much more to mention about
construction except that the control horns on
all the control surfaces are not the usual nylon bracket with holes. These horns have a
nylon base on either side of the control surface and a long threaded screw that goes
though them. A small nylon bracket with a
hole for the clevis screws up and down the
threaded piece to provide the adjustment
necessary on the control surfaces.
This kit was fun and easy to build, instructions were clear and the parts fit without any
real trouble. The plane went together well,
and I made great progress the first few
hours. I couldn't wait to fly it.
The control surface throws (that is the
movement up and down), and the C.G. position should be followed in the instructions.
The plane flies best with this throw set up.
Before the maiden flight, the direction and
amount of throw was re-checked.
The Fox .45 started without any trouble,
my instructor taxied the plane out and took
off. The first flight out was for trim, of course
and plane flew straight and level. On second
flight, the engine quit-wouldn't you know
it-about 15 feet up at the end of the runway.
The only sensible place to land was straight
ahead in rough grass. When I got to the
plane, I found no damage to the airframe at
all, but even though the plane landed pretty
level, the 5132 music wire nose landing gear
bent and that was the end of flying for that
day. The gear seemed pretty soft so I replaced it with a stiffer 5132 nose gear wire
made by DuBro. The engine, we found out,
stopped because the brand spanking new
glow plug had burnt out!
After the nose gear replacement, the plane
was ready to fly again. I also changed from
the wheels included in the kit to larger 2112
inch wheels for a fairly rough grass field.
Since the first two initial flights I've gotten a lot of stick time and have found the
plane can be slowed way down to almost a
quarter throttle and still fly great. The control response is forgiving. It doesn't snap
into a bank and the elevator isn't too sensitive. The plane has a nice "feel" to it and it
doesn't get ahead of me too often. After the
third time at the sticks, I was able to pretty
much fly it around the pattern for a full tank
of fuel by myself. By about the sixth flight I
was comfortable enough to start using the
throttle to descend and climb and get ready
for landings. The plane handles the rough
grass field pretty well and takeoffs are short
and positive. Part of the comfortable "feel"
of the plane is the excellent visibility of the
trim scheme. It has red stripes on the white
fuselage and the wings have red and yellow
stripes on top that really help the plane stand
out in turns.
The Sky Hunter has really proved a good
choice because it has gotten me started with
a minimum amount of hassle and a lot of enjoyment. It went together well, is still flying
well and the Fox .45 is more than enough
power to really enjoy the art of "RIC" flying.
Thanks to the Sky Hunter I'm hooked on
RIC.

=
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Even though the fuel tank protrudes into the radio compartment, there's still a comfortable amount of room
to install any standard radio. Birch dowel pushrods and plastic clevisses are included in the kit.

A Fox .45 BBRC and a Zinger 11-5 prop (above left) pulled the Sky Hunter with plenty of authority. For
training purposes the plane flies very well at only
throttle. Nice touch in the kit is the inclusion of metal
threaded control surface horns (above right). There 's no provision for a steer able nose gear so a cable was
routed out the bottom (below left). The main 5/32 wire gear plugs into fuselage blocks (below right).

'I•

Tasteful but colorful, the graphics on the Sky Hunter really help with visibility, an important factor for a
novice pilot like the author. Covering appears to be a heat shrink plastic that is fairly durable.
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More news from the gang. By Earl VanGorder
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the split second before the biggest mid-air in history? Nope , it's only the mass launch
of Don Ross' One Design Contest. This was last year's (1989) event held , as usual , at GaleviHe, NY.

Could this scene be

reetings, atmosphere agitators!
Well, since the cover of this issue
says "February", it's probably arriving in your hands somewhere
during the final days of December, probably
just before, or just after the Christmas holiday. That means you're either anticipating
some new "goodies " under the tree, or you're
gloating over theories you received. In either
case, here 's hoping your holiday is/was one of
your best ever.

G

One of our favorite plan suppliers has come
through again with a neat new plan for a
model that can be used for scale rubber and
jumbo scale. I know, you 're asking "who ''
and "what". Well, the "who '' is old friend AI
Lidberg, down Arizona way and the "what"
is his new Monocoupe plan.
This may well be one of the most popular
plans AI has ever produced. First, it's a beautiful little airplane that has always attracted
many modelers and, secondly, AI has outdone

PHOTO· AL UOBERG

plate "PLANS" (above left) be a hint that he has
plans available for the neat clipped wing Monocoupe he 's holding? Yup! If you

Could AI Lidberg 's license

himself on this one. It contains full details for
building either .the stock airplane, or the
clipped wing racing version.
Back in 1931, when he had his finest year,
Johnny Livingston and his little clipped wing
racer collected 41 firsts, 11 seconds, four
thirds and a fourth place in 65 ra,cing starts.
Al's package includes lots of goodies like
plans for both stock and clipped wing with
detail trim schemes of both. There's also a
knock-off wing option shown plus scale rib
spacing and surface outlines and " hinged"
rudder and elevators for trim adjustments.
There's also a unique invisible thrust line adjustment and a great shock absorbing landing gear method. An easy way to make cylinders from rocket tubes is also featured. In
addition, AI also supplies the stick-on Monocoupe logos for each side of the rudder/fin.
Guess I forgot to tell you that the stock
model is 40-inch span, and the clipped wing
racer is 29-inch span.
Now, here's the best news of all. The complete package is only six bucks postpaid! Not
only that, but if you request it, AI will throw
in the latest issue of his catalog. A great deal,
so get your check for $6.00 in the mail to this
address: A.A. Lidberg Model Plan Service,
f·14 E . Fordham Dr., Tempe, AZ 85283.
I 'm gonna show you two shots of this one:
the bare bones of Al's own clipped wing racer
and another shot of ole AI, hisself, holding
the finished product.
Another of our popular suppliers is Dave
Diels and he is now shipping his two latest
kits. These are both in 112" to 1' scale and are
the long-time favorite Grumman Wildcat and
the rare Japanese Shinden canard type
fighter. Both kits feature all the goodies that
we have become used to in Dave's line of kits.

,.,HOTO AL LIDBERG

want to examine the merchandise before you buy it, here's a bare bones look at
Al 's Monocoupe (above right). Can be built in two versions:
FEBRUARY
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some new "goodies" under the tree, or you're
gloating over the ories you received. In either
case, here 's hoping your holiday is/was one of
your best ever.
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through again with a neat new plan for a
model that can be used for scale rubber and
jumbo scale. I know, you 're asking "who"
and "what". Well, the " who" is old friend AI
Lidberg, down Arizona way and the " what"
is his new Monocoupe plan.
This may well be one of the most popular
plans AI has ever produced. First, it's a beautiful little airplane that has always attracted
many modelers and, secondly, AI has outdone
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Could AI Lidberg's license plate "PLANS " (above left) be a hint that he has
plans available for the neat clipped wing Monocoupe he's holding? Yup! If you

himself on this one. It contains full details for
building either the stock airplane, or the
clipped wing racing version.
Back in 1931, when he had his finest year,
Johnny Livingston and his little clipped wing
racer collected 41 firsts, 11 seconds, four
thirds and a fourth place in 65 ra,cing starts.
Al's package includes lots of goodies like
plans for both stock and clipped wing with
detail trim schemes of both. There's also a
knock-off wing option shown plus scale rib
spacing and surface outlines and " hinged"
rudder and elevators for trim adjustments.
There's also a unique invisible thrust line adjustment and a great shock absorbing landing gear method. An easy way to make cylinders from rocket tubes is also featured. In
addition, AI also supplies the stick-on Monocoupe logos for each side of the rudder/fin.
Guess I forgot to tell you that the stock
model is 40-inch span, and the clipped wing
racer is 29-inch span.
Now, here's the best news of all. The complete package is only six bucks postpaid! Not
only that, but if you request it, AI will throw
in the latest issue of his catalog. A great deal,
so get your check for $6.00 in the mail to this
address: A.A. Lidberg Model Plan Service,
f·14 E. Fordham Dr., Tempe, AZ 85283.
I'm gonna show you two shots of this one:
the bare bones of Al 's own clipped wing racer
and another shot of ole AI, hisself, holding
the finished product.
Another of our popular suppliers is Dave
Diels and he is now shipping his two latest
kits. These are both in 112 " to 1' scale and are
the long-time favorite Grumman Wildcat and
the rare Japanese Shinden canard type
fighter. Both kits feature all the goodies that
we have become used to in Dave's line of kits.
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want to examine the merchandise before you buy it, here's a bare bones look at
Al 's Monocoupe (above right). Can be built in two versions:
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The Wildcat gives a choice of color schemes
and markings with all the necessary decals
for each. As usual, proper color high grade
Japanese tissue is supplied with each kit. Of
course, there are full instructions along with
photos and three-views of the real aircraft to
help you with the detailing.
Dave also tells us that, much as he didn't
want to do it, he was forced to raise prices on
his kits. This is caused by his own increased
costs for supplies and parts. The alternative
would have been to cut quality and include
less of those nice extras, like the decals. Well,
Dave felt that most modelers still liked usable, quality materials, so he made the decision in favor of a slight price increase. The
Shinden is $15.50 and the Wildcat is $19.00.
Add a $2.50 shipping charge to each kit. All
shipments are made via United Parcel Service.
I don 't, as yet, have any photos of finished
models of the two new types, but hope to
have one soon. Al Buttrick, in Connecticut,
told me that he already has the fuselage built
for the Wildcat.
In the meantime, I have a different finished model from a Diels kit to show you. It's
the Brewster Buffalo in peanut scale and was
built from the Diels four-in-one peanut kit.
Who built it, you ask? Well, I'm gonna tell
you. It was me! Yep, your ole scribe, hisself,
built this chubby little Navy fighter. Okay,
Chauncey, so it's not as great as some of our
builders can do, but it's all mine anad I love it
... So there!
Hey, we also heard from a new supply
source this month. Well, it was new to me,
anyway. The supplier is Oliver Design and
they put out a line of "almost scale", allbalsa, hand-launced gliders. There are two
U.S. types, the F-14 Tomcat at 16 inches
span, and the F-18 Hornet at 12 inches span.
There are also two Russian types, the SU-27
Flanker at 12 inches span and the MiG-23
Flogger at 12 inches span.
These are "partially" three-dimensional
and I 'm gonna show you a photo of a finished
Hornet so you can see how scale they look.
Curt Oliver says that he developed these
designs to keep the neighborhood kids out of
his shop while he was trying to work and,
they seemed to enjoy them so much that he
decided to put them into production. The
models can be put together in a very short
time with no sanding, or finishing, or can be
detailed to a very high degree.
Oliver Designs is in the process of building
up a good-sized dealer base, but, if you can't
find them in your area, he'll sell direct at the
following prices: $6.49 each for the F-14 and
SU-27 and $5.49 each for F-18 and MiG-23. If
you want all four, the price is $20.00. Shipping and handling charges are $3.00 per order regardless.
The address is: Oliver Design, 1131-B Bonita Dr., Encinitas, CA 92024. Incidentally, if
any dealers, or distributors are lookin' in,
Curt Oliver supplies a start-up order of six of
each plane with a free rotating counter merFLYING MODELS
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Would you believe paper, not balsa? That's right, Ole Van 's little Spad came from a postcard kit he describes in the text. Nice part about the " kit " is that it comes pre-colored. No muss, no fuss.

ARTWORK: JOHN DOWNER

"Couldn't find a bird to save his life, but models ... that's a different story! "
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Flyin' Things for Fledglings
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Heading up Oliver Designs jet age chuck gliders is this F-18 Hornet (above
left) which spans 12 inches. An F-14 Tomcat, a Russian SU-27 Flanker, and a

MiG-23 Flogger are in the line. A little more on the classical side is AI Backstrom's Douglas 0-43 (above right) from a Golden Age kit.

chandiser with a pre-built display model, or a
ceiling mobile. Drop him a note for details.
Well, let's keep rollin' along cause I got a
couple of more things to tell you about.
We heard from Ray Roberts, the entrepreneur of Paper Airplanes International. Ray
has moved his base of operations from California to Hawaii, where he takes dips in his
pool between shipping out orders of paper
airplane kits. His new catalog costs $10.00,
but it is now both a catalog and textbook
with an ISBN number. It's about the size of
this magazine but about twice as thick as he
now merchandises over 1000 different paper
airplane models from all over the world.
I gotta tell you that, personally, I was most
intrigued with a set of postcards that he carries. Yep, that's right-postcards, but with a
different twist. These are marked on the back
for the usual address and message, but the
front side, instead of a picture, contains, in
full and proper colors, all the parts to make a
little three-dimensional paper airplane! What
a neat way to communicate with one of your
airplane oriented buddies!
There are seven different cards in this series (which are manufactured in England) including a Spad, Sopwith Pup, Pfalz D-Ill,
Nieuport 28, Fokker D-VII, S.E .-5, and a
Curtiss Jenny which is done up in the markings of that great barnstormer, Waldo Pepper. The cards sell for $2.25 each and I
bought the whole set. I couldn't resist building a couple of them and they came out
great! They're around five inches in span and
can even be used as unusual Christmas tree
ornaments, or a neat little mobile. There is a
packing and a handling charge of $2.00 per
order (regardless of size of order and you
must also add 15% for postage and insurance. Orders from outside the U.S. must add
10% to total cost of order).
The initial cost of the $10.00 catalog will be
deducted from your first order over $20.00.
The address is: Ray Roberts, Paper Airplanes, 433 Nihoa St., Kahului, Hawaii
96732. By the way, you also get a fee airplane
kit with your catalog order. Mine was a neat
three-dimensional Beech Bonanza that flies
as a hand-launched glider. Ray has also made
a special deal for readers of this column. He
will give a 15% discount on any order and
will include a free paper airplane kit on orders
of $15.00, or more. Also, group leaders in
Scouts, or other youth groups will get a 25%
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discount and five free airplanes if they write
on their letterhead. Remember, though, to
get these discounts, you must mention that
you read about these products in this
column. In other words, tell him that ole Van
sent you!
Oh yeah, I'm, gonna show you a photo of
the little Spad I built from the postcard series. I posed one of my X-Acto knives with it
for size comparison. Cute, huh?
There's one more thing I wanted to mention because when I try something and find it
to be good, I like to spread the word. On page
6 of the October issue of this mag, I saw an
advert from an English firm called "SAMSEurope's premier supplier of free flight models".
Well, they had some drawings I wanted
and I was most intrigued with the colors of
tissue offered ... things like khaki brown, olive drab, dark blue, etc. I placed an order for
peanut scale Spitfire and Hurricane drawings
along with a fairly large tissue order.
My merchandise arrived promptly and, to
say I was pleased, would be an understatement. The two drawings were the best I have
seen and include all patterns printed sepa-

rately. The tissue? True colors I had not seen
before and the Olive Drab is really Olive
Drab! The tissue, itself, is mostly like U.S.
domestic, but seems lighter. I have made
some tests with it and it works weil. So, get
out your October issue and check out the advert on page 6.
I've got a couple more photos to show you.
Don Ross sent a great shot of the mass
launch event in his One-Design contest last
summer and we also have another shot from
AI Backstrom. This one is Al's 0-43 built
from the Golden Age Reproductions kit.
Again, the typically neat job by AI. Thanks
to AI and Don for these two shots.
Well, troops, it seems to have come to that
time again when we have to consider closing
the old hangar doors on another session. Sure
hope you enjoyed this get-together and
maybe even found out about an item, or two,
that is of interest to you.
Don't forget to send me photos of your
own projects as well as any building tips, or
new items that you 'ue heard about. My addreess remains the same: 2 Holley Lane, #7,
Tonawanda, New York 14150.
See ya next month.
=
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Van's been butchering quite a bit of balsa lately and one of the projects turned into this Brewster Buffalo. It
started life as a Dave Diels 4-in-1 Peanut kit. Van seems to think the stubby fighter resembles him .
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See your dealer today for these Carstens Hobby Books. If he can't supply you, order direct.

BUILDING AND FLYING
CONTROL LINE MODEL AIRCRAFT
By Dick Sarpolus .
1939: Model aviation finally advances beyond the
stage of " every flight is a game of chance " thanks
to Jim Walker's development of control line flying.
1989: Thanks to Dick Sarpolus' BUILDING AND
FLYING CONTROL LINE MODEL AIRCRAFT,
the hobby now has a complete how-to manual on
control line flying for novices and accomplished
ukie experts alike . Sarpolus , a well-known designer of model aircraft, regularly contributes to
FLYING MoDELS on a wide variety of flying topics.
This comprehensive manual contains: A history of
control line flying , control mechanisms and hardware, flight training , engines for control line , aircraft construction and finishing , kits and scratchbuilding, competitive flying , building instructions
for four 1/2 A models and three larger models , plus
a listing of control line organizations and suppliers.
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A DECADE OF DESIGNS, Number 2
Compiled by Bob Buragas.
Here are over fifty different aircraft designs of the
1960 era from the pages of FLYING MODELS . Included are : radio control sport, multi and single
channel , control line stunt, speed , combat and
. sport, free flight gas, free flight rise off water, rub- ber, towline gliders and sailplanes, plus indoor
models.
This collection of plans is a valuable addition to
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Send a #1 0 SSAE for the latest Carstens Hobby
Book Catalog which lists our complete line of model
aircraft, model boat, railroad , model railroad, toy
train, dollhouse miniature, and craft books.

Carstens Flying Plans
R/C SCALE: 1

CF76 SEA HORSE. R/C seaplane,
67" span, twin float amphibian for .45.
Don McGovern. FM 5-67. $7.00.

CF9 AERONCA CHAMP. Familiar
sports design, 51 " wingspan , .049·.09
eng. R/C. Paul Del Gatto. $6.00.
CF13 NORTH AMERICAN P-51
MUSTANG. Single channel R/C or UC
.099 eng. Bob Buragas. $7.00.
CF17 B-25 MITCHELL BOMBER.
World War 2 vintage bomber for R/C.
Nick Ziroli. FM 12· 70. $11.50.
CF36 LOCKHEED U-2 SPY PLANE.
Prop or glider. 72" span semi-scale.
Robert Trishin. FM 2·66. $8.00.
CF51 ALPAVIA RF-3. French
sportplane. R/C 63" span, .09 eng. 0.
Kampen. FM 9-66.$5.00.

CF86 MAKO MONSTER. R/C
seaplane, .45 eng. Don McGovern,
FM 5-67. $7.00.
CF94 UNSINKABLES. Foam floats
convert big models to ROW. Gene
Rogers. FM 9-67. $5.00.
CF123 KOOKABURRA. 72" seaplane
for .45 4-channel R/C. Willem Arts. 2
sheets. FM 6-68. $9.00.
CF132 GRUMMAN WIGEON. R/C
scale flying boat for twin .45 engs.
Oscar Weingart. 2 sheets. FM 9-68.
$16.00.

CF114 EINDECKER E-111 German
monoplane, 55" uses .35 mill , 3 or 4
channel R/ C. Nick Ziroli. FM 3-68.
$7.00.
CF126 HEATH BABY BULLET. 1928
racer by founder of the Heath Co. 56"
span R/C for .45 to .60. Nick Ziroli. FM
7-68. $7.00.

CF150 MORAY MONSTER. 72" R/C
flying boat with retracting floats for .60
eng. Don McGovern. 2 sheets. FM 1·
69. $16.00.
CF168 SCAMPI. 63" span R/C flying
boat for .56 R/C, from Holland . Willem
Arts. FM 7-69. $8.00.
CF171 ENSIGN. 60" span R/C float
plane uses Enya .45. Gene Rogers.
FM 8-69. $7.00.

CF52 CURTISS JN4D JENNY.42"
wing for single channel R/C. Nick
Ziroli. FM 9·66. $5.00.
CF53
AVI
205.
Argentinian
sportplane, 44" span, R/C or rubber,
scale. FM 10·66. $7.00.
CF57 SPAD SV-2. World War 1
fighter , R/ C .09 powered, 43 "
wingspan. $11.50.
CF64 GYPSY MOTH DEHAVILAND. R/C 68" span, .60·. 71 eng.,
biplane. 3 sheets. Elmer Nowac. FM
4-62. $14.00.
CF66 WACO N. Tricycle gear biplane,
.09-.15 R/C with 40" span. FM 1-67.
Nick Ziroli. FM 6-67. $5.00.

CF146 AMERICAN EAGLE . 1929
scale biplane R/C for .40·. 56 eng. 56"
span. Tom Collins. FM 12-68. $7 .00.
CF199 SAVOIA MACCHETTI. Twin
hull C/L semi-scale 1933 flying boat.
Make it R/C. Sarpaulus & Shubel. 2
sheets. FM 9-70. $12.00.

R/C SPORT- 3
CF81 FOKKER D-VII . 60 " span
World War 1 biplane 1/6 scale, .61
eng. Nick Ziroli. 2 sheets. FM 6-67.
$11.50.
CF85 BEECHCRAFT STAGGERWING . 52-1 /2" span biplane for .60 4channel R/C. Bryce Petersen. FM 667.$7.00.

CF154 THUNDERBOLT. Near scal e
WW2 fighter with .45 engine. 4-channel R/C. Nick Ziroli. FM 3-69. $8.00.
CF159 JUNKERS C/ L-1. 56" span
WW1 model for husky .45 engin es.
Jim Burgholzer. FM 5-69.$8.00.
CF163 FW 190-A3. Near scal e 4channel R/C with retractable gear, 54"
span, .45-.56 engine. Nick Ziroli. FM
6·69. $8.00.
CF170 MARAUDER B-26. R/C twin
.45 scale, 72" wing . 2 or 4 channel R/C.
Joe D'Amico. FM 8-69. $11.50.

SEAPLANES-2

CF89 FAIRCHILD PT-19. Low wing
Army trainer. 62" span for .49, 4-channel R/C. Gene Rogers. 2 sheets. FM 867. $16.00.
CF!l3 FOKKER DR-1 . WW1 triplane
4-channel R/C for .50-.61 eng., 48"
span. Bryce Petersen. FM 9-67. $8.00.
CF97 MORANE SAULNIER "N". 1915
version , near scale 55" span for .35. 4channel. Nick Ziroli. FM 10-67. $7.00.
CF104 S. E. 5. Famed British WW1
fighter biplane. 52 -1/2" span, .61 eng.
4-ch RiC. Nick Ziroli. FM 1-68. $8.00.
CF109 FALK RIVETS . Goodyear
Racer, 1st in Formula 1 racing at '67
NATS. 4-channel .40 eng. Joe Foster.
FM 2-68. $8.00.

CF48 PATRIOT II. Low62" span class
II, .61 eng. Bosch airfoil, proportional
R/C. Joe Foster. FM 8·66. $8.00.
CF50 B. I. R. D. SPECIAL. Class 3
R/C .60 eng. bird uses any standard
loam wing. Dallas Moran. FM 10-65.
$8.00.
CF54 KOBRA II. Class II R/C hi-stab
with 60" wing, .29-.35 competition
model. Gene Roge rs . FM 10-66.
$7.00.
CF72 DEFENDER. Class II parasol
wing, 65" span. Removable tray for
R/C gear, .45 eng. Gene Rogers. FM
4-67. $7.00.
CF77 PIRATE 3. Twin tail 60" R/C
midwing, .45 eng. Nick Ziroli. FM 5-67.
$7.00.
CF100 SKIPPER. 131 " span sport
flyer for 1/2A and small R/C. Vince
Micchia. FM 12-67. $5.00

CF6 SCAVENGER. Amphibious R/C
flying boat for .35-.60 engine, 77"
wing. Don McGovern. FM 8-62. $8.00.
CF30 SKIPJACK. R/C .35 seaplane
with one large float, two smaller. 50"
span. Paul Hook. FM 1-71 . $8.00.

CF63 PIRANHA. 74" span seaplane
for .56 engine, proportional R/C. Don
McGovern . 2 sheets . FM 12-66 .
$12.50.
CF75 DORNIER D0-18K1 . 66" span
R/C, .19-.29 twin engines in tandam ,
flying boat. A. Swanston. $16.00.

CF2 RAVEN. 54" R/C ship with fat
fuselage , holds PREY glider
releasable in flight. Single chan nel
R/C, .09-.19. Don McGovern. FM 4-65.
$7.00.
CF4 FAIRFIELDER. Low wing R/C
design, 67" span, .45 engine. Phil Ostillo. 2 sheets. FM 2-62. $11.50.
CF5 CITATION. Multi R/C, .35-.45
eng., 63" span high wing , fast assembly. John Roth . FM 8·62. $11.50.
CF7 RIDGE HAWK. Proportional R/C
trainer, fun ship with 72" span, .19-.35
power. John Tudor. FM 8-63. $11.50.
CF11 RIDGEHOPPER. High wing
trike gear, .15-. 19 eng ., 58" span,
single channel R/C. Tudor. FM 10-62.
$11.50.
CF12 GENIE. Single R/C fat fuselage
with 59" span. Don McGovern. FM 264. $11.50.
CF21 SKYLINER. Class 3 R/ C ,
shoulder wing design. Marty Meyer.
FM 9-65.$11.50.
CF22 TEMPO. Class 3 sport R/C, .60
eng. Uses any standard loam wing.
Dallas Moran. FM 10-65. 2 sheets.
$11.50.
CF32 MARK 8. Class 3 multi design
R/C, 67" span, .60 eng. Paul Foster.
FM 4-66. $7.00.
CF35 TOUCHDOWN. R/C low wing
sport model lor small fields . 42" span,
.049. Bryce Petersen. FM 4-66. $6.00.
CF42 LUCKY 2. Class 2 R/C 60" span.
.45. Gene Rogers. FM 7-66. $7.00.

CF105 BANTAM KOBRA. Small
proportional R/C with .23 power.
Gene Rogers. FM 1-68. $8.00.
CF110 X-103. Sport & experimental
R/C for Hall co 103 gear. Elevators and
ailerons .. 23 eng. Nick Ziroli. FM 2-68.
$7.00.

I

R/C SOARING-4

I

CF14 SEAGULL. Giant 84 " R/ C
soarer with supplementary .09 -.15
power. Don McGovern . FM 8-62.
$11.50.

m<j
CF16 THERMAL QUEEN . R/C soarer
uses Eppler 385 airfoil. 144" span with
light wing loading. Carl Lorber. FM 11 70. $7.00.
CF20 LIL T. R/C 74" glider, rudder
only with T tail . Bob Hahn. FM 6-65.
$8.00.
F34 SCHWEITZER 1·26. R/C 1/6 scale
glider with 67" span, sport canopy. ·
Dan Lutz FM 4-66. $8.00.
CF41 SPECTRE WING . 92" spa·n R/C
flying wing. Thermal soarer with .15
power assist. Don McGovern. FM 666. $6.00.
CF46 SLINGSBY SKYLARK 4. 119"
span, high aspect ratio. R/C slopes or
thermal. Ira Achey. FM 8-66. $11.50.
CF65 FOAMIN 'S BAT WING . R/C
modern foam wing soarer. 72" span.
Rolf McPherson. FM . $7.00.
CF69 BONG BOOMER . FAI 136"
span R/ C glider, one time world
record altitude holder. 2 sheets.
Maynard Hill. FM 2-67. $9.00.

CF92 1931 NORTHROP PRIMARY
TRAINER. 72" span R/C scale glider.
Walt Kessler. FM 8-67. $7.00.
CF101 RAINBOW. 100" span R/C
pod and boom design with power assist, . 15 eng. Don McGovern. FM 1267.$8.00.

CONTROLINE
STUNT -7

CF24 SHIEK. Centreline stunt, inverted gull wing , twin rudders, .35 mil ,
53 " span. Jack Sheeks. FM 6-65.
$6.00.
CF33 SEA VIXEN. Royal Navy jet
fighter, .35 eng. with prop, 56" span,
C/L semi-scale. Jack Sheeks. FM 466. $6.00.
CF112 DANCER. R/Cglider, pod and CF38 STRAFER. Midwing sport twin
boom V tail soarer for thermals. Carl rudder C/L with 40 " span, .40 eng. Don
McGovern. FM 2-66. $6.00.
Lorber. FM 3-68. $8.00 .
CF40 EXTENDED GEE BEE. C/L
semi-scale lengthened for stunt flying .
35" sport. B. Miller. FM 6-66 $5.00.
CF43 SUPERSONIC STUNTER.
Very clean design, swept back wing ,
.35-.45. Bernard Ash. FM 7-66. $9.00.
CF49 ENYA DEMON. 54" span C/L
CF139 MOLLYMAWK. Superstream- stunt, flaps. Racy looking for full patlined 108" R/C thermal soarer. Carl tern on .35. Jack Sheeks. FM 8-66.
$5.00.
Lorber. FM 10-68. $7.00.
CF59 CHIZLER. C/L slow stunt pattern flyer uses Fox .35 with shaft extension , 50" span. Dick Mathis. FM 11 66.$5.00.

CONTROLINE
SCALE- 6

CF10 FOKKER DVII. 33" span WW1
fighter biplane C/L, .049-.09. Paul Del
Gatto. FM 6-64. 2 sheets. $11.50
SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS. 46" scale C/L.
Lindbergh ' s famou s plane . Paul
Palanek. FM 12-66. $6.00.
CF71 LOCKHEED HUDSON. 41 "
span twin .19 powered scale C/L WW2
bomber. Paul Palanek. FM 4-62.
$7.00.
CF62 TALON . C/L stunt with inverted
CF83 GRUMMAN AGCAT. Duster .35, 56" span. J. Kostecky. FM 12-66.
biplane 1/12 scale for .35-.40 C/L. 2 $8.00.
sheets. Bob Adair. FM 6-67. $7.00.
CF67 SWINGER. Swept wing C/L
CF84 CURTISS HAWK 75. C/L scale stunt with 51 " span, .35 eng. Jack
36" span, .35, French radial engine P- Sheeks. FM 1-67.$5.00.
40. Paul Palanek. FM 4-62. $7.00.
CF 226 HAWKER TYPHOON. British CF87 RYAN SC. Semi-scale C/L 51 "
WW2 fighter in neat C/L version 1/ 12 span, .35 eng. Jack Sheeks. FM 7-67.
5 00
size, .29-.40 eng. Paul Palanek. $7.00. $ · ·
CF90 STARLIGHT. C/L stunt with 56"
wing for hot .35. Charles Mackey. FM
8-67. $5.00.

CF181 TEAR-A-LONG. Combat C/L
small and compact for Cox .15. Fast
Richard . FM 12-69. $5.00.

CF730 GRANDMA. This semi-scale
R/C biplane performs fine on electric
power. She spans 54 inches, and features a unique battery holder. Ellis
Grummer. FM 8-86. $8.00.
CF402 DEHAVILLAND DH-10. F/F
scale 49-1 /2" span , two Astra Flight
.020 electric motors. W. R. Stroman.
FM 4-76. $6.00.

I NEW UNSORTED I

CF430 LOCKHEED WASP-VEGA 5.
Wiley Post 's famed Winnie Mae, 31 "
span, F/F scale for Hy1ork 48 electric
motor . George Meyer. FM 2-77.
$6.00.
CF449 VALKYRIE MODEL A NO.1 .
Free flight electric scale for the Astra
Flite 02 motor, 37 " span . W. R.
Stroman. FM 9-77. $6.00.

CF820 RAMBLER. Try th is replica of
Gil Sherman's FLYING ACES "Gassie"
for 1/2A Texaco Old Timer e·Jents.
Spans 46 inches. Bob Isaacks. FM 2·
90. $7.00
CF821 ENVOY Ill. Well thought out
C/L stunt flying design featuring twin
rudders and adjustable lead-outs. 60"
span, .40-.60 engines. Plans on two
sheets. Allen Brickhaus. FM 2-90.
$16.00.
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I enclose _ _ check or money order, _ _ Master ChargeN1sa authonzaPlease send me the plans I have 1nd1cated G1ve plan number and name If you do not care to cut magazme, type
or pnnt leg1bly on separate sheet

1 t1on for the amount checked at nght

1I
I
I For bu1'ld 1ng
' 1
.nstruct1ons
.
re fer to Flying Models issue in which article originally I
1
appeared . Issue reference 1s g1ven w1th most listings . See back issue ad for
I1 complete
list of currently available back issues .
· I
I Plans will be sent 3rd or 4th class unless you have included sufficient funds
1 for 1st class or airmail. All prices shown are in US dollars.
II NAME . . .. . - . ....... . . . - - - .. . .. .. .. . - . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
I STREET .. . ... - .. ... - .... . .. . .. . - ... - . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I CITY .... .. .... ......... STATE ...... .. ZIP ........
I PLANS
I
I Plan # and Name ....................$
1 Plan# and Name .................... $
II Plan # and Name ...... . .. . ..........$

Plan # and Name ....................$ _ _ _ _ _

CF228 CHANCE VOUGHT F4U
CORSAIR. C/L 62" span for .. 59-.60
eng., 1-1 /2" scale. Ira Kulp . FM 7-71 . 2
sheets. $16.00.
CF241 SKY FLY. 2" scale replica of
Anton Cvje.tkovic's popular home built
for C/L..40 eng. Roberts flight control
system. Bob Adair. FM 10-71. $8.00.

CF106 FOCKE-WULF FW-190. 50"
span C/L profile WW2 fighter, .35-.45
eng. Jack Sheeks. FM 1-68. $5.00.

C/L COMBAT- 8
CF144 WINDER. C/ L combat 42 "
span high speed for .35. Terry Prather.
FM 11-68. $3.50.
CF160 KING KOBRA. Slow combat
profile C/L .35 mil with 48" span .
Maneuverable. Vince Micchia. FM 569.$5.00.

CF428 GRUMMAN S-2G TRACKER.
1/2" span scale C/L for twin .35-.45.
Steven A. Hall. FM 1-77. $8.00.

1
I1
I
I
I
.
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

CF414 AT-9 JEEP. Semi-profile C/L
for twin .30 's, 56-1 / 2" span . Jack
Sheeks. FM 8.76. $6.00.
CF2581RON BUTTERFLY. FAI COITIbat C/L with 33" span. Fast Richard .
FM 3-72. $5.00.

1I

.

8

POSTAGE AND SPECIAL HANDLING
D 3rd or 4th class mail in USA is prepaid . No additional
postage required . Allow 4 weeks delivery in USA.
D 3rd class mail outside USA including Canada and
Mexico, add 75¢ per plan .
D USA 1st class mail: Add 20% of order.
D Foreign airmail including Canada and Mexico : Add
50% of order.
MAILING TUBE (Offer good in USA only)
D 1-4 plans via UPS $3.25
D 5-10 plans via UPS $3.75
D NJ Res . add 6% state sales tax

$
$---$. _ _ __
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$

$
$ _ _ __
$

Master Charge or Visa Card No.
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Expiration Date
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D Please send me your Carstens Flying Plans illustrated catalog . I enclose
$2.00 for US delivery, $4.00 in all other countries.

1
1

- - - - - - NJ reSidents 1ndude state sales tax • - - - - - -
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By Frank Costello
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Bruce Sanders of Century Jet Models searched all the way to Australia for a good set of giant scale retracts
and found them in these (at left) manufactured by JM Innovations. The mechanics are supported by a large
tank, filler valve, and unique spool valve that adjusts speed of retraction (above).

o accessory in modeling causes as
much interest as retractable landing gear. Seeing models fly one after another at a contest can get
pretty boring to the layman but when a
model pulls up its "legs ", watch his enthusiasm skyrocket. The plane has just done
something realistic besides flying. Retracts
also add a level of complexity to a model that
even another modeler can appreciate.
Giant scale models can benefit even more
from retracts as the larger size makes them
more visible in the air and hence more "invisible" by comparison when they retract. Well
made retracts in our big size, though, are a
rarity and people will literally search the
world over before finding what they want.
Well, that's just what Bruce Sanders did.
Bruce is head man at Century Jet Models
and was looking for a good strong set of retracts for his excellent line of large ducted
fan ships. He found more than he was looking for in, of all places, Australia.
Manufactured by JM Innovations, these
are true 1/ • scale, pneumatically actuated retracts that will accept up to a 6 1/• inch wheel
with a real spring dampened scissor strut. A
cast aluminum alloy lower strut comes with a
stainless steel cam pin for strength and a nylon bushing for wear. The retract angle is
fully adjustable from 84 to 94 degrees and
the stainless steel scissors and strut can be
rotated 360 degrees to fit your installation
specs. These are truly giant scale size and
look like they would be ideal on a Byron Musfang, Hellcat or P-40 or a Dave Platt FW190. Anything in the 1/s to light 1/• scale cate-
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gory, up to about 20 pounds would look great
with these realistic looking struts hanging
down from the wings.
Bruce also has the necessary accessories to
complement your gear such as tubing, tank
filler nozzles, and two special actuating
valves with adjustments for speed of retraction. The retracts are $229 per set (complete)
with the valves selling separately for $24.95
(with single retract speed adjustment) and
$29.95 (for dual retract speed adjustment).
Drop Bruce a line at Century Jet Models,
Box 111, Rantoul, IL 61866 or call 217-8930707. You and your plane may be glad you
did.

Before hibernating
The last fun fly I visited this year (before
hibernating, that is) was one run by my own
club, the North Jersey Jumbo Flyers, in conjunction with the New Jersey Barnstormers
Club at Stanton Airport in New Paltz, NY on
September 15-16. This is an excellent but little known strip north of New York City in the
Hudson Valley; out of the way for many but
an excellent location to fly giant scale with
no restrictions. Barnstormer head honcho
George Welcome ably filled the CD role and
ran a fine event enjoyed by all participants.
One of the greatest thrills I had all weekend was finally getting to see the flight of
Mac Smith's Bamboo Bomber. Rebuilt from
a crash last year, it still had more than its
share of problems this year but Mac persevered and finally got it all together and put in
some really memorable flights. Two SuperTigre 90s ran flawlessly and with more than

enough power to pull 26 pounds of pl.ane
around at a most realistic speed. A thing of
beauty in the air, the UC-78 was completely
scratchbuilt and Mac should be justly proud
of his accomplishment.
Another impressive giant project was Bob
Pickney's 1/3 scale Piper Cub. Built from Nelitz plans and spanning a full12 feet, this was
one of the most detailed and "scale like"'
Cubs I had ever seen. Bob, from Whitesboro
NY, spent three years on his project and his
excellent craftsmanship showed all over. At
only 36 pounds, the Cub had a very light
wing loading, enabling it to fly more slowly
and land more realistically than other Cubs
I've seen. A Zenoah G62 up front was completely hidden by an excellent dummy scale
Continental engine, and full cockpit detail
completed the illusion. This was Bob's second flying season on the plane and it has yet
to show any wear. Good preventive maintenance is the secret, Bob says.
At the other end of the giant modeling
spectrum is Ken Hall's Pipe Dream. A Byron
Orignials kit, this giant sport plane is just
that: a build-and-fly-for-fun sport model
that's not scale but very functional and
"fun" to fly. Ken proved it time and time
again by putting in many flights and obviously enjoying himself immensely. A Q-35
brought the all-up weight to only 14 1/2
pounds; a little overkill in the power department but then Ken didn't have to worry
about the rough grass either!
Another popular sport ship is the Senior
Telemaster. Barry Couchman's version
weighed only 6 pounds(!) and with an Enya
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80 four cycle it flew like a kite. I had one of
these excellent flyers myself a while back and
can attest to its gentle but responsive flying
qualities. Barry enjoyed making it hover like
a helicopter.
Nick Tusa is no stranger to these pages.
Nick's WWI beauties are head turners no
matter where he goes and he hits all the fun
flys he can. This weekend, his unusual
Fokker V-29 got a real workout with many
flights both Saturday and Sunday. A prototype of the Fokker D-VIII Flying Razor, the
V-29 never saw action but was tested by the
Red Baron himself.
A Q-50 was used for power in this one and
also in Nick's Fokker D-Vll backup ship.
Nick feels the excellent power to weight ratio
of this engine combined with its high reliability in the air make for safer flying of these
big WWI ships. I can't fault his logic since he
rarely has engine problems.
Unfortunately, an excellent running engine
couldn't help Nick 's Grumman Wildcat. A
victim of too little flying speed, the Wildcat
met its demise on takeoff but Nick assured
me it would be rebuilt for next season's funfly circuit.
Biplanes were in much evidence as Dan Basovitch brought along his third scale Christen Eagle. Built from the Byron kit, Dan
powered it with a Saito 270 twin cylinder engine and, of course, installed his own blinking
lights (Dan is owner of Strobe-F-Light Model
Lighting Systems in Staten Island, NY).
Brian Randles brought his Sopwith Pup
from Saugerties, NY (just up the road apiece)
and almost didn "t bring it home again. A flying wire that broke just after takeoff made
the Pup a real handful in the air but Brian 's
skillful flying brought it down in one piece.
At 31 pounds with a Zenoah G62 this Pup
promised to be a superb flyer but unfortunately broken flying wires kept it grounded.
Better luck next year, Brian.
Joe "the Plumber'" Diovisalvo is in his first
year with giant scale. From Sussex, NJ, Joe
picked the Proctor Antic as his first giant
scale project. A Saito 90 twin cylinder four
stroke power plant pulled Joes's Antic into
some great slow-motion aerobatics. I wonder
if he learned those aerobatics watching Leo
Laudenslager's Laser 200 at the famous Sussex Airport. How about it, Joe?
Speaking of Lasers, Frank Veggiano of Alplaus, NY brought his 98 inch Laser 200 and
used every opportunity he could to show off
both his excellent piloting powers and his
very effective smoke system. A Zenoah G62
pulled this 17-pound ship through some really incredible maneuvers. Leo would have
been proud.
Herb Sandford not only brought along his
Gere Sport bipe to fly, he brought the whole
family to help him fly it. Nephew Herb,
Cousin George and all the wives took up
quite a chunk of pit area. I don 't know who
had more fun, the husbands or the wives!
Herb's Gere Sport was only 22 pounds and
was correctly matched with a Q50 engine.
FLYING MODELS

Despite a crash last year and some mechanical glitches this year, Mac Smith persevered and put in some
memorable flights with his 9112 foot span UC-78 Bamboo Bomber at the Stanton Airport Fly-in.

Many successful flights and landings were always capped with applause from his own
cheering section. Maybe that 's why he brings
them.
SIG's MorriRey Bravo was one of the first
giant scale kits manufactured and has remained popular for m a ny years. Ed
Barowski of Lincoln Park, NJ built his Morrisey two years ago and installed his own
smoke system on the Zenoah G38 engine.

Ed's colorful paint scheme made it a real
standout and showed up well in the air especially with smoke. Unfortunately, my black
and white photos can't do full justice to it.
Ed uses a JR computer radio and says he
feels very confident with the reliability of it.
All participants seemed to agree that this
was a fine location for a fun-fly so look for
this event to become an annual affair. See
=
you there next year.

To make a Cub really impressive nowadays, it has to be totally scale and that's just what Bob Pickney's 1/3
scale Cub was like (above). The 12-foot span beauty came from Bob Nelitz plans. Nick Tusa's unusual
Fokker V-29 (below) flew superbly with its 050 engine . The real plane was a prototype of the Fokker D-VIII.
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By Dean Pappas
'm actually writing this month's drivel
in my own workshop, contrary to the
warning on the back of the computer
that says that dope fumes can cause
the central processor to behave rather
strangely. in a manner not unlike drunkeness.
At the Worlds this year, some new goodies
cropped up, and among them, was an interesting prop made in Australia called the supercool 12-12. This is a relatively light load
for the advertised size, with a v~ry sharply
raked tip. It is intended for the non longstroke engines, and turned in the high ten
thousand range on my old YS. Performance
was just fine, and it was obvious that this
prop was intended for light airframes. Since I
don't know who will distribute this prop in
North America, the above is probably useless, but the following is the neat part: Australian Team member Chris White used aversion of this prop with a novel technical
innovation that he had worked on with the
manufacturer-a rubber mounted prop hub!

I

The hub was molded with a cut-out as
shown in the pictures, so that the fibers of
glass ran all the way through the hub, and an
aluminum "spool" lined with 1/JG inch thick
hard urethane rubber passed through it. Did
it help? Chris claimed that it was like soft
mounts; the difference is hard to notice on
the noise meter, but quite obvious in the air.
If you try this sort of thing, Chris warns that
you should not take a prop and cut a hole in
it, but rather to mold a prop with a hole in it,
and don't use very soft rubber! Some wild oscillations can happen if you do.
While on the subject of props, the Bolly
props have always been fine items, although
subject to inconvenient distribution in the
past: Tom Dixon (who normally hangs
around in control-line Stunt circles) used to
do business by mail only. no phone. Well, this
is all changed (404-973-0004) and I say hooray. 'cause I've got a pair of props, right off
the top of my head, that you definitely want
to try. For those not running a long-stroke, or

PHOTOGRAPHY: DEAN PAPPAS

Oops, omigosh, uh oh, etc. We goofed last month. There were two bipes at the Worlds, not one as stated .
You already saw Tony Frackowiak's FYG Leaf (above left). Here's Tobias Schulz' Shamrock (above right).
The different aesthetics were also indicative of different flying abilities. The FYG Leaf spun well; the Shamrock flew like it had one wing . Dave and Sue Patrick ready his Conquest (below) for another round of the
Worlds.
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those who want to go very fas t with one of
the free-er revving long-strokes like the O.S.,
the Bolly 11'12-11'/2 is fabulous! It is a narrow blade, with thin airfoils, that will turn
just about 11,000 RPM on a short-stroke YS,
and ought to go close to 12,000 on an O.S. LS
with an Hattori 650 at 14 inches. I would describe it as a fast FAI!slow AMA prop. The
other prop is one that is beautifully suited for
noise bonus territory on a long-stroke, a wide
blade 12 1/•-11. Mine was pitched up to 111/2
inches of pitch by no less than Les (get it)
Bollenhagen. I met Les at the U.S. Nationals, and we had a marvelous time talking
about props not only for Pattern, but for
control-line Stunt as well: there is a lot of
crossover technology going on here, just wait
... The 12 1/•-11'/2 turns just at 10,000 on my
YS long-stroke and had gobs of vertical and
great constant speed characteristics. My
best description of the speed is that it is perfect 165 meter deep speed.

Did he learn something?
Now that the Worlds is just about three
months in the past, it is time for me to try to
describe what I learned about the flying
style(s) that are likely to be expected in the
next few years. While some may deem it forward of me, I seem to remember predicting in
print before the contest that 175 meters
would be the dominant style ... if anything,
even a bit further out was accepted. At this
contest, the World Champion came out flying
at two-hundred meters (honest to for really)
and moved it in to the far edge of 175 only
under duress of those flyers who were scoring well in the calm between 165 and 175 meters. Those who flew close to 150 scored well
until the wind blew, and then they suffered
worse than those who were out at 180 in the
wind and did not pull it in, in the calm.
What comes through for me from the experience, is that a great variety is being
"bought", but that as the wind blows, closer
than 175 is a liability. and as it gets calm, further than 165 is a lesser liability. This writer
is pleased to finally say that the rule book
represents a good battle plan. If it blows, I
shall push 175 meters for all it is worth, with
the airspeed to make it worthwhile, and when
"dream air" comes, pull it in to about 160 or
165.
Why not 150? Watching the best "close in"
flyers in the World confirmed something I
have thought for a while now, but would not
admit, because it would mean "wimping out"
that being, that NO ONE looks smooth at
150 meters. The dividing line is somewhere
around 165 meters, unless you are flying a
very slow airplane. Also, this ten percent variation can be covered with one prop and pipe
setting, used mid-throttle in the cairn any
time the nose is level, and leave your foot in it
in the wind. Unless backed into a corner, I do
not like the idea of scrambling between props
and pipe settings during a contest: it demonstrates a lack of confidence in your prepara=
tion. Any comments?
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By Mike Kulczyk
s this is being written, we are rapidly approaching "Turkey· Day",
the feverish flying activity of the
summer and fall has subsided, and
it is time to begin thinking of projects for
next year's activities. For this writer the task
is easy: rebuild the Thud. As you probably
know or have heard, my F-105 was severly
damaged at the 1989 Top Gun competition.
The crash was spectacular to say the least.
The airplane literally exploded when it struck
the lip of a drainage ditch following an engine
" flameout" and an attempted wheels-up
dead-stick landing. The wreckage was consigned to a corner of the shop to await the
results of the accident investigation board.
As it turned out, about all that was required in the way of new construction was a
new fuselage. The wing/inlet assembly, the
tail feathers, the canopy and even the main
access hatch were practically unscathed except for some minor cosmetic work. The new
fuselage has been completed and I'm in the
process of fitting the "used" bits to it. I have
been pretty successful in reducing the weight
of the fiberglass fuselage without sacrificing
strength, and by judicious use of some composite materials in strategic, high stress areas we hope to reduce the overall weight of
the airplane by at least two pounds. Test
flights are planned for the first of the new
year and if successful .... Top Gun '90, look
out!
Speaking of new projects, a bunch of us
"fanatics " were hangar flying the other night
when this same subject surfaced. After a
good deal of banter concerning the relative
merits of various kits, we came to the conclusion that the'8ucted fan sport has pretty well
reached the point where power/thrust is no
longer a problem and that for the dedicated
fan flyer the field is wide open with subjects
to model. There really are no limitations.
Naturally, some full-sized aircraft lend themselves to be modelled much better than others, but on the whole, if the big'un flew, so
can the lil'un. A browse through Janes All
the World 's Aircraft at the library might provide some inspiration. Don't we have enough
F-4s, F-15s, and F-16s already? Let's see new
and innovative designs at the fan-flys in the
90s. Pardon the soapbox.

A

Someone who listened
Charlie Lines of Oriskany, NY, turned in
some photos of his latest effort in the "new
and different" category-a Lear 35 built
from Mark Frankel's plans. Test flights are
planned for the spring with a debut at the
Canadian fan-fly in Belleville. I have no particulars of the model. But if the video I've
seen of Mark's Lear is any indication, Charlie's will also be most impressive.
Also in Charlie's stable is the SR-71 shown.
It is 1!I 2 scale and was built from Ralph
Saldivar's plans. A number of changes were
made from the plans as presented. For example, a flat-bottomed airfoil is used outboard
of the engine nacelles, which to my mind
FLYING MODELS
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Once upon a time, Charlie Lines flew a Learjet so it's no surprise that the now USAir pilot was the first to
complete a kit of Mark Frankel 's big Lear 35 (above). Charlie really added the detail , incorporating fences on
the wing and spoilers forward of the flaps (below) . Plane will debut at Belleville this year.

would improve the stall characteristics of the
model. The C.G. is located five inches aft of
the inlet lip, and Charlie reports that the airplane is not in the least pitch sensitive. He
allows that the nose does drop some in the
turns, and that he does plan to remove 4-5
ounces of ballast out of the nose to correct
the problem.
The engines are Rossi 65s driving Dyna-

max fans which are fed from two 20-ounce
fuel tanks (Vitamin C bottles). The inlet
spikes are foam but are removed for flight.
The model weighs in wet at 24-25 pounds and
uses Rhom units in the landing gear retract.
system. Charlie flies this dream on a Kraft 7channel and states with justifiable pride,
"When you launch it, it's worth it!"
Keep your Mach up!
=

Another of Charlie Lines' proud achievements is this scratchbuilt '112 scale SR-71 which has successfully
flown . Using the the old Ralph Saldivar plans as a foundation , Charlie modified it extensively.
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By Herk Stokely
ing the wing incidence a bit is also a good RIC
conversion item for these old designs.
Bob Sliff of Hobby Horn is an avid ent husiast of electric powered soaring. You can
contact him at Hobby Horn, PO Box 2212,
Westminster, CA 92684; (714) 893-8311.

PHOTO· HEAK STOKELY

Dave Fraser assembles his 1940 vintage Goldberg Sailplane for a relaxed flying session with Herk and his
New Ruler (background) at a local schoolyard . Decidedly a step back from high-tech but still very enjoyable.

n the November 1989 column, I included a picture of Dave Fraser's beautiful replica 1940 Carl Goldberg Sailplane. The model was still uncovered
when I took that photo. It has since been finished, and flown extensively. Since the model's name is Sailplane, I felt that it was appropriate to mention it in this column. As an
electric powered model with a geared Astro
40 and eighteen 1.2 amp hour Ni-Cd batteries, it weighs in at a hefty seven pounds plus.
At that weight, it climbs at a thirty degree
angle, and thermals like an unpowered two
meter. Apparently the combination of the undercambered airfoil, and the higher Reynolds
Number airflow (the extra weight makes the
plane fly faster) make the wing very efficient.
My point in mentioning the model in that
previous column . (which was dealing with
some high tech issues) is that you don 't have
to have the latest super model to enjoy some
very rewarding flying experiences. Some
planes that are very old designs fly beautifully, and are equally beautiful to look at. The

I

photo I included this month was taken during a recent Sunday flying session. My replica Henry Struck Ne w Ruler from 1941 is in
the background. Both kits are from Midway
Models, marketed by Hobby Horn. The caption of the earlier photo got mixed up a bit
between me and the publisher, so it was not
clear that this Dave Fraser is not the David
Fraser of performance analysis and the Selig,
Donovan, and Fraser of the Princeton Wind
Tunnel study. He's a senior modeler and
friend from Virginia Beach who has fallen for
electric powered soaring.
Incidentally, these kind of planes make excellent conversions to RIC, and need very little modification. The kits are beautifully
done, and while not simple to build, they do
go together very well. Modifications for RIC
should include some strengthening of the
wing spars, to carry the extra weight safely,
and a reduction in the amount of dihedral to
make them less sensitive to the rudder. Both
Dave's model and mine fly with a single elevator surface on one side of the stab. Reduc-

PHOTO W1l BYERS

PHOTO DAVE JONES

R/C scale soaring in many forms is gaining ground with people like Bill Lisscale ASW-15 into the slope wind at Eagle
comb (above left) launching his

'I•
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Scale soaring: getting bigger
There are some very neat scale RIC soaring
events going on all over the world during the
next year or so. The 1989 Nats soaring festival in Washington started what seems to be a
growing emphasis on great scale soaring,
particularly on the slope. In the Northwest
area of the USA, England, and Northern E urope, where the weather is often awful, and
the wind blows most of the time, slope soaring of scale models is a top sport and has a
great following.
Wil Byers of Richland, Washington sent us
some fantastic pictures taken during t he TriCity Soarers 1988 Scale Fun Fly. Who could
resist the beauty and excitement of t he place,
and that sky; as Bill Liscomb tosses his
Quarter-Scale ASW-15 from the heights of
Eagle Butte near Richland, Washington. I
have some videos that were t aken during this
event, and I can say that I've never seen anything quite like it. I was overwhelmed by
both the beauty of the models, and the incredible performance that's possible with
good slope conditions.
The Tri-City Soarers are going to do it
again in 1990; probably the last time for a
while. Wil says that they don't want to get
"Organizer Burnout". The dates for this one
are May 25, 26, and 27. Send a SASE to Wil
Byers, 632 Meadows Dr. E., Richland, WA
99352 if you 're interested.
Also in the way of scale slope flying is a
collection of photos from Dave J ones in England. These were taken during their Sport
and Scale Fun Fly. I mentioned the weather
t here, and the reason that there are few pictures of the models in flight is that t he
weather was "A Blowout" to quote Dave.
Still, a field full of beautiful vintage scale sailplanes is a sight to make a modeler weak.

Butte in Washington Sta.te. Or, check out Glyn Fonteneau's WWII era Sperber
Junior (above right) slope soaring somewhere in England.
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Becoming very popular are the semi-scale slope soarers like Ed Mason 's Corsair (above left) patterned after real , powered airplanes. Another scale subject
(above right), th is Scott Viking by Gordon Rae is all done in natural wood . Dave

Jones in England reported that this rare Jaskolka (below left) stole the show at
their fun fly. Both R/C sailplanes (below right), the tiny Phoebus and the monstrous 246-inch American Sailplane Designs ASW-30 .

PHOTO DAVE JONES
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These Fun/Competition events are becoming
more and more popular. The intensity of allout contests makes some people avoid them.
With the fun-fly events you can go and fly if
you wish, do what you want while you fly,
and just sit around and enjoy the social side
of things if that suits you too. The big Electric Fun Fly that KRC puts on each year is
an example of the same kind of thing. They
do offer some prizes for this and that, but
mostly it's just laid-back fun.

Light weight wings with new
airfoils
The new Selig Donovan and Fraser airfoils
appear to have better performance than
many of the older ones that have been so popular. For us however, they represent new
challenges in design and construction, because some of their benefits won't be realized
with conventional construction methods.
These new airfoils, (and some of the older
ones) really need a smooth upper surface with
just the right shape, to deliver all of the performance that they promise. If you build a
wing using them, but just sheet the leading
FLYING MODELS

edge, there's a break in the curve of the upper
and lower surfaces right where the sheeting
ends. That makes a condition that spoils the
shape right where it's most critical. How
then to make a really light weight wing without losing the airfoil.
If you don 't want to use foam cores or fully
sheeted construction because of the weight,
there may be an answer. I 'm not sure exactly
how well this will work, but it's probably
worth trying. The idea is to build a wing that
is totally open structure, but with its internal
structure arranged so there are no bumps or
steps anywhere. In order to get the correct
airfoil contour, you have to make the rib airfoil shape a bit thicker than the airfoil that
you want. This is to compensate for the sag
of the covering between the ribs. My measurements indicate that the covering sags
from 20 to 30 thousandths of an inch between ribs, but it depends on the rib spacing
and the type of covering. Make a test section,
and use feeler gauges to see how much sag
there is. If it's thirty thousandths, make the
ribs ' airfoil section thicker by about half that
amount. That'll give an average airfoil that's

close to ideal.
To keep from having a bump in the contour
where the spar passes through, you 'II have to
make the spars shallower than the wing
thickness by enough to keep the covering
material from hitting it. Spars get their
strength from their depth, so a shallower
spar is a real compromise. Still, by making
them wider than usual, and tapering their
width as you get to the tip, it is possible to
make a light spar that is still strong enough.
(Especially since we're talking about a light
plane anyway.) If you want extra strength,
two spars could be used.
The leading edge should probably be a
dowel of the right diameter. The trailing edge
is far enough back on the airfoil that the inevitable step it creates shouldn't hurt much.
Still the Princeton tests did show that a thin
sharp trailing edge does give a noticeable improvement in performance, so even it is an
area that should be given close attention.
With this procedure, it might be possible
to build some very light models that still
have close to ideal airfoils, and the improved
=
performance that comes from them.
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By Dick Sarpolus

-

've written before about canard aircraft
designs, a layout that has always fascinated me. I still believe canard aerodynamics are completely practical for our
RIC sport aircraft use, and hope to do more
work with them in the future. Although a
new canard design appears now and then in
the model magazines and a few canard kits
are available, the general modeling public
certainly hasn 't accepted them with much enthusiasm; canards are rarely seen at the local
flying fields. The same may be true worldwide, but a few canard fans in Germany are
trying hard to change that.
For the past several years, Dieter Schall
and some friends have organized and held an
annual canard-only fly-in, complete with lecture sessions on canard aerodynamics and
flight demonstrations of some most interesting canard aircraft. Both scale aircraft and
original designs, power models and sailplanes, are brought out for this event. Last
year they saw a wide range of designs, ranging from a 9-foot span, twin .61 powered
scale Beech Starship and a large twin en·
gined XB-70, to a few unique canard sport
sailplanes. Some of the photos Dieter sent
over from Germany are shown here this
month; maybe they'll get you thinking about
a canard project. Dieter and a friend have
formed an RiC kit manufacturing concern,
and they will produce only canard type aircraft designs. If you want to pursue canard
aerodynamics further, write to Dieter Schall
at Theodor-Heuss-Str. 3, 8912 Kaufering,
West Germany.

I

Club Newsletters
A decent club newsletter is, I believe, a necessity for a viable, healthy club 's operation.
Good communication is a must to keep the
members informed and interested in the activities of the club. It's usually not easy to
find a Newsletter Editor, so if your club has
one, do what you can to keep him happy at
the job. The position of Editor can be fun and
rewarding; I speak from about fifteen years
of experience as an editor for three different
clubs. One key bit of experience to anyone
considering the job: plan to produce the
newsletter on your own. By this I mean don't
expect too much in the way of contributions
from the rest of the club members. You 'll get
some, but in general it'll be up to the editor to
fill up the newsletter with good material.
This isn't difficult, as there are several categories of content for a monthly newsletter
which can be addressed like following a recipe. First would be the mandatory items
which must be included in every issue, then
the reports of current activities, if any, and
finally items of interest which can be used at
any time. I would use as examples the following:
Mandatory coverage: a schedule/calendar
of coming club events for the next few
months, to be updated in each issue of the
newsletter. A brief recap of business covered
at the past club meeting, particularly any
66

Twin Webra .61 power helps push Paul Visser's impressive 9-foot span Beech Starship. The fuselage is a
balsa box with foam panels glued on the outside and carved to shape. It's an advanced turboprop corporate
aircraft.
new proposed or passed rules, regulations,
etc. If pertinent, report of significant activity
conducted at the club 's executive board
meeting. The winner of the Project of the
Month award, with a description of the project. Winners of any club contests. A report
on the flying field conditions.
Current activities: gossip, who did what,
who built what, who's flying what . A list of
new members. A Swap Shop listing, items
for sale, items wanted. Notices of upcoming
area contests, shows, auctions, fly-ins, etc.
Local hobby shop activities, sales, etc. A list
of instructors and test pilots.
Optional/occasional/creative contents: 3view drawings of interesting aircraft. Howto-do-it articles. Test reports on any hobby
item or product. Cartoons. Photographs.
Even poor quality copies of photos are interesting and fun. New product releases.
Timing of a monthly newsletter is impor-

tant for it to be of use. I 'd suggest a newsletter be sent out halfway between each club
meeting; this way, between the meetings and
the newsletters you 'd get some club news
about every two weeks. To get a newsletter
right after a meeting, or just before the next
meeting, would waste some of the impact.
For the actual production of the newsletter,
it's the content that's important, not the
quality of the paper and the printing. If all
you have is a typewriter and access to a copy
machine, that's all it will take. Today's computer technology, with the many available
software packages for desktop publishing, allows easy preparation of a professional looking paper for those with such equipment.
Whether it's one page or six, whether it's
typewriter style or high tech with computer
graphics, the important thing is that the
newsletter be issued regularly, consistently,
and with news for the club members.
=

In flight, the Starship is qu ite impressive with its futurist ic planform (above left) . No modell ing form is
immune to the canard as demonstrated in this sailplane by G. Friedrich (above right). Designed by H.
Velten, this large XB-70 delta/canard scale aircraft (below) is powered by two pusher props.
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Carstens'· One-Stop Marketplace
Tips & Techniques
THE ADVANCED GUIDE TO RADIO CONTROL SPORT FLYING (A7721 ) Pratt. Learn
a bou t all the special ty areas of R/C,
from electrics. to dueled fans, to giant
scale. to helicopters and more. Photos
and text in 150 pgs
$9.95
AIRBRUSHING & SPRAY PAINTING M AN' L
(8800) Peacock. Written for the modeler.
serves as an introduction for equipment
materials, and basic techniques to
spray painting . Well illus.. 174
pgs .
$20.95

MODEL AIRCR AFT AERODYNAMICS (3218)
Simmons. The definitive work on model
aerodynamics. covering the theory of
flight and stability 1n modelling aerodynamics. covering the theory of flight and
stability in modeling terms. lllus .. 260
pgs
$27.95
MODELMAKER'S HANDBOOK (131 5) Jackson & Day. A modelmaker's dream with
the help you need from A to Z. Planes.
cars. boats. illus. & color photos . 352
$21.95
pgs, hardbound .

BASICS OF R/C MODELING (8831) Winter.
Here's a quick thorough introduction to
R/C building, tools, materials, and operations. 84 pgs .. 258 illus .. sftbd
. $7.95

PAINTING AND FINISHING MODE LS (8830)
Peacock. Loaded with tips and techniques about paints, solvents, tools, and
surface prep. 160 pgs .. well illus $21.95

THE BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO RADI O C ONTROL SPORT FLYING (A7720) Pratt. Written
as a comprehensive introduction to almost all aspects of modern radio control
planes. Has handy appendices . Photos
and text in 154 pgs
$9.95

RADIO CONTROL PRIM ER (3217) Boddington . How to choose a model. radio
equipment, radio installations. control
surfaces, engines & accessories. Sftbd,
200 pgs
$15.95

BUILDING BIG IS BEAUTIFUL (8834) Phillips.
From one of the leading giant model
proponents , a look at all the unique
building and flymg aspects of these big
birds. 146 pgs .. 163 photos, sftbd $11 .95

RUBBER POWERED MOD EL AIRPLANES
(8841 ) Ross . Anything you need to know
about successfully building or flying almost any kind of rubber powered
model. One of the best books going.
Well illustrated with appendix
$12.95

BUILDING & FLYING CONTROL LINE
MODEL AIRCRAFT (C58F) Sarpolus . Hundreds o f photos. illustrations. how-tos,
helpfu l tips & short cuts. Sftbd ., 64
pgs .
. $7.95

RIC DUCTED FANS: HOW TO BU ILD AND
FLY YOUR OWN JET SUCCESSFU LLY (8837F)
Fanelli . The definitive book on the exciting world of dueled fan models. 176
pgs .. 150 b&w photos, sftbd
$12.95

BUILDING & FLYING RIC MODEL AIRCRAFT (3222) Boddington. Basic comprehensive introduction to what it takes to
choose, build , and finish an RIC model.
Good illus .. 227 pgs .. sftbd .
$17.95

RIC MODEL AIRPLANE DESIGN (8813) Lennon. Chapters on airfoils, weight. wing
design , canard & tandem wings, gliders
and more . Easy to read language
Sftbd. 240 pgs
$16.95

CONTROL SYSTEM S (8835) Newman . The
most comprehensive description and illustration of R/C push rods and cable systems. 23 pgs ., 163 photos. sftbd .. $4.95

SPORTFLIER'S GUIDE TO FINISHI NG AND
DETAILING MODEL AIRPLANES (8840) Troy.
Here's an excellent reference to allaround covering and finishing of a
model. Loads of good pictures and
some very handy appendices . $12.95

DESIGNING AND BUILDING COMPOSITE
RIC MODEL AIRCRAFT (8820) Lambie. A
comprehensive guide to using the latest. strongest modeling materials. 240
pgs . 250 ill us .. sftbd
$16.95
FLYING RADIO CONTROL MODELS
(8850FV) Sarpolus. Using the benefit of
video. noted model designer and FM
author Sarpolus helps get you into the
air. VHS format. one hour
$39.95
GLASSFIBRE HANDBOOK (8804) Warring.
Updated and revised edition that shows
the latest information of working with fiberg lass. Materials. how-los, glossaries.
.... $20.95
Well illus
INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRIC FLIGHT
(8832) Pea cock. If you want to try electric
flight. here's a complete look at models,
motors. batteries. and other gear. 144
p g s.. 183 illus
$11 .95
400 GREAT RIC MODELING TIPS (8828)
Newma n. There's a wealth of practical.
a t-a -g lance tips to solve your unique
pro b lem. 74 pgs .. 429 illus .. sftbd. $9 .95
LEARNING TO FLY RIC MODEL AIRPLANES
(8821) Carroll. For those starting to fly, a
g ood overvie w of a ll the basics. 85 pgs.
illus .. sftbd.
. . $9.95
MASTER MODELLING (3221 ) Higley. Here
are all the tips a nd techniques that can
make your models look l1ke those of the
p ros. Photos. details, data, an invaluable reference . 84 pgs .. sftbd
$11 .95

THERE ARE NO SECRETS (3212) Higley.
Model finishing techniques from iron-on
coverings to paints. Comprehensive
and easy to read. 313 photos, 90
pgs .
. .. $11.95
TOM 'S TEC HNIQU ES (3220) Higley. If you
want to know every last detail about
how to do an iron-on covering this is the
book. Photos take you step-by-step thru
all phases . 56 pgs. Sftbd.
$11.95
WORLD OF MODEL AI RPLANES (1300) Winter. Encyclopedic information for the serious
modeler.
294
pgs.
hardcover .
$25.95

Powerp/ants

HOW TO CHOOSE RIC MODEL ENGINES
(8825) Pratt. Here's information on most
of the popular four stroke and two stroke
model engines . 128 pgs., 157 illus ..
sftbd
. ...
.
$12.95

WORLD AIRCRAFT: COMMERC IAL, 19351960 (1300) Overview of commercial flying. insignia, engines. 180 full color illus
$8.95
320 pgs. sftbd

INTRODUC ING MODEL A ERO ENG INES
(8806) Bi llinton. Primary introduction to
the operation of two cycle and four cycle model engines and their accessories. Sftbd. 112 pgs
$5.95

Argus Handbook S eries

MODEL FOUR STROKE ENGINES (8826)
Chinn. International model engine expert's comprehensive history. theory,
and practical information about 4stroke. 130 pgs .. 181 illus .. sftbd $13.95

Choppers
RADIO CONTROL HELICOPTERS FOR THE
PRACTICAL MODEL FLYER (8824) Snitjer A
good basic look at the mechanical deIGils of RiC helicopters with some theory.
lllus .. 117 pgs
. $17.95
RADI O CONTROL HELICOPTER MODELS
(3216) Drake. Moin rotor gear box. radios, rotor gimbals, swash plates. tail rotors; illustrated & photos, sftbd
$13.75

Noted English model publishing firm, Argus Publications. has put together a
handy how-to series with concise information on almost all aspects of R/C
modelling. Great for newcomers and
old hands looking for new modelling ex-

perience.
RADIO C ONTROL GIANT SCALE AIR PLANES (8843) Boddington. Written prima rily to help R/C modelers understand
the special needs of "big birds" and
avoid costly mistakes . Extremely well illustrated. 220 pgs
$2 1.95
RADIO CONTROL FOAM MODELLING
(8844) Thomas. All the tools, tips, and
techniques of cutting and shaping white
foam into wings, fuselages, and complete models. Good illus
and
photos
$15.95

SC HLUTER'S RIC HELICOPTER MANUAL
(3213) Schluter. From the "father" of RiC
helicopters come the basics of helicopter performance , coles, construction
techniques . 255 pgs .. including illus . &
$21 .95
photos .

RADIO CONTROL HANDBOOKS: BASIC
RADIO CONTRO L FLYING (8873) Boddington. If you're new to R/C flying this
book introduces you to selec ting the
proper plane. getting it ready, and then
flying it. lllus .. text, and photos in 63
pgs ..
. .. $9.95

Soaring

RADIO CONTROL HANDBOOKS : BUILDING FROM PLANS (8872) ·Boddington. If
you ever had the yen to scrotchbuild.
here's a concise guide to "making you
own ki t" from a set of plans. Good illus.
and photos in 63 pgs
$9.95

HOW TO BUILD & FLY RiC GLIDERS (8822)
Schroder. This one is great to get anyone
started in the world of silent fl1ght . 32
pgs .. 52 illus .. sftbd

AIRCRAFT DETAI L DESI GN MANUAL (1 859)
A wealth of information for the light aircraft enthusiast . Useful to modelers as
. $15.95
well. lllus .. drawings

RADIO CONTROL HANDBOOKS: COVERING MODEL AIRCRAFT (8877) Peacock.
This is a good concise explanation of
covering a model in plastic film or textile. Has chapters on materials, tools,
techniques. and finish details . Good illus .. text, and photos in 63 pgs
RADIO CONTROL HANDBOOKS: FLYING
SCALE GLIDERS (8875) Gardiner. Gliders
can look like real pla nes' Here's a book
on the interesting scale mode l gliders
that slope soar or be winch/hi-start
launched . lllus. and photos .
. .. $9.95

BOEING FLYING FO RTRESS (8173) Primary
source matenal on B-17. Photographs
and diagrams with 108 pgs . Sftbd $8.95
C ENTURY SERIES IN COLOR (3201 ) Drendel. Color plates & black & white photos
show the first Air Force supersonic jets
from the F-100 to the F-104 . All the modern fighters are included. sftbd
$8.95

RADIO CONTROL HANDBOOKS: INSTALLING RADIO CONTROL EQUIPMENT (8871 )
Smoothy. All-around survey of pushrod.
cable, hinging, routing, and control surface adjustment procedures. Good basic reference for hooking everything together. Very wel l illustrated with some
photos. 63 pgs
.... $9.95

COMPOSITE CONSTRUCTION FOR HOM EBUILT AIRCRAFT (2625) G reat fo r model
building also. Detailed construction
info. techniques. supplies, more. 240
pp. 263 illus .. sftbd.
. .... $15.95

RADIO CONTROL HANDBOOKS: OPE RATING RADI O CONTROL ENGINES (8874)
Boddington/Winch . Good practical explanation of basic model two cycle and
four cycle engines with chapters on
setup , troubleshooting, and maintenance . lllus. and photos. 63 pgs $9.95

RiC SLOPE SOARING (8823) Hughes. Extremely comprehensive guide to a popular form of RiC sailplaning. 328 pgs ..
151 photos. 214 drawings. sftbd $24 .95

1:1 S cale

CURTISS P-40 WARHAWK (8 167) Pilot's
manual. Famed Flying Tigers aircraft.
Magnificent plane famous for its ruggedness. Sftbd
$6.95
FORD TRIMOTO R (8162) Rice. The plane
that put American Airlines in business.
More than 70 photos & line drawings.
120 pgs, sftbd
$7.95

RADIO CONTROL HANDBOOKS: SETIING
UP RADIO C ONTROL HELICOPTERS (8870)
Day. Thirteen chapters in 61 pages with
concise information on the b a sics of
successful helicopter set-up. Plenty of
practical illus. and photos
. $9.95

Carstens Publications, Inc.
The Book Hangar, Dept. 5430
P.O. Box 700
Newton, NJ 07860-0700
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FOUR STROKE HANDBOOK (8809) Burkinshaw. The popular 4-stroke model engine explained in detail. Here's everything you need to know. Sftbd. 96
pgs
$16.95
FROM THE FIREWALL FORWARD (881 4) Brisighella. Guide to 2-stroke engines in the
giant scale planes . Covers specs. tuning, performance and more. lllus .. 70
pg;
$12.95
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(3211 ) Higley. 230 photos, basic theory,
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By Dic k Gibbs
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Another exam ple of Don Srull's master craftsmanship , this beautifully detailed 30-inch span Handley Page
W8b. It's an electric free flight that uses twin Hiline motors hidden superbly in side the dummy scale engines.

ince this column began, in October
1988, I have received a steady trickle
of letters from electric flyers whose
"round-to-it" buttons can only be activated by the thumb of the nefarious "different drummer". Generally the writers are
pretty happy enough with all of the commercial products available to us for electric
flight, and yet they keep peering into odd corners and searching endlessly for that certain
item they require for complete satisfaction.
Usually the search is for something smaller
and lighter in weight-or less expensive for
small electric free flights and R/C models.

S

able for models up to about thirty inch span
and total weight to three ounces. VL also
sells a slightly larger geared motor good for
up to fifty inch spans and total weight to 10
ounces (six ounce wing loading). As far as direct drive motors are concerned Hi-Line offers a 30-watt motor (the Imp) and the 50watt Elf. And Peck Polymers has the Silver
Streak rated at slightly over 40 watts. Be-

yond these sizes Astro Flight's 020 and 035
cobalts lead the way to the larger motors
commonly used in radio control work. Quite a
range of sizes but still not covering the needs
of Phil Stanson ( Long Beach, CA) who, along
with his flying buddies, successfully flew
with a one cell battery (is that an oxymoron
or what?). Phil's solution was rewinding a VL
motor to meet his needs. In his never ending
search for the perfect electric power combination for his small models Phil has recently zeroed in on cordless power tools. His latest
discoveries are the Ohio Forge and the Home
Works (same manufacturer) rechargeable
electric screw drivers which are available at
discount outlets in his area for 12 to 16 dollars. For his money, and a bit of time invested
in some disassembly work, Phil gets a flight
system (motor, two C cells, and bvernight
charger) which weighs 6 1/2 ounces. The motor
(with flux ring) turns a 6-4 Master Airscrew
prop at 9500 RPM and draws 10 1/2 amps;
with a 7-4 prop the draw went up another
one-half amp. If 270 mAh cells were used instead of the C cells the system weight would
drop considerably and the run time would be
on the order of 90 seconds, which would be
about right for sport free flight. As a master
tinkerer (love that word) Phil adapted a DuBro #214 waterproof pushrod fitting for a
prop adapter by drilling the fitting for a tight
press fit to the prop shaft. He says that none
have slipped to date.
Dick Henderson (Phoenix, AZ) sent along a
photo of a 13-inch span Peanut Scale free
flight built by Ed Toner several years ago.
Models this small require something special
for power and Ed found his electric motor in
a dismantled Mattei Chopcycle! Several

Small batteries
Batteries for example. SR Batteries sells
50 mAh cells, VL Products can supply 80
mAh cells, and ACE RIC Inc. stocks 100
mAh cells. Good small ship coverage but not
good enough for the individual for whom 50 's
are too small and 80's too large. Solution?
Several readers have suggested buying an
Eveready, or Radio Shack 9-volt rechargable
battery which, when opened, contains six 70
mAh cells. On the other hand, if you don 't
consider battery dissection a desirable part
of your hobby you can buy individual 70's
from Hi-Line Ltd. All of these suppliers also
stock slightly larger cells (150's and 275
mAh) if you simply must have them for your
latest brainchild.

Small motors
It would seem that there are enough small
motors available through standard hobby
sources to keep everyone happy. VL and HiLine both sell small geared systems which
use rewound disc camera motors and are us68

PHOTO: TOM SCHMITT

Another example of a HiLine motor put to excellent use. Walt Eggert 's indoor electric Curtiss Flying Boat
won First Place at the 1989 Power Scale meet at NATC Pax River contest. Can it R.O.W., Walt?
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Dick Trimeloni poses with one of his electric free flights that uses two cells
(above left). Phil Stanson, who sent the picture of Dick, says it's a Meteor or a
Phantom Fury .
he can't keep all Dick's ships straight. The coffe can was

handy so Don Ross posed his original design High Voltage (above right) on it.
Spanning 30 inches, it uses a VL HY-70 motor and three 50 mAh cells which
give it two minute flights in still air.

other readers have also mentioned finding
unusual, small motors (some with gears) in
electric powered toys which sell for less than
$5.00. Dick also mentioned in a recent letter
that he too was experimenting with the little
Radio Shack motor I mentioned in an earlier
column and that one Shack customer in his
area was buying a hundred of these motors
at a clip on a regular basis . .. sure must be a
prolific builder if he is a modeler!

Small airplanes
My Shack motor powered original design,
mentioned in an earlier column, has settled
down to become a very consistent flyer with
times ranging from 2 to 2 1/z minutes in dead
air. Three 100 mAh cells and a 6-3 Rev-Up
prop provide a long motor run (essentially
the entire flight) with a minimal power burst
t hat makes for easy trimming. The model
likes to fly left in about 40 - 50 foot circles
immediately after launch with the turn gradually opening as the power very slowly fades
throughout the flight. A five minute charge
at one amp with my old Astra 102 charger,
just about peaks the 100 mAh pack. Maximum altitude in still air is 30 to 40 feet where
it hangs for most of the flight. With a bit of a
breeze I 'm sure it would do better but,
frankly, I like it just the way it is for the restricted free flight sites we have in our neck
of the woods. Wingspan is 30 inches and
there should be a picture of it somewhere on
these two pages. My next mini will be a Porterfield Collegiate, or a Bristol Brownie, or a
DH-53 Hummingbird. I know Larry Kruse
can work his way out of these situations but
I'm still undecided ... somebody give me a
nudge, okay?

Chargers for small electric
systems
Both VL Products and Hi-Line Ltd. offer
chargers for the little stuff. VL has two, one
using dry cells and one utilizing Ni-Cds. HiLine sells a charger kit which features NiCds. Anyone who intends to fly only the mini
electrics should be happy with any of these
inexpensive units. As I mentioned earlier I
use an Astra 102 for the mini battery packs
and it works just fine. Sure it's overkill on
the little stuff but the 102 is rated for 1 to 28
cells, has a 15-minute timer, adjustable output (amperage), and works off my car battery
to charge packs for anything from the little 5watt motors to 60 cobalts!

Small radios
The search goes on and Dick Henderson
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(again) sent along a summary of some of the
combinations he has investigated for R/C
systems which weigh 1 1/z ounces or less. As
far as receivers are concerned the lightweights seem to be Cannon's micro (2- and 3channel) at .52 ounces and the Novak 2channel at .67 ounce. One Cannon servo
weighs .43 ounce and Dick has a three position actuator from VL Products which goes
all of .34 ounce. The VL actuator isn 't in their
catalog so it might be a prototype.
Because mini electric flights are not of extended duration Dick feels that battery
packs made up of 50 mAh cells would probably be suitable. The Cannon receiver requires

four cells (4.8 volts) and the Novak appears
to be happy with three (3.6 volts). Three 50
mAh cells weigh .39 ounces and four will
bend the scales at .52 ounce. Dick has totailed all of these figures for us; the Novak
receiver, Cannon servo, and three 50 mAh
cells weigh 1.5 ounces. The Cannon receiver,
servo, and four 50 mAh cells equal 1.47
ounces. The Cannon receiver, VL actuator
and four 50 mAh cells are 1.38 ounces.
At any rate, if your ambition is to fly gnat
size electric R/C why not bug (pun intended)
Dick Henderson about it. His address is 2522
N. 8th St., Phoenix, AZ 85006. My address is
2570 Edgewood Lane, York, PA 17403.
=

PHOTO - PH IL STAN SON

Phil Stanson overlooks no source of electric powertrains for his airplanes. He took apart this cordless
screwdriver (above) and got a motor, a battery, and a charger. Dick Gibbs ' 30-inch span original design
(below) loafs around on another 2-minute plus flight early in the morning. Inexpensive, but hugely satisfying.
PHOTO· DICK GIBBS
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By Dale Hart
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Look out below. Charly, an R/C skydiver, gets a free ride aloft on an R/C
chopper (above left). He almost ends up "in the can" (above right). Sold by

etting the proper needle valve setting on a helicopter is more difficult
than with an airplane. With a plane
you can run the engine up to full
throttle and adjust the needle valve for the
peak RPM, then back it off slightly. You can
also use a tachometer to know the exact
RPM.
With a helicopter it is not so simple because the rotor blades start to spin as soon as
the throttle is advanced. The actual settings
are also more complicated because most flying is done at half throttle, where the main
needle and idle screw both have an effect.

G

Robbe, the 16-inch long Charly has a fully steerable parafoil with a four channel
radio tucked inside his "body". Chute opens on command.

The novice pilot has an especially difficult
time since he is not yet prepared to use full
throttle for even a short time. One way
around some of these problems is to fasten
the helicopter to a test stand to make the adjustments, but this does not fully duplicate
the changing loads that are put on the engine
in flight.
The novice pilot's main concern is that the
engine runs well enough for him to learn how
to hover. As he becomes more experienced,
the " perfect setting" becomes more important. The best way to start out with a new
helicopter and engine is to open the needle

The pen points to one of two shi ny rings on this tail rotor shaft. They mark the place where the shaft has
started to turn inside the inner race of the bearing. When this happens, trouble is brewing .
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valve at least as far as the instructions recommend, usually three to four turns. Start
the engine and slowly advance the throttle
until the helicopter gets light on its skids. If
you are lucky there will be a fair amount of
smoke and the rotor RPM will be at the
proper speed. If there is not enough smoke,
open the needle valve and try it again.
Most likely, when you start out there will
plenty of smoke, but it will take full throttle
to get the helicopter to lift off. If this is the
case, turn the needle valve in several clicks
and run up the engine again. The goal is to
have the helicopter start to lift off the ground
at approximately half throttle and to have a
steady stream of smoke. If there is not
enough smoke, the engine will overheat from
being too lean and will eventually lose power
or quit.
As the pilot's skill level increases, so does
the demand made on the helicopter. Each
stage of flight brings with it different potential problems. During a full power climb out,
there is a heavy load put on the engine. The
engine must be set rich enough to handle this
load without overheating. As the forward
speed increases, the engine will unload to
some extent. At this point the needle must be
set lean enough to allow the helicopter to
reach its maximum speed. The trick is to find
the setting that is the best compromise. The
collective pitch settings will also have an effect on the needle valve adjustment. Too
much pitch at full throttle will load the engine down to the point that it will not be able
to maintain full RPM .
Adjusting the idle mixture can be even
more complicated. When learning to hover,
the idle mixture setting is not that important. As long as the engine will idle for a minute or two, don't worry about it. If the engine
slows down during an idle before quitting,
try leaning out the idle. If, on the other hand,
there is a brief increase in speed before quitting, try richening the idle mixture.
As the pilot's flying skills progress, it may
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become necessary to fine tune the idle mixture setting. The best way to adjust it is by
knowing the symptoms of the wrong settings, and acting accordingly. If the idle is
too rich, there will a long delay in reaching a
constant RPM in a hover. After lifting off the
speed will gradually increase as the engine
clears out the extra fuel. Another symptom
of a too rich idle is if at the end of a descent
into a hover, there is a lag in power, causing
the pilot to use practically full throttle to be
able to stop the helicopter from hitting the
ground. This is accompanied by a larger than
normal amount of smoke from the engine,
and a loss in rotor speed. On the other hand,
a lean idle will show itself on a landing approach by causing a surging sound from the
engine, with the rotor speed increasing more
than desired. To confirm that this is the problem, land the helicopter and lower the throttle as low as possible. The engine should drop
down to a slow consistent idle. If it is too
lean, there will be an occasional increase in
RPM, and it will take a long time to reach a
slow reliable idle.
If your helicopter has been flying well, then
suddenly develops one or more of these
symptoms, it may be a good idea to try a new
glow plug before changing the idle mixture.
After two to four gallons of fuel have been
run through an engine, it is likely that the
glow plug performance has decreased to
point that it should be changed. This performance loss happens slowly enough that it is
easy to not notice it. The symptoms of an old
plug are similar to those of an improperly adjusted carburetor. So, if in doubt, try a new
plug first.

Shaft/bea ring fit
In the picture of the Junior 50 tail rotor
drive output shaft, there are two shiny areas
that are visible on the shaft. This is a sign
that the bearings that support the shaft were
not spinning at the same speed as the shaft.
If left like this long enough, the shaft will
wear away to the point that the bearings will
be such a loose fit that they will not turn at
all. When this happens, the helicopter will exhibit an increased amount of vibration and
occasionally a high pitched whine. The tail
drive output shaft is only one of many places
this problem can occur. The shafts inside the
tail rotor gearbox are another example. Even
more important are the bearings on the engine starting shaft, if so equipped.
The answer to this problem is quite simple.
When first assembling the helicopter kit, be
sure to put a small amount of thread locking
compound, such as Loctite, on the shaft
where it will contact the bearing. Be very
careful not to get any Loctite anywhere on
the bearing except the bore. If the shaft is
already a loose fit, there is a special grade of
Loctite called "stud and bearing mount" that
is thicker than normal. If the shaft is noticeably worn, it will be necessary to replace it.
I recently purchased a bottle of Pacer Zap
Lock at the local hobby shop and have been
FLYING MODELS

Check out Hyrbid Hobbies if you 're looking for some chopper accesories like canopies or rotor blades. This
pre-painted and joined canopy for the X-Ce/1 60 is only one of the many available for popular models.

quite satisfied with it. The Zap Lock has a
fairly thick consistency, and sets up faster
than other similar products. The quick setting time is nice when making repairs or adjustments at the flying field.

Hybrid hobby
Earlier this year I told you about the incredible flying demonstrations put on by
Ray St. Onge at the Hudson Valley Airscrews Fun Fly. Since then I have seen him at
three more events. Rest assured that he
hasn't run out of tricks yet. The latest offering is backwards autorotations. Sometimes
straight, sometimes with a 180 degree turn.
Once in a while he throws in a 360 degree pirouette during the decent.
If you haven 't already guessed, his Schluter Scout 60 is equipped with the new constant tail drive unit, which allows full yaw
control during an autorotation. This is accomplished by splitting the main gear into
two rings with a one way bearing coupling
the two parts. When the engine is shut off,

the inertia of the main rotor blades drives
both the main rotor and the tail rotor. With
the normal autorotation system, the tail rotor stops spinning when the engine stops.
This is fine for a straight auto, but does not
allow any yaw control to compensate when
turning, or landing in a cross wind.
Ray has recently formed a company named
Hybrid Hobby Mfg. He now has available a
full line of replacement rotor blades, canopies, main shafts, and flybars to fit all popular helicopters. The rotor blades are available
several ways. They can be purchased in stock
form , or with slots cut for the included
weights. They are also available with weights
installed, and even precovered, ready to fly.
The canopies are likewise available in stock
form, or trimmed and joined. For those that
do not like to paint, Ray has canopies and tail
fin sets available that are prepainted in several colors. For more information, a catalog is
available from Hybrid Hobby Mfg. at 218
Foley Dr., Southington, CT 06489. Or, give
=
Ray a call at (203) 276-8465.

Ray St. Onge puts on quite a show with his Schluter Scout 60 including backwards autorotations with a 180°
or 360° pirouette thrown in for good measure. The Scout is equipped with the new constant drive tail unit.
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By Larry Kruse

PHOTO: MATTHEW McCARTHY

Well, the word is out and Ed Rowe has the jump on everyone. It seems that the Earl Stahl designed
Hurricane he is holding (at left) is Don Ross' choice for his well-known "O ne Design " contest this year. The
unique angle of this shot shows off the graceful geometry of Tom Fennell's Old Timer Sailplane (above) .
PHOTO: MATTHEW McCARTHY

s a lad of ten or so, one of my chief
occupations in the slanted light of
long-ago fall evenings was to reverently take my well-worn Comet
Phantom Fury to the nearby schoolyard,
hand wind about three hundred turns into
the carved balsa prop, and release the plane
as smoothly as I could into the Indian summer air. I always liked the way the crudely
applied blue tissue took on a sapphire hue as
the plane passed between me and the late
afternoon sun.
In one respect, it was a very mechanical
process. Three hundred handwinds cranked
into the 32-inch plane produced a long climbing turn to the right, followed by a gently descending glide-always landing within ten
feet of where I release<:! it. The scene was repeated again and again until the plane's tissue began sagging as the air cooled each evening and my mother called me to supper.
What set me to thinking about those pleasant fall evenings was my wife's voice floating
out over the calm evening air last week, calling me to supper. I responded in kind from
the park across the street. I had just hand
wound three hundred turns into the carved
balsa prop of my venerable 32-inch Konda
Victory and watched it climb out smoothly
into the Indian summer air. The plane glowed
warmly as it passed between me and the sun,
and then ended its flight with a gently descending glide, landing no more than ten feet
from where I released it. I think my regression into childhood is now complete.

A

Supply sources for 1990
Many of the letters I get on a daily basis
are from modelers who are primarily involved in some other segment of our hobby
(R/C, U/C) or just getting back into the
hobby after a lapse of many years. The bulk
of the questions they ask have to do with the
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availability of F/F supplies which, as we all
know, have become largely products of cottage industries, loosely networked by word of
mouth or by small, economical ads placed in
magazines like FM. A list of those cottage
industries and the materials they can provide
is available from my long-standing modeling
friend, Jim O'Reilly, who is a stalwart main·
stay of the National Free Flight Society
(NFFS). Send a buck for the list and a large
self-addressed stamped envelope to him at
4760 N. Battin, Wichita, KS 67220.
Several purveyors of F/F materials also
have new catalogs available at this time. Airmen 's Supply Co., Box 1593, Norfolk, NE
68702 will cause their four page illustrated
flyer to come to your house for the price of a
stamp. They carry such items as Japanese
tissue, Jet-X motors and supplies, Fresno's

varied model line, Dave Diels' great scale
kits, and Blue Ridge Models' fine array of
outdoor airplanes.
If your tastes run to Old timers, there is no
better source of those good ol' plans and
quality supplies than Ken Sykora's Oldtimer
Model Supply, Box 7334, Van Nuys, CA
91409. New for this year are double size Earl
Stahl planes and plans for Old Time gassies.
On the supply side, you'll find balsa, rubber
strip, and nitrate dope. It's all great and the
service is excellent. Ken's illustrated catalog
is $2.00.
Speaking of excellent service (nice transition, huh?) Bob Banka's 1990 scale documentation catalog has expanded again to include
over 70,000 scale photos and 5,000 3-views.
Bob offers one day turn around time (which I
personally will vouch for) and can supply

PHOTO: JAMES WOODS

This beautiful rendition of the Miss Los Angeles racer is ample proof that James Woods is a master
craftsman. Look at the rubber motor peg location . You certainly could pack more than a few winds in that
length.
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Little Annie Lidberg holds Dad 's latest plan offering, the clipped wing 1931
Monocoupe (above right). The model features a 3-way option of different ver-

sions. A new iron-on covering for F/F'ers, Litespan (above right) is being offered in transparent and opaque versions. Balsaloc is the adhesive.

that needed scale documentation before you
start building. Three dollars to Scale Model
Research, 2334 Ticonderoga Way, Costa
Mesa, CA 92626 gets you Bob's 53-page listing.
Our last entry in the F/F supply derby
comes _j;o us from "across the pond ". SAMS
Indoor and Outdoor Free Flight Model Aircraft "catalogue" contains over llOO items
which can be ordered by post. Many of the
items are from American manufacturers;
however, there is a nice mixture from the
Isles and the Continent. Of particular note
are the Crown plans, both scale and nonscale, which appear to be exceptionally well
done and flyable designs. Charles Newman,
designer of the Crown offerings, sent me
plans for just a super-looking rubber twin
called the Pipistrelle which I'm going to start
as soon as I unburden my workbench of the
clutter it keeps collecting. The SAMS catalog can be yours by sending four International Postal Coupons to The Chapel, Roe
Green, Sandon, Buntingfond, Herts SG9
OQJ England.

A biggie from AI
The prolific AI Lid berg just keeps on keeping on. This time it's a big and beautiful
JY!onocoupe Racer; the 7-cylinder NR50i W of
Johnny Livingston. Using Al's plans you can
build three different options, the full span 40inch version in yellow and red, the stock version #22 in blue, or the 29-inch clipped wing
speed merchant of 1931. Al's black line plan
comes complete with a list of sources of supply, a well-detailed construction article, and
stick-on Monocoupe logos for the rudder. As
the photo shows, this one's destined to be a
classic rendition of a classic airplane. Available from AI at 614 E. Fordham Drive,
Tempe, AZ 85283 for six dollars, the Monocoupe plan will be accompanied by a new catalog upon request at no extra charge.
High aspect props and hiborks
stops
Bob Hatschek has long been recognized as
one of the most perceptive and technically inventive F/F competitors in this country. In
the current edition of Flyoff, the newsletter
of the Brooklyn Sky-Scrapers, Bob presents
a dually-focused article which details successes with his Liberty II Coupe design and
its huge prop. Beginning with a 20-inch
diameter prop and a 22-inch pitch, through
sequential development Bob arrived at a 24inch monster with a 30-inch pitch. The kicker
was that as Bob increased the prop's pitch he
narrowed the chord. Result: the prop run
lengthened. Ultimately, Bob arrived at a prop
run of approximately 105 seconds on 750
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turns twisted into 14 strands of 'is-inch FAI
rubber 24 inches long.
Are there any precedents for such a development toward large diameter props? Sure,
but most of them are Indoors where huge
fans turn slowly for up to 55 minutes. As
Bob relates it, our basically conservative attitudes conditioned toward " what looks r.ight"
have limited prop development in this direction. It'll be interesting to see what Bob does
next, won 't it? To keep up with those new developments, a subscription to the Flyoff is a
minimum of five issues at $2.00 per issue
sent to R.L. Hatschek, 316 Grosvenor Street,
Douglaston, NY ll363.

available from several sources, including Old
Timer Model Supply at the address previously given. The date for the "One Design"
contest, which is part of the annual Eastern
States Championships, will be set shortly.
Get your plans ordered now to be ready.

Thirty something
From the opposite side of the country
comes news from Tony Naccarato about two
new "30" events for electric and glider. Spinning off of the popular "P-30" rubber and
"Pee Wee 30" gas come "E-30" and G-30 ",
for electric and towline glider, respectively.
Briefly, "E-30 " requires a maximum projected wingspan of 30 inches, a minimum
weight of 60 grams (including batteries) and
a commercially available plastic prop. Similarly, the "G-30 " rules call for a 30-inch max
wingspan and a tow-line length of no more
than 164 feet. Several contests have been
held this past fall using the new rules. Keep
us posted on participation, won 't you, Tony?

Gotcha covered
A new product that may cause us all to
look twice at continuing to use tissue on
larger projects is a recent release called "Litespan", manufactured by Solarfilm. This
ultra-light iron-on covering has the look of
tissue already coated with dope.
Coming in two varieties, " Litespan" in yellow, orange, red and blue is nicely transparent and can be used for non-scale efforts such
as Old Timer projects. The second variety in
white, antique, black, dark olive and silver is
more opaque and gives a realistic "nonplastic" look to scale projects. "Litespan" is
held in place with a brush-on adhesive called
" Balsaloc", which is applied and allowed to
dry before the "Litespan" is ironed on.
"Litespan " is airtight, waterproof, fuel resistant and can be doped or painted. One ad- .
ditional plus is that it weighs less than half
that of MonoKote. Both "Litespan" and
" Balsaloc" are available from a Canadian
firm, Idealair Models, R.R. 4, Box 15, Alliston, Ont. LOM lAO Canada. I'm going to try
the transparent red on my .020 Replica Play-

One design OMT
Don Ross informs us that the selection of
the 1990 "One Design " model has been made
by a vote of potential participants. The "winnah" is Earl Stahl's Hurricane, and attractive low wing with a 32-inch span. Plans are

boy.
Next month we'll feature some nifty building tips , a close-up look at some new carved
blasa props, and another freebie. My address
for correspondence is Box 1137, Liberal, KS
67905. An SASE is appreciated if your letter
requires a response.
=

PHOTO JIM LONGSTRETH

Scratchbuilt from 3-views by Bjorn Karlstrom, Jim Longstreth's 24-inch Travelair weighs 55 grams and
features handpainted decals. Jim also painted the backdrop which he used to photograph his model.
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By Phil Cartier
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Looks like Bill Harris' plane (the upper one with the short streamer) is getting a bead on Chip Giordano 's
plane . The Pine Lands Combat team had a super contest with Super Slow , Slow , and Fast.

lying safely. Anybody flying Combat the last couple of years knows
that it has a bit of a safety image
problem. Of course, Combat is not
totally safe. If it was, we wouldn 't fly it.
Where else can you get the thrills we get in
Fast Combat without putting your life on the
line? A good roller coaster comes close, but
even there, part of the thrill comes from that
one accident you heard about 10 years ago.
So Combat isn't totally safe. But we can do a
number of simple things to prevent injuries
and protect spectators-especially protect
the spectators.
First off, fly strong, solid equipment. I
have lost count of the contests I have gone to
where somebody comes out with an old,
battle-worn ship that hardly holds together.
No one gets surprised when it plows into the
ground and good riddance. Everyone was
just waiting for the motor to fly off anyway.
So, when a plane punches into the ground,
make sure it will hold together before it flies
again. The rules will disqualify you if it
doesn 't, but that is after the fact. Somebody
could get hurt when a damaged plane flies
apart, and that is more important than winning or losing a match.
Safe airplanes start back in the workshop.
Choose solid, strong wood for all the parts.
Take special care with the motor mounts.
Don 't use wood that has knots or slanty
grain. Nowadays, use 3/s by 3/• hard maple for
the mounts. A sturdy motor mount will last
longer and be safer. I don 't have a lot of experience with metal motor mounts. From what
I have seen, they tend to vibrate loose more
easily than wood mounts, mainly because
there are more screws that can be undertightened. Use Loctite on all the screws, and

F
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it wouldn 't hurt to put a few drops of thin
cyanoacrylate glue between the mounts and
the center rib after assembly.
New rules-an "emergency" safety rulerequire a cable between the motor and the
bellcrank mount. Pick a good, solid center
section design so that cable never has to
work. It will probably break in a mid-air, but
if the engine mounting screws come lose or
the center rib develops a hidden crack it may

keep the motor with the plane. So over the
winter, add the safety cables to your old
planes and get them ready for next year.
Careful building and use of good judgement about crashed planes will help prevent
those dumb safety incidents. Really safe flying happens in the pilots circle though. Good
pilots avoid unsafe flying. Unfortunately, it
takes a lot of practice to get good enough to
really avoid unsafe maneuvers, and even
then, accidents happen. But here are a few
rules of thumb that address the most com·
mon problems of unsafe flying.
First, stick with your opponent. At least
half of the flyaways occur when the pilots
aren't flying close together and one plane
flies through the lines of the other plane
about one foot from the leadouts. So, keep
both feet on the ground, stay physically close
to the other guy, and try and keep the handles lined up. Unfortunately, this skill takes a
long time to learn, but practice, practice,
practice. New flyers especially need to practice flying the plane without looking at it and
get comfortable with moving around the cir·
cle with another person. Nothing beats real,
slow Combat, at abut 65-70 MPH. At that
speed most folks can learn to fly the plane
and still see what is happening around them.
Flying "eyes off" implies a good flying
plane. Spend some time learning how to trim
planes so they feel good on the controls, take
out all the warps so they don 't come in on the
lines, and adjust the tip weight and balance
point so they really hang out on the lines.
Good planes for learning to fly Combat have
a relatively low aspect ratio. Look for something with a chord about one-fourth the span.
Low aspect, stubby planes handle wind and

Same time, same station , the Pine Lands Combat event. While Don Holbrook wanders out to the pilot's
circle prior to his. Slow match, Bub Reese and Mike Underwood pysch themselves to start his plane.
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are much less sensitive to warps and gusts.
I thirik the second most common cause of
flyaways happens when the lines of one plane
saw through the lines of the other. This usually means somebody is tugging and jerking
on the lines to try and keep control in a line
tangle. Don't do it! Proper etiquette says
that during a line tangle both flyers try to
keep the planes together in the same quarter
of the circle, they keep their hands close together to keep the planes lined up, and they
only use wrist action to control the planes.
We all learned at our father's knee to step
back to keep control. Never, never do it in a
Combat match. If the lines are crossed, one
set only has to slide a couple feet across the
other set to cut them in two.
Some folks are politicking to go to .021
lines for Fast Combat. Fast can be kind of
scary. I guess arguments could be made to go
to larger lines. Other changes could be made
also to slow the planes down a bit and make
them a little lighter. In the mean time, nothing says you can't fly heavier lines if you feel
they help. 021 lines certainly will take more
pull, so an accident that jerks the plane on
the lines will be less likely to break them. But
they don't make much difference when the
prop hits them in a head-on pass or some
conehead starts hauling on the handle.
Another point in the match also causes
more than its fair share of accidents. When
one plane quits and is gliding in, the pilot is
supposed to get out of the pilot's circle to
land the plane, stopping Combat temporarily.
Two problems occur. Some times the flyer
who is landing doesn 't step out of the pilot's
circle and his opponent makes a pass. on the
dead stick plane. I have often seen this cheap
shot tangle the lines and wreck one or both
planes. It may be legal by the book, but that
doesn 't make it safe.
Another problem occurs when the motor
quits in a bad spot-say high and upwindor the pilot tries to stretch the glide and gets
caught by the wind. The pilot steps out of the
circle (perfectly legal) gets into trouble and
starts running around trying to keep control
of the plane. In the meantime he may cross
the lines and cut the other plane loose, run
across the pilot's circle and tie up the remaining pilot with his lines, or let go of the handle
when the plane finally does hit the end of the
lines. According to the rules stepping back to
maintain control of the plane is supposed to
get you D.Q.'ed (disqualified). Let's all laugh
together. The only time that happens is when
a new flyer nearly garrotes somebody with
his lines. This rule is hardly ever enforced, so
it is up to the pilots to try and fly safely
around it.
A couple of things can help out when you
find yourself in this jam. First off, a nice
straight, flyable plane will handle dead stick
very well. Just point the nose down to maintain flying speed, get it low quickly so the
wind doesn 't catch it, and don't stretch the
glide. If the other flyer gets into trouble
deadstick, you only have one choice. Try and
FLYING MODELS

Louis Lopez' smile may have been a little premature. He had just won Slow at the Pine Lands meet and
was on his way to the first match in Fast. Didn't go his way, though. He lost to Don Holbrook.

keep out of his way. An honest Contest Director won't have any trouble with this, even if
you step out of the pilot's circle briefly. It can
be really difficult though. There just isn't
any easy way to fly a plane going 90-100
MPH around a plane flopping around deadstick in the breeze.
Letting go of the handle still ranks as one
of the Number One Dumb Ways to Screw Up
a Match. The safety thong now usually keeps
the plane from flying away when the pilot
gets brain fade or weak knuckles. But it can
stand a few improvements. The rule book
construction doesn't really secure the thong
to the handle. It works fairly well if the thong
is a wide strip of very soft leather, but most
people don't use that. It's hard to find too. I
have seen and heard of a couple of flyaways
where the down line broke and the pilot let go
of the handle. The thong slipped off and the
lines just pulled right out.

To be safe, really secure the thong to the
handle. Drill a hole right through the handle
in the middle. Tie the thong through the hole
so it can't slip. Now, if by chance you do let
go of the handle the thong won't slip and the
plane won 't go berserk with full control.
Of course, the thong causes a few safety
problems of its own. Have you ever seen a
guy five foot two hanging by his thong with
his handle wrapped around the handle of his
six foot five opponent? No matter what he
does, if the two flyers don't cooperate the
short guy almost has to tug and pull on the
lines just to get free. Unfortunately the rules
don't require people to cooperate. So use a
little common sense and fly safely. A flyer
who is still in the air after a line tangle should
always get down on one knee and maneuver
until his opponent gets the lines cleared. After all, we fly this event for fun. Save a plane,
and maybe a friendship, to fly another day. =

An East Coast, low-tech version of high tech design. The latest rage in Fast planes uses a carbon fiber/
fiberglass arrowshaft for a tail boom . It's strong, easy to build, and virtually won't break.
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By Bob Hunt

PHOTOGRAPHY: BOB HUNT

"The Return of the Kid." This obscure title , instead of referring to a Grade B movie, invokes a bit of Stunt
history involving Bill Werwage (R) . Bob Hazle (L) showed up at this year's Nats with an Ares painted in the
same trim scheme which then teenager Bill Werwage used on his Ares 30 years ago to win the Walker Cup
flyoH.

f you were in attendance at the "Thp
Five" fly-off during the 1989 Nats, and
left just after the last finals flight was
complete, you missed one of the neatest scenes in recent stunt history. Californian
Bob Hazlecalled it "The return of the Kid."
Thirty years ago to the week, Bill Werwage
had won the 1959 Nats as a Senior entrant,
and then bested the Open class winner, Bob
Palmer, in the Walker Cup Flyoff. He used an
airplane named Ares to accomplish this feat.
Bob Hazle showed up at this year's Nats
flying an almost exact replica of Bill's '59
ship. Bob placed-fifth in the hotly contested
Advanced Class, and then waited for the contest to finish up before asking Bill to put in
an anniversary flight with the Ares. It was a
magic moment, and one which clearly took
many of the veteran (read that ... older) fliers back to a time when Stunt was in its
glory days. We watched Bill guide the familiar design through a truly outstanding pattern, and noted that he was smiling at the
start of the flight. Along about the Square
Eight the smile had turned into a grin. I wonder what he was thinking about.
Bob's rendition of Bill's Ares was built
from a duplication of the Ambroid kit plans.
Bob is a long time freeflight enthusiast who
has learned well the art of hiper-light building and finishing. His Ares weighs in at 36
ounces (the original was 39 ounces), and is
finished with SIG Nitrate dope over SIG PlySpan covering. The colors are Pactra (Aero
Gloss for you old timers) and the top clear
coats are SIG Lite-Coat. The paint scheme is
very close to the original. A "Big Art" reworked O.S. Max .35 swinging a Rev-Up
10X5 EW propeller pulls the classic ship

I

around with authority on 63-foot (center of
handle to center of plane), .015 braided lines.
Only 1/2ounce of tip weight is required because of the two inch difference in the wing
panel lengths. The control system, like Bill's
original, featured flap movement of 35 o , and
elevator movement of 45 o . The hinge gaps
are sealed with blue MonoKote® trim sheet.
Ironically, the original used aircraft fabric
hinges running full length on the wing, so it
too had sealed gaps. I wonder if that 's the
reason those old planes flew so well ...
I not only got a kick out of watching Bill
fly Bob's ship, I even got an invitation to
take a flight myself. I found Bob's Ares an
extremely friendly plane with no bad habits.
Personal preference would be to take out
about a half ounce of noseweight, and maybe
just slightly tweak a flap, but other than that
it was a delight. Ken Budensiek found out
about this historic event in the nick of time
to unpack his video gear and capture Bill's
flight on tape. It's available from Pro-Stunt
Products, 9 Union Ave., Little Ferry, NJ
07643. Phone: 201/440-0905. Also captured
by Ken was Bill autographing Ted Fancher's
Nostalgia Class Ares. This one features a
clear finish over dyed silkspan, with dyed tissue trim. It is beautiful. Be sure to ask for
both of these segments when ordering the
tapes.

Southern Man
There is a relatively new company catering
to the needs of the serious stunt flier. The fellow at the helm of this concern is hardly new
to the event, however. Randy Smith was a
ranking officer in the famed Atlanta Stunt
Conspiracy of the mid seventies. He was well

on his way up the ladder to the top when real
life responsibilities forced him into a short
term retirement. He's back now, and with a
line of new products and services we can all
use.
Randy is above all an engine man. His
knowledge of, and feel for engines is amazing.
He 's now offering that expertise to us
through his Aero Products Company (1 880
Scenic Hwy., Snellville, GA 30278. Phone:
404/979-2035). Randy handles a wide assortment of stock engines and accessories way
too varied to list here. Aside from the stock
engines, Randy is offering custom tuned engines for stunt. Hand fitting, lapping, balancing, and blueprinting services are available.
He makes his own line of venturis and needle
valves as well.
He also cuts custom foam core wings,
stabs, elevators, flaps, etc. and offers them in
a variety of stages of completion. A complete
assortment of state-of-the-art control system
hardware, handles, adjustable line guides,
line reels, etc. are also part of Randy 's inventory. There's more. Randy stocks most of the
popular stunt kits, and a selection of modern
finishing supplies as well. Miscellaneous
items offered include a wide assortment of
light wheels, and a selection of custom made
polished aluminum landing gear in several
sizes and types, including a set for the popular profile stunters.
Of late, Randy has turned his talents to the
Future Force Tuned Pipe System, and is tuning engines and making special three blade
props to better harness the new found power
source. Developments from Aero Products
are moving forward on a daily basis, so we
can't give you t he latest "skinny " in a magazine column. Call Randy and get one of his
catalogs, and while you 're on the phone ask
him what's new. You'll be surprised.

A Stunt Philosophy
I recently received a letter and rather
lengthy document from Paul Rundell. The
letter introduced me to a man who has had a
love affair with control line in general and
Stunt in specific for four decades. The document was his philosopy on the myriad facets
of and emotions associated with the P.A.
event. He wanted to know if I would like to
publish it, and I told him that I truly would,
but it was too long, and it would be a shame
to cut it to fit. I suggested that he make it
available by means of photocopy to any and
all who feel deeply about Stunt.
The chapters include: 1: How bad do you
want it?, 2: Tuning up the mind, 3: Ups and
downs, 4: Competition-a quite natural part
of it all. 5: The Judge!-a necessary evil ... ,
and 6: Wrapping it up. Each of these chapters is a delight to read, and we can all see
ourselves through Paul's observations. Much
of this information is sure to be things you
have thought about many times, but here
they are all put together in print. It's sort of
a mental tune-up for the coming season. Paul
offered to send a copy to anyone interested.
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FULL SIZE PLANS AVAILABLE
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His address is: Paul A. Rundell, 2424 SW
Mission Ave., Topeka, KS 66614. Be a sport
and send him a SASE and a couple of bucks
to cover the paper and photocopy costs.

How much wood .••
I just got off the phone with Riley Wooten.
I called him at his Lone Star Balsa company
to order wood to build my world beaters for
next year. I've always received great wood
from Riley, and often great advice, too. He
started the conversation by warning me that
if I wanted any four to six pound density
balsa, I would be at the end of a 90-day wait·
ing list. It seems we did too good a job of
telling the Stunt world about his services,
and now he 's swamped with orders for
Equadorian Gold Lite. A tree may grow in
Brooklyn, but, according to Riley, they're
having a tough time accomplishing the same
feat in South America. He told me that the
dry growing season has meant slow growth
for balsa trees. Trees that grow slow, grow
heavy. The result is an ever diminishing supply of light wood.
The largest number of wood requests from
the Stunt brethren are for wing skin material. Riley said most want four to six pound
1hs balsa to result in a light foam wing. I told
Riley that I'd prefer to have eight to ten
pound density 1/a2 balsa skins. There would
be no difference in the finished skin weight,
and there are some advantages as well. Soft
wood in many cases has what are known as
"wind checks. " These are faint cracks that
run across the chord of a sheet of wood. They
are caused by the bending of the tree in wind.
A higher density, thinner sheet will not have
these cracks, and hence be stronger. Soft
wood soaks up adhesive during the skinning
process, and dope or sealing liquid (epoxy
paint, etc.) during the finish procedure. A
denser surface will resist this soaking, and be
lighter still. A denser wood will also resist the
inevitable ding better than a soft one. The

result is a stronger and lighter wing. You will
have to be a bit more careful in joining the
sheets together, and in sanding the surface
smooth.
Riley told me that he always used thinner
wood of higher densities when building his
Stunt and Combat planes, and always had
planes that were very strong and light. In
fact, we discussed the possibility of using
thinner wood everywhere, and then covering
the entire plane with some of the very light
fiberglass cloths and surfacing epoxy resins.
Not only would we not gain any weight over
more accepted methods, but the surface
would be entirely sealed and ready for primer.
It's a thought.
Riley also advised me to order wood of the
length needed. Often he gets in wood of unusual length. We are used to 36 and 48 inch
standards in buying balsa. Riley said that for
a foam core panel we rarely need more than
30-inch long wood, and he gets quite a bit of
that. He'll be glad to answer your questions
about balsa and its uses, and help you decide
what size, length and density you really need
for a specific job. Drop him a line at Lone
Star Balsa, 1623 57th St., Lubbock, TX
79412, or phone him at: 806/7 45·6394.

Project Crossfire
Several months ago I began telling you
about the re-finishing of the Crossfire. The
project was shifted to the back burner while I
moved into a new home, and set up a workshop. Things are back to normal now and the
project has been revived. The airframe was
stripped completely of paint. Most of the airframe was sanded, but I used some Red
Devil paint stripper to complete the job. I
should have used the stripper for the entire
airframe. It's a bunch easier, and there is no
danger of sanding through or clinging the
plane with a sanding block. The stripper
must be neutralized with water to prevent
contaminating the new finish, so be careful.

The idea behind the re-finish was to take
off some unwanted weight. The auto lacquer
originally used added many ounces of dead
weight, and it was decided to re-finish with
dope to achieve the lightest possible result.
While the plane was stripped, I decided to
build new flaps, elevators, and a rudder. The
original units were balsa covered foam. The
new parts are built-up with a geodetic design.
I made a flat plate of 3/a 2 balsa to the shape of
each part, less the width of a leading and
trailing edge. The plate was glued accurately
to the leading edge piece, forming a "T" section.
Ribs which paralleled the centerline of the
plane were glued in place on both top and
bottom of the plate. Then the geodetic ribs
were installed. All of the ribs were rectangular in shape to allow an accurate assembly on
the bench. A trailing edge strip was added,
and the entire assembly was carefully carved
and sanded to the proper taper. After final
shaping, the sections between the ribs were
cutout, leaving rounded corners. The result
was some very rigid and extremely light com·
ponents. The foam core fin was also cut-out
and ribbed
As long as we had the balsa bin open, a
new bottom block aft of the wing was fabri·
cated. The original shape in this area was not
parallel to the thrust line of the plane, and
many who watched it fly commented that
the shape detracted from the maneuvers. The
new bottom block retains the original flavor,·
but is now in concert with the otherwise
straight lines of the ship. A bonus was the
reduced weight achieved through the use of
lighter wood and a revised tailwheel mount.
The Crossfire sits ready to be refinished as
this is written. Hopefully in two months I'll
be able to report on the finished product and
tell you how much net weight was lost. Calculations at this point seem to suggest that the
finished plane will be in the vicinity of eight
=
ounces lighter-and that 's a bunch!

PHOTO· RANDY SMITH

Engines and accessories are the main game plan (above left) of Randy
Smith 's Aero Products Co. He also handles foam core parts, hardware ... just
FLYING MODELS

about anything for a Stunt plane. After a bout with Red Devil Paint Stripper,
Bob 's Crossfire (above right) is ready to be refinished .
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ort
THIRTY-SIXTH ANNUAL
RADIO CONTROL
EXPOSITION
APRIL 6, 7, 8, 1990
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

9 am to 6 pm
9 am to 6 pm
9 am to 4 :30pm

TOLEDO SPORTS ARENA
ONE MAIN STREET, TOLEDO, OHIO
TI CKETS can be purchased at the door or in
ADVANCE by sending a self-addressed
stamped business size (4 Yex9 Y2 ) envelope
to: TICKETS , 38235 Castle, Romulus, Ml
48174 .
Al l orders above 10 tickets must include
doubl e postage . U.S . orders must include a
25 cents, per order, handling charge. All
fore ign orders must include 50 cents, per
order, handling charge , but only need send
an addressed envelope . We w ill provide the
necessa ry postage . NOTE: Registered or
Express Type Mail Orders Will Not Be
Accepted!!

Include a check or mo ney order in U.S .
funds made payable to th e "Weak Signal s
R/ C Club." Ticket prices are : $4.00 per day
fo r adults and $1 .00 pe r day for children, 12
a nd unde r. (Please s pecify number of eac h.)
Deadline for ticket orders is March 30,
1990. All sales are final and non -refundable .

ASSOCIATED ELECTRICS, I NC., 3585
Cadillac Ave., Costa Mesa, CA 92626, announces t hat Team Associated's new RC10L
1ho scale on-road racer is winning big. It's the
new 1989 ROAR National 1ho scale On Road
Champion, Whippoorwill Champion, and
holds the track record at the Los Angeles Velodrome at 56.5 MPH. The RC10L is very
similar indesign to the RC12L, and is easily
assembled thanks to an easy-to-understand

Rilled 30 Amps ill 600 VDC. Elcctrta! Resistlnal 250 Mbuhms
Color Co·on!iniltcd !Red & BlaCk Lexan HousiocJI

Hotel info or map of area may be obtained
by sending a stamped self-addressed
envelope to the ticket address above.

.J.

Any othe r Expositi on info rma tio n is avail a ble by conta cti ng Wayn e Yeager , codirector, at the ticket address or by phone(313 ) 941 -666 1.

C>nly certif1ed c hecks or money orders accepted Mm1 mun order
$12.00. tor three packages of 4 powerpo!es ($3 50 per package +
$1 .50 sh1ppmg and handlmg) CT res1dents add 8% sales tax
Pnces subject to change w1thout notice
DEALER INQUIRIES IN VITE D. for further informat iOn and
dealer pnces send SASE and Busmess Card to

" We Will Have Our Traditional Swap Shop
and Saturday Night Auction "

SERMOS RIC
TM

SNAP r.oNNEcroRs.

COMPETITION CLASSE S
NON -MILITARY SPORT SCA LE PLANE
(AMA Rules)
MILITARY SPORT SCALE PLANE
(AMA Ru les)
PRE CISION SCALE PLANE (AMA Ru les)
PAITERN PLANE (No Jets)
SPORT MONO -PLANE (non -scale models only)
SPORT BI -PLANE (non -sca le models only)
OLD TIMER FREE FLIGHT R/ C ASSIST
R/ C SAILPLANE (n on -scale model s only) (N o Engines)
HELICOPTER
R/ C CAR
COMPETITION BOAT
MILITARY SCALE BOAT
PLEASURE POWER BOAT
WORKING VESSEL-UNARMED

COOar Corrers !'lilt1on

Box 16787. Slilmford. CT 06905

presented by the

TM

INc.

(203)322·6294

• Hi Performa nce Model
Engine Co nnecting Rods
• Availabl e for Most Popular
Aircraft, Marine & Ca r engines.
• Fast Frie ndly serv ice since 1974.

Richardson Precision Machining Inc.
5070 Golden Drive
San Jose, CA 95129
(408)257-7059
DEALER INQ UI RIES INVITED

... Unusual Items ... Exclusive Products - many at
savings of up to 40%. ill) designed to make your job
easier. more enjoyable . . for more professional results I

Weak Signals R/ C Club
Toledo. Ohio

·-· ---------------------I
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Powo•

• Products, Inc.

instruction manual, which is packed with
photos to illustrate each step. A complete
line of spare parts, bodies, motors and batteries are available. The kits are complete, including ball bearings, but do not include motor, batteries, radio or electronics. The Basic
Fiberglass kit of the RC10L (part #8001) retails at $170.00, while the Basic Graphite
version (part #8002) is priced at $235.00. For
more information, please call: 714/850-9342. =

TO ORDER Send $1.00 with this coupon
(or with your name and address) to:
Micro•Mark • 340·781 Snyder Ave.
Berkley Heigh1s • NJ 07922

ADDRESS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

CITY

STAT E _ _ _ ZIP

-..
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THE TEAM DOES IT IN THE DIRT.
Race the car that beat the
imparts in the toughest kind of
off-rood competition .
The All-American Associated
RC1 0 took home the gold in
both the ROAR and OR RCA
Notional Championships .
Our RC1 0 turned bock the
foreign cor invasion with the
some rocecor technology that
has kept Team Associated on
top of the RC car racing world
for over 15 years .
A RACE CAR, NOT A TOY.
Sure, you 've heard that before .
But Team Associated designs
and engineers only model RACE cars .
The new RC1 0 features fully adjustable , four
wheel independent suspension , on aluminum
alloy monocoque tub and race-proven hardware
throughout.

Sealed gearbox
VoriLok
differential

'FIIiHTER.

And the RC1 0 doesn't need expensive
accessories and modifications to handle the
roughest tracks . The strength and durability is
standard equipment.
RACE-WINNING ENGINEERING.
For maximum traction
the RC1 0 suspension
is damped by long throw,

Full race rear suspension includes bulletproof
hoff short and u-joinfs wifh tapered and
keyed modular wheels. Quick release knock
off design for fast pit work and tuning.
co 1984 Associated Electrics

oil-filled racing shocks . These custom
shocks use machined alloy cylinders and
drill blank shafts for silky smooth action .
Rugged, yet light, the suspension gives
you all the odjustobility of full size, full race
buggies . The A-arm/ Boll joint design allows
precise comber, caster, ride height and
spring rate tuning . Even anti-roll bars
and a Vorilok dif ore included.
Exceptional ground clearance and
low center of gravity also contribute
to the superb balance and performance of the RC 10 over all types
of terrain .
GET THE JUMP ON THE COMPETITION.
Go RC off-rood racing with the
leaders. The Notional Champion
RC1 0 is available now and legal for
ROAR and OR RCA notionally sanctioned competition.
Complete RC10 kits, replacement
ports and spores ore readily available through
model cor racing 's most extensive dealer
network.
Toke the challenge and build yourself a winner.
Team Associated 's RC1 0.

Smooth imdercorrioge
maximum ground clearance

ae

Model cars for Real racers.
Associated Electrics , Inc.

3585 Cadillac Ave .
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 U.S. A.
(714) 850-9342 TLX 756887

The Floating Finish
Part II
By Vic Macaluso
Sport or show, any finish is only as good as its foundation.
Here's the basics for getting just such a foundation.

PHOTOGRAPHY VIC MACALU SO

Vic is well acquainted with the Scarab series of boats and has won a number
of awards at Toledo and the WRAM Show because of their finish . His efforts

ast time we discussed some of the
tools that were necessary to create
the ultimate finish . This month
we'll discuss many of the materials
that are currently available to reach that
goal. Not too long ago the really good finish
required many hours and many years of experience to successfully accomplish. While
nothing can take the place of experience, the
new materials in use today can and will dramatically reduce the time required to build
that award winning finish. The experience, or
lack of it can hopefully be overcome with advice and t he technique described in this
column.
It wasn 't very long ago that every step in
the contest finish, whether it was block sanding an entire model or just spraying on a
primer coat, took at least one evening. Not so
any more! With some of the new surfacing

L
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have led him through a variety of finishing materials that are around today. This
second of his series discusses the ones that win .

resins, you can brush on a coat and two hours
later be sanding for the second coat if necessary. But let's hold on just a minute, I'm getting ahead of myself. Before we talk about
technique, let's see just what is available for
each step of the "ultimate" finishing process.
In preparing for the "ultimate" finish you
must have a perfect foundation. There are no
short cuts. What you accomplish here will determine what the finished product will look
like. Before you can even consider applying
your base coats, all cracks and dings must be
filled and sanded even with the surrounding
surface. There are many products available
to use as a lightweight filler. Any of the light
weight vinyl spackling compounds (Model
Magic'" filler happens to be one of them) can
also be used for this purpose, at a much reduced cost. Whatever product you choose to
use, be certain it's easy to sand.

Speaking of sanding, remember those
sanding blocks we spoke about in the last
column? Use them! Hand sanding will only
produce waves in the foundation that will
show up in the final finish.
O.K. So now you 've got all of the valleys
and canyons out of the model and it's time to
start building up the finish. What you 've got
to establish at this point is a solid base upon
which you will build up to your final finish
coats. Depending on whether you want to
add structural strength or not will determine
what method and materials you will use at
this point.
If only a smooth surface is your goal, any
grain filler such as Hobbypoxy's Fast Fill
will work great here. Should you still only
want a smooth surface, but one that is more
durable, then one of the popular surfacing
resins should be considered for this step. If,
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after some consideration, you decide that you
really need structural strength as well as a
smooth surface, you then have two good options that you might consider at this point.
Fiberglass and surfacing resin, or fiberglass
and Cy A glue.
At this point in time, most modellers are
familiar with the glass/resin method and
most of you will choose to go with this. Over
the last several years many builders-myself
included-have started fiberglassing models
(planes and boats) using the water thin Cy A
glues to bond the glass to the model instead
of resin. This has several advantages over
the glass/resin method in that it is faster and
when you sand no fuzz is raised on the glass
because the cyanoacrylate completely saturates the glass cloth. There are no dry spots
that must be filled with a second coat. The
only disadvantage is the higher cost of the
cyano. When you consider the time saved
with this method, it might actually be
cheaper.
·
By the way, as you can see by now, I'm assuming that most of you are versed in these
application methods. If you are not clear on
any of the methods I mention in these
columns, please write to me c/o this magazine
and we 'll do a whole column dedicated to
whatever you wish to know.

Before we go any further I feel obligated to
remind you that in this step especially, all
sanding must be done with blocks to insure a
ripple free surface. Blow it here gang, and
you might just as well paint the model with a
roller! This is the whole foundation of your
finish. It must be smooth! I'm sorry, I didn't
mean to yell so loud, but it really is important that this be right!
If everything you 've done to this point was
done with care and patience (a very rare commodity these days) you should be ready for
the final filler coats. If it takes more than two
light coats here you didn 't work hard enough
in the foundation step! Assuming you did
work hard enough, you have several more options at this point. (I'll bet you didn't realize
there were so many decisions to be made
when going for the ultimate finish!)
In what you might call a very high stress
environment most boat builders use an additional coat of surfacing resin to build up to
the finish step. What you do is simply sand
for the final finish right into the resin. This
gives an extremely hard and durable surface
upon which to spray your final color coats.
You may want to shoot a very light coat of
primer over this to fill any stray pin holes
that you might have missed up to this point.
Up to now it really hasn 't made much dif-

If you want an absolutely glossy, " mirror" finish like the deck of this Scarab
(above , left and right) you start with the sanding blocks Vic mentioned last
month. Then it's on to preparing the surface foundation for the color paint. In a
FLYING MODELS

ference what kind of boat you were building.
Up to the color coats the quest for the ultimate finish follows some pretty standard
though strict rules. No free lunches here
gang! You really have to work for that special
recognition.
Now is the moment you've been waiting
for, the final finish. At this point let's assume
a "worst case" situation. You are racing in
the outrigger hydro class and expect to be
pumping 60% nitro through your motor.
What kind of finish will stand up to the
abuse this kind of racing puts on it, and to
the fuel that hot with nitro-yet still maintain and show off all the work you put into
the finish?
As far as I'm concerned the only material
that will give this type of performance are
the two-part epoxy paints and the ImronT"
type automotive paints. The automotive
type are very dangerous to spray without
proper breathing apparatus so for the average modeller this leaves the epoxy paints.
I've had extensive experience using Hobbypoxy epoxy paint on both boats and planes
and I must say it lives up to any expectation
necessary for the models. When properly applied, this finishing material does not need to
be rubbed out to get that dipped-in-glass
look. I've taken the Best-In-Show award for

wood surface you'll have your choice of using a simple grain filler or going the
route of using a much finer fiberglass/resin base. Fiberglass hulls also need
pin-hole fillers.
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The Floating Finish, Part II

With the surface carefully prepared , the type of color paint is determined by the boat's operating environment. Best all-around choice: epoxy.

boats at the WRAM trade show with a Hobbypoxy finish that wasn 't rubbed in any
way! Another feature of the two part epoxy
finishes is that they cure glass-hard so that
your finish looks "just applied" years later.
I'm serious about that point. I still have the
original Dumas Scarab 60. (I 'm the guy that
designed it) that I finished in 1984 with HobMICRO~
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An Embryo Model
with 18" Span
designed to win!
For beginners and
experts ... $8.50

HARD-TO-FIND ITEMS
Early Bird Tissue for Antique Aircraft . . . . . . $5.95
True Olde Japanese Tissue, 10 in 3 ~olors . . . $6.95
Japanese Tissue. 12 in 6 colors . . . . . . . . . . $5.95
Microlite Silver .......... .. .... . ........ .$3 .95
Microfilm - $4.95 Glue - $1.75 Solvent - $1.50
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Rubber Strip .020 thru .085 . . .. ... . each $1 .95
3/32 tHru 5/32 . ... ....... . ... each $2.50
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bypoxy and it looks like I painted it last
week.
If you happen to be building a scale model
the epoxy paints work well here also. With
the flat hardeners any type of scale finish can
be duplicated.
I hope at this point you've got some idea of
what it takes to "build" the ultimate finish.

Keep in min d t h at p erfection is never
achieved, it's t he quest that gives us t he experience to make our next finish more ultimate than the previous one!
Next month we 'll try to explore some of
the more attractive detailing techniques such
as shading and pinstriping.
Till then, safe boating! Vic.
=
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WE HAVE 180,000,000,000
WAYS TO FLY AT HOME.
Few modelers have the opportunity to fly at or near
their homes. Most have to trave l a good distance to
satisfy their R/C craving .
Now, there is a way to fly R/Cmodels not only near, but
inside any home. The R/ CFlight Simulator (RCFS) for IBM
PC and PC compatible comp uters allows anyone to enjoy
s
R/C flying without irritating the neighbors.
The RCFS is a very re alistic simulation of flying a R/C
aircraft - complete with color and sound. The pilot
o•sr11o
r•s11
THR1oo
ALT34
controls the model th rough a full size 'transmitter'
IBM VERSION SHOWN
complete with trims and two dual rates . The aircraft is shown in real time animation on the
screen along with all other information !altitude, airspeed, distance fro m pilot, etc.) .
With a few keystrokes, the aircraft can be configured in OVER 180 BILLION different ways. All
cha racteristics of the model such as stability, stall speed, powe r to weight
radio, drag, etc ., can be changed. Those just learning to fly will feel as
comfortable as any seasoned veteran. Once the basics are maste red,
th e co ntrol sensitivity, wind speed, and sna p/spin characte risti cs can
be adjusted to provide a more cha lleng ing aircraft.
The RCFS is available for the IBM PC (PC compatibles), Apple 2, 2+. 2e, 2gs,
Commodore 64/128, and Tandy 1000 computers. Not for the Apple 2c or Macintosh.
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These two plastic models were combined to produce a nifty 12-inch long R/C model with 2-channel control.
The L.C.V.P. uses a disassembled servo for the motor/speed control. Receiver is in back of the truc k.

or those who may have missed it, in
the October 89 FM I described the
basics of mini-scale RIC models.
These are boats ranging from 6 to 15
inches or so in length, with two channel radios. Although they may be scratchbuilt,
most are based on readily available plastic
models. The radio is used for steering, power,
and speed control functions . That column
generated a fair amount of interest, with people asking for more information. In this
column, I will describe in more detail what it
took to convert a 12-inch long kit to RiC.
The subject of this column is Lindberg's
LCVP (Landing Craft, Vehicle Personnel).
This is a 1/as th scale model of a WWII landing craft, designed to carry 36 men or a small
truck The model has 2-channel RIC, providing steering and proportional speed, both
ahead and astern. I won't provide a step-bystep description of how to build the model:
instead I'll discuss the areas that I'm most
asked about.
I have always wanted to build a landing
craft and load it with a tank, figuring a tank
would have plenty of room to hold the radio
or battery. There are few tank kits available
in scales larger than 1/as, so that is the scale I
figured I'd have to use. Unfortunately; the
only landing craft available in 1/as is Lindberg's LCVP, and an LCVP is too small to
carry a tank. I went ahead and bought the
LCVP kit, thinking I'd give it a try anyways.
When I bought my kit in 1986 or so, they had
been out of production a while but could still
be found in stores. This year, the company re-released the kit, in a new box. The only difference is the box art.

F
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I planned on including a vehicle in my
LCVP from the start. I chose the Testor's
Dodge a/• ton truck, because it had the largest covered cargo area I could find. I used an
old, standard size Sanwa 2-channel radio. I
knew a new radio with a mini-size receiver,
battery pack, etc. would make the job easier,

but I didn 't want to put an expensive radio in
what was supposed to be a cheap project. As
it turned out, the radio fit well enough, and I
am pleased with the result.
Because my model is carrying a truck, it
draws a little bit more than it should. The kit
is designed to have the bow ramp movable,
but I had to glue mine shut to keep the model
watertight. I also left most of the underside
detailing off the truck, to save weight. I
made a "canvas" curtain from some painted
paper to close off the back of the truck
The radio components I ended up using included the standard receiver, an old World
Engines S-11 servo for the motor, and an
Aristocraft mini servo for the rudder. The
rudder servo is under the aft deck, the motor/
speed control is under the engine cover amidships, and the standard size 500 mAh battery pack goes under the cargo deck The
receiver, which is bulky compared to everything else, is in the back of the truck The
receiver antenna is wrapped around the chassis of the truck, with part of it disguised as
the truck 's whip antenna. To do this, I cut six
inches off the antenna, and replaced it with a
equal length small diameter brass rod. The
base of the rod goes through a small plastic
mount glued to the side of the truck The end
of the rod was tied off to the front bumper
with a piece of scale rope.
The motor/speed control combo started out
as an old S-11 servo. The S-11 is wh at a standard servo used to be, and is about 20 % bigger than modern standard servos. I dis·assembled the servo, t ossing the case and
gears. This left me with a motor with a small
circuit board and pot interconnected by a few
wires. At this point, you have a motor and

Inside the aft end of the LCVP you see the rudder servo , motor/speed control , and some of the battery
pack . The motor is connected to the prop shaft by a piece of fuel tubing . Cargo deck hides rest of the battery.
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It would have been nice to have an operating bow door, but Bill glued it shut to
keep the water out. The engine cover (with helmsman) is removable to allow

speed control you can use, but it can be improved.
The pot supplied with a servo rotates
something less than one full turn. This
makes for a speed control that is very sensi-_
tive around neutral and takes very little
transmitter stick movement to reach full
speed. (This is good enough if all you want is
an on-off control.) I experimented with a couple of different pots, finally settling·on a 5K
ohm, 15-turn pot from Radio Shack. This little pot had the additional benefit of being
smaller and lighter than t he one that came
with the servo. This pot made the neutral
point a bit wider, plus it requires around 50 %
stick deflection to get full motor speed. This
makes it practical to run the motor at a lower
speed.
My LCVP uses a standard 500 mAh Ni-Cd
pack. I made my own from four cells, with
about a half-inch of wire between cells. I did
not encase the pack in heat shrink tubing, so
I can bend the pack any way I want. This
allowed me to place the battery in the bottom
of the boat, under the cargo deck. The wires
come up through a hole in the deck and plug
into the receiver in the back of the truck. I
mounted a little Radio Shack toggle switch
under the engine cover to use as an on/off
switch.
The motor is mounted on a small balsa
block, secured by some rubber cement. I attached a shaft extension by crimping a piece
of brass tubing over the small gear on the old
servo motor. This piece of tubing is then attached to the prop shaft with a short piece or'
fuel tubing. The prop shaft/stuffing tube is a
brass rod inside a brass tube. The tube goes
all the way to the skeg support, and the motor end of the tube is above the waterline.
This, along with grease in the tube, ensures
no water leaks in. The prop is a homemade
one from sheet brass. I cut out a 3-blade
FLYING MODELS

easy access to the on/off switch for the system . Inclusion of the Dodge 3/• ton
utility truck was both functional and added active detaiL

prop, soldered it to the end of the shaft, then
twisted some pitch into the blades.! did several things to improve the appearance of the completed model. I cut the
molded-in rope rub rail off and replaced it
with some 3-strand cord that was the right
size. I sanded the molded-in rope coil off the
after deck, replacing it with a coil of thread. I
added a block and cleat to the mast for a flag
halyard. I used a couple of the kit's cable
reels, but wrapped them with thread to simulate the cable. Wheri finishing the boat, I
added little dabs of running rust and dirt.
Bob Jacobsen, a fellow Northwest RIC
Ship Modelers club member, was inspired by
this model to build one of his own. Bob's

model is different from mine in a couple of
ways, all for the better. Bob put a mini size
receiver under the aft deck with the rudder
servo. He also increased the size of the rudder by about 50%, to ilpprove handling. He
also used a small nylon prop from the scrap
box that is much better than a homemade
one. Because Bob's model doesn't need the truck to hide the receiver, his boat is much
lighter. The lighter weight, coupled with the
better prop, makes Bob's model much faster
than scale speed, and almost twice as fast as
mine. (Maybe when he 's not looking, I can
steal his prop .. . ) Overall, my LCVP is a
good running boat, but his is a great running
model.
=

Bob Jacobsen, of Seattle , also built an LCVP but chose to do it a bit differently. A mini-receiver and servo
both fit under the aft deck which allowed the cargo area in the forward section to remain uncluttered .
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By Don Bilsky

With the increased popularity of the .20 size tunnel hulls, Prather's Lap Cat I looks like a good choice. Has an accessory hardware kit, too.

s many of you know, the IMPBA
President and Board of Directors
meet twice a year, once at the Internats and the other at the Toledo
trade show. I thought I would cover some of
the points talked about at the Internats
meeting for your information and possible
comment back to the IMPBA.
When a rule change is proposed it can be
tried for a year before the final vote on adopting it in the rule book. One proposed chnage
was to increase the number of laps that the
AlB classes run from five laps to six. After a
year's trial the board voted 8 to 1 to pass the
rule. They also passed the proposal to nominate a Vice President. It reads as follows:
"The President will name a Vice President
from the current elected voting members of
t he Board, with the Board's approval."
Effective January 1, 1990, the Canadian
districts will be as they were prior to January
1, 1989. The Board also repealed the One
Launch/No Re-Launch rule I commented on
a couple of issues back. I'm sure that this will

A
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be good news to a lot of us. In case some of
you don't know, the Internats next year will
be held in Sarasota, FL and hosted by the
Sarasota White Caps during the week of August 4-11, 1990. I understand that they have
a really good site and I'm looking forward to
going down.
The Board is looking for opinions on the
Internats format. This has to do with having
all heat racing or using the standard format
of Time Trials, (straightaway and oval) and
heat racing. At this point I'd like to give my
opinion. Since the Internats are where our
National Champions are determined, we
should have a format that truly judges the
overall capabilities of the winner. If the test
of a champion's worth is just surviving heat
racing, and I know this isn't easy, then all we
know is that he is a survivor. If we add
straightaway and oval time trials into the
equation we now have a Champion that not
only knows the ins and outs of heat racing
but knows engine and hull setups for the individual events. I've been around a long time

and really believe that our National Champion needs to be the one who can be successful in all areas.

Goodies: Aeromarine and Prather
I guess I must have been asleep for the last
couple of years but I just found out that
Aeromarine, 78 E . Industry Ct, Deer Park,
NY 11729, has drum rotors. They have them
for Picco .65-.80s, Rossi .65-.80s, and OPS
.65-.80. I understand from some of the people
that use them that they see a good increase
in low end performance and acceleration. For
those of you looking for these last two performance features and a little more "stuff" to
your engine, you might one a try.
You know I'm always looking for ideas or
products that can help all of us in our boating
efforts. Sometimes I forget about things I've
seen until I go back through some of the literature that I have and get reeducated. Well,
such was the case with Prather Products
(1600 Ravenna Ave. Wilmington, CA 907441398; 213-835-4764) catalog. I have been
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spending a lot of time making my own tuned
pipe holders and decided to use some manufactured ones. In looking through their catalog I noticed the tuned pipe rear bracket, catalog #9000. It's adjustable in height and also
length and looks good.
For those of you that are looking for a new
.20 size tunnel hull to race next year you
might consider the Lap Cat I. It incorporates
all the advanced design features of all the
Prather boats including epoxy glass construction, joined deck and hull and complete
step-by-step photo instructions. The Lap Cat
I also has an accessory kit #1209 available
which gives you most of the extra items
you 'll need to complete the boat. It's a lot
handier than trying to find all these extra
parts.

Titan rod
E xcuse me. Anyone out there ever broken
a rod? Anyone looking for what appears to be
an indestructible one? Well, I sure am and I
t hink that Keeley 's Custom Motor Works,
2677 Credit Valley Rd., Mississauga, Ontario
L5M4J8, Canada has what we need. It's a titanium rod. It is made of aircraft grade titanium and is virtually indestructible. It has a
roller bearing bottom end and a bushed top
end. It's also 10 to 20% lighter t han aluminum rods and has a one year guarantee
against breakage. Currently they are available for OPS .45 through .80 , Picco .45
through .80, and Rossi .61 through .90. I understand that they are about to star~ production on one for the O.S. Max .46. I just put
one in my OPS .80 and hope to have some
results for you shortly. You can also order the
rods from Tidewater E ngineering, 2406 W.
Madison, PO Box 1135, Bastrop, LA 71220
or Speedmaster Model Products, 1325 Carol
Dr., Memphis, Tn 38116.

How does one simply and effectively keep that tuned pipe locked in place? For Don the answer was
Prather's Tuned Pipe Holder. It adjusts itself quite nicely to specific installations and saves a lot hassle.

taba radios the other day and found out that
they are now offering a full one year warranty instead of 90 days on their radios. I
have been using Futaba radios since 1974
and although once in a great while I hear of
someone who might have a problem, I have
never experienced one. I do know that if you
do have any problems that Futaba's service
department (4 Studebaker, Irvine, CA 92718;
714-455-9888) is very good at helping.
Rossi USA, 2178 Forest Ave., Staten Island, NY 10303, is expecting the prototype
.45s and .65s around the middle of December.
The new engines will have drum rotors and
sound like they will be real strong. I will be
getting one of each to do some pre-release
testing and will report the results as they become available. The actual manufacturing
run at the factory will not take place until

sometime in January '90 but that should still
get the engines out for purchase in time for
next year 's racing season. It might be a good
idea if you are interested to contact them and
get your name on a list. I'm sure they will be
receiving a good shipment but they will probably go fast. They will also be stocking replacement parts.
I know a lot of you have .21 size engines. If
you are running into a problem developing
enough power to pull some of the props that
you run try this. Lower the head clearance to
about .006 and run 60 to 70% nitro. This
should make a marked difference in the pulling power. If you have trouble finding a fuel
with that nitro content and a good oil mix try
contacting Red Max, FHS Supply, Inc, PO
Box 9, Clover, SC 29710. See you next month
-Don.
=

Easy graphics
As most of you know, I try to do interesting graphics on the boats I review. Many
times this involves tedious hours of hand
painting with a 1/Js inch wide brush. I 've
never been able to figure out a way to do the
lettering and numbering in a way that looks
good, is easy, has a good color choice and
isn't ridiculously expensive.
Well, thank goodness that the people at
Vinylwrite Custom Lettering, 16043 Tulsa
Street, Granada Hills, CA 91344, saw some
of my articles and sent some samples of what
they do. It's fabulous! They have more colors
of lettering than you can count on one hand
and a lot of different type styles. They can
also do curved lettering and digitize good
quality art work. I also understand that they
have purchased a machine to duplicate logos.
Not only can they help us normal boaters but
could be a great place for some of the manufacturers to get graphics.
Odds and ends
Here's a few little tid-bits that may be of
interest. I was talking to the people at FuFLYING MODELS

Keeping cowls and hatches locked rigidly in place but still quick and simple to remove takes a lot of head
scratching thought. Don picked up this method from Andy Brown. A small piece of nylon (from a bellcrank or
a servo output arm) is the latch and the two brass button head nails on either side are the friction locks.
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BACK ISSUE
LIBRARY OF
TECHNICAL DATA
AND PLANS
Whatever your special interest, you 'll find plenty of articles
in back issues of FLYING MODELS. Build up your back issue
library now while stocks are still ample.
FEBRUAR Y 1975
P-5 1B C 'L semi-scale stunter· CF358
Sport-Pro 2,3 channel soare r: CF259
Avro 511 rubber sca le Ar rowscout : CF360
Lightwe ight cockp it mter iors for stunters
Polywog .19 R.C runabout boat CB4
Bow fende rs for R. C tugs

MARCH 1975
Seaweed R. C float plane CF36t
Bad Medicine 1 2A or A box. fuse lage · CF362
Scorpio Stunter ST46 R C: CF363
Floating around with seap lanes
Drive system s for deep vees
Plane meet in Jamaica

AP RIL 1975
EAA Headwin d .15 R C: CF364
Pa ni c C L un fractured stunter: CF365
Draft Dodge r unlimr te d ru bber CF366
Old engin es are ou r heri tage
FM Airboat .1 9 R. C: C BS

MAY 1975
Nothi n · Special R C 1 2A Pyl o n Race r CF367
Skyfire C L sl ow comb at or train er: CF368
1975 Ch icag o HIAA Show report
Bommel 114 FAI R. C soarer CF369
The art of sa ndin g
Waco 10. Taperwin g ru bber cl assics CF370
Exhaust thrott les fo r boats

J UNE 1975
Asta rte.45 Ri C foa m win g : CF37 1
The Wie rd One R1C ta il first so arer CF372
1975 WR.AM Show report
Li nco ln Sport .020 brpl ane CF373
Hop up your Veco .19 boat engine
Winning pit strategy: organi ze

JULY 1975
1975 Toledo RIC report
America n Eag le rubber sca le bipe : CF374
Power pod for The Wierd One (Jun e 1975)
Focke Wu lf 190 D-9 .60 RIC scal e: CF375
Matador fast combat .35 C/L CF376
1975 To ledo R/C boat review

AUGUST 1975
YA«. 9 .60 RIC stand-off scale: CF377
Ochroma Pyramrdale Nord ic N 2 CF378
Eyesore flying wing cam era carrier : CF379
Mass producin g airplan e parts
Quarter Crackerbo x .1 5 mi dget boat: CB6
Boat props

SEPTEMBER 1975
BD-VI RIC with OS Max .20: CF380
ParFAI FAI1 974 Nats winner: CF381
1975 US free flight championsh ips
Shingleship free flight gas model: CF382
Flicon RIC pattern trainer: CF383
Ideas on a freelance trawler

OCTOBER 1975
1934 Luscombe Phantom rub . scale : CF384
98.6 RIC V-tailed glider : CF385
Grumman Skyrocket twin engine Ri C: CF386
Ci L Stunt flying made easy
A source of scale detail
High performance throttles for boats
Easy brass boat stuffing box

NOVEMBER 1975
1913 Etrich Taube .020 RIC: CF387
Sundance Stunter Ci L .35: CF388
Heinkel He-162 ducted fan RIC: CF389
Wing mounted power pods
1975 Fitchburg meet
1975 NAMBA nationals

DECEMBER 1975
Tubestake unlimited rubber F/F: CF390
1975 FAI world free-flight championships
Sopwith Pup 2" scale Ri C: CF391
Miss Jull .36 profile stunter Ci l CF392
1975 IMPBA Indy internats
1975 Pattern championships at Bern

JANUARY 1976
~king

seaplane FAI record h'lder Ri C: CF393
1929 Ryan Bluebird rubber or electric: CF394
Hawker Typhooo Ci L stunt: CF395
Eastern States RIC Championship
Ace ' 7-channel Commander kit review
Hydro hulls

FEBRUARY 1976
Dewortrne D-5 10 R C .60: CF396
Sopwith SE-5a rubber fu ll size plans
Ve ntu re XR-1 B Ho vercraft rev1 ew
Harri s Hill So aring lnvi tat ionals
Parasol Jungster II sta nd-off 3-c han CF397
Vikin g mode l seaplane d istan ce record
Deep Vee Day Cruiser CB7

MARCH 1976
Bearca1 & Ze ro pro ft le C L . 15 CF398
Scorcher Jete x competi tion mod el: CF399
Hawke r Hurricane Mk- 1 R C scal e 6 1 CF400
Travelm g by a1r wi t h a model airp lan e
Backl ash catapult girder: CF401
DOT mod el a1rcraft operati ng standards
Repa iring fibreg lass bo at hull damage

APRIL 1976
DeH avilland OH- 10 twm el ectric F F: CF402
Build a vacuum form er
Curti ss P-40 stand-off sc ale R C .60 CF403
Ca nnon El ectronics Tiny seri es review
Annual Flying Models Index Vol . 78
Sq uirrel .35-46 C L
Revi ew A&L Hustler Outrigg er boat

MAY 1976
7 6 Special 1 4 m idget R C train er: CF405
Boulton-Paul Defiant 60 R C CF406
1976 HIA Show Report
Hein ke l He- 1OOVB rubb er scal e: full siz e plan
Thought s on so aring
Re vr ew of D&B Stuka .60 R C
Soupin g up th e Taipan .21

JUNE 1976
Gere Sport sta nd-off sc ale R,C 60: CF407
A 1 Desperation At Nordic: CF408
Citi ze ns Band vs. Ra dio Control
1976 WR.AM Sh ow report
Metaphor 2 Stun ter C 1L .35 - .40: CF409
Build a boat motor control

JULY 1976
1976 Tol ed o Ri C show report
Cannonball tiny RiC fo r .020 pylon : CF410
Trager C/L profil e carri er: CF4 11
Lars low aspect rad io R/C sa ilplane : CF411
G&M Li g htning Bolt mono boat review
Deep V Boat race at Stone Mountain

AU GUST 1976
Farman 400 Monoplane RiC .020: CF4 13
AT -9 Jee p Ci L profil e twin .30: CF414
Build a glow plu g lighte r
Buil d in g Pl att's FW-190 D9
Revi sion A .049 beginner Ri C ship: CF415
Wood or fi bre glass boat hulls?

SEPTEMBER 1976
1910 Fabre Hyd ravion Fi F seaplane: CF416
1976 US Free-Fli ghts at Taft
Super Wh iplash .40 Ri C foa m wing: CF4 17
Monocoupe 90A Ri C .45 sca le: CF418
Longest FAI RIC straight line flight
HIA to FCC re: CB vs . Ri C repo rt
Ins and outs of sail contro l
HMCS Kitchener corvette

OCTOBER 1976
Hella-Peno competition 1i 2A Fi Fiight: CF4 19
Super Spad easy .23 Ri C biplane : CF420
FM visits Sterling Models
The Torch Ci L 54" .35 otunter: CF421
Reading Airshow report
Octura 's Wing Ding hydras review

NOVEMBER 1976
Hightailer RIC soarer, 3 piece wing : CF422
1976 World Scale Championships
Dazzler 40 stunt Ci L: CF423
The Golden NATS at Dayton
Gray Ghost Deep V: CB9
Indy Unlimited boat race

DECEMBER 1976
Boomer Bum Nordic A/2
World War 2 Warbirds at Oshkosh
About your FCC license
French Dewoitine D-520f scale RIC: CF425
Wren easy building biplane RIC: CF426
19761MPBA Internals
Boating record runs and time trials

JANUARY 1977
De Havr lland DH-6 F F C0 2: CF4 27
Grumm an S-2G Track er· 35 R C CF428
Indy Re-trarn er R C .30: CF429
Custom centreline fu el tan ks
An easy engine pod
Scale li fe vests for deep Vs

FEBRUARY 1977
Lockh eed Winni e Mae F;F electric CF430
Grumman C-63 Kitten 40 R C CF43 1
How fast for 1 2A pylon rac ers?
Spint of "76 Airshow at Nassau
Nautilus R C submarin e
Grey Ghost 40 dee p V CB9

MARCH 1977
Winterhawk coupe d"hiver: CF432
About miniature R/C free fligh ts
Hanriot-Biche H-110 C 1L push er: CF433
Nakajima Kl-84-1 a .60 RIC: CF434
Misuri scale German tugboat Part 1: CB 10
K&B ·s 3.5cc outboard engine revi ew

APRIL 1977
Ch eck ers Ri C .60 pattern shi p C F4 35
Jungster I! homebuilt rub be r scale: CF436
Basic Bip e is easy .60 4 ch annel sh ip : CF437
Golden Gate Outboard Regatta
Misuri scale German tugboat Part 2
Florida"s Tangerine R/C meet

MAY 1977
Rooster stagg erwrng plyw' d .60 RiC: CF438
Me 109-G Ci L stunt machine .35-.46 Cf439
Inexpensive glow plug driver
Bandido rubber sport desi gn: CF440
FM visits Jo-Mac RIC cars
Sail boat servo revi ews

JUNE 1977
Berg 0. Avi atik D-1 W\Nar 1 .40 Ri C: CF441
1977 WR.AM show report
Lil Eaglet .010 w/digital proportin als: CF442
Mohave N2 Nordic:CF443
1976 Powerboat Endurance Champ ion ships
Bu il din g a prop el lor

JULY 1977
Wild Goose canard Ci L for .35: CF444
Mathes 7500-D sub -mi ni RI C review
Sc ram .020 replica of 1938 Fi F: CF445
1977 Tol edo RIC sh ow report
Fokker T-2 stand -off Ri C fo r.40-.60" CF446
Maximum sailpl ane speed

AUGUST 1977
Gene si s 46 Ci l stunter : CL447
Bu il d the 1/2A-2 Micro Rece iver
SZD Ogar-powered Pol ish sailplane: CF448
Marker buoys for yacht racing
Midwest Attacke r review
Kraft KP-4A sport se ri es revi ew

SEPTEM BER 1977
1910 Valkyri e Model A No . 1 electric: CF449
See-Bee Ri C plane wi Kodak camera CF450
Double Trouble RIC staggerwing: CF45t
RIC Soaring World Championships
OPS .35 3.5cc marine engine review
Ace R/C Digital Commander 3-chan. review

OCTOBER 1977
10th FAI World RIC Aerobatics Champ 'sh ips
Douglas A-t H Skyraider .60 Ri C": CF452
Country Boy 650 gas free-flighter : CF453
Rhinebeck model classic
M.E.N .'s Buzzard Bombshell review
1977 Indy Unlimited Boat race
World Engines Mark II Expert RIC sys. review

NOVEMBER 1977
t977 FAI Fi F World Championships
Life with a model addict
Douglas DC-3 for two .45s Ri C: CF454
MAC Corsair Skyliner review
Bi-Baby RIC sport .29 to .40 biplane: CF455
0 . S. Max .65R Marine engine review
Build a Royal 2-channel transmitter Part 1

DECEMBER 1977
Ace Three-Ten Trainer RIC .10SR: CF456
Build a Royal 2-channel trasmitter Part 2
RIC Kits Heinkel He-51 review
1977 51st NATS at Riverside
Fantasy twin boom C02 ship: CF457

JANUARY 1978
Challenger twin boom R/C pattern : CF458
1/2A R/C impressions
Midwest Axiflow RK-40 ducted fan review
Build a wing incidence indicator
Hungry Eagle Fi F sh ip with Ri C: CF459
Scrappy gas job May ·39 Flying Aces : CF460
Build a waterproof marine radio box

FEBRUARY 1978
Jeannin-Staube - 1914 C02trubber: CF461
Thoughts on R/C power sou rces
Sig "s Smith Mini plane review
Porterfield CP-65 Collegiate Ri C : CF~62
Rambler gas ship from Sept . '39 Flying Aces
Cover up your marine engines
Bolt-on accessories for K&B .35

MARC H 1978
Miss Cosmic Wind .60 RICn racer : CF464
Judging the judging
Chi cagolander VTO Class A with .15: CF465
Take aerial photos with the right sh ip
Draftee gas job from Nov. 1951 Flying Aces
Sterling 's Emma C. Berry schoone r review

MAY 1978
1i 2 Ri C pylon rules
Sliver V-tail RIC soarer: CF471
Holy Smoker free flight class A or B: CF472
Mil cott 's Specialist Eight 8-channel review
P-61 Black Widow Ci L 2-boom .049: CF473
Red Ripe r gas ship, July 1940 Flying Aces
Introduction to RIC sailing
Outboard hints and tips

JUNE 1978
Aeronca C-1 stand-off scale Ri C: CF475
Proline 's Custom Competition series revi ew
1978 WR.AM show report
Standoff flight judging guide
Stall Proof Gassy,Dec.'41 Flying Aces: CF476
Modified Dumas DV 40F for .20 class
How to twin power your hydroplane

JULY 1978
1978 Toledo RIC Show coverage
Boxcar Ri C trainer: CF477
Royal Omega transmitter kit review
Gee Bee Model D Sportster Ri C: CF478
Heron gas buggie from Dec . '39 Flying Aces
Oruine Turbulent .35 stunt profile: CF480
Outdrives for RIC boating

AUGUST 1978
Blanik L-13 RIC tow-place soarer: CF481
Evolution of a C/L Mustang for competition
Futaba 's Contest 7 review
Chance-Voug ht SB2U Vindicator color 3-vws
Snyder-McRead y C02: full size plans
Integrated circuit battery tester
Simple soldering jig for boaters

MORE BACK ISSUES
January 1985
April1985
June 1985
August 1985
October 1985
December 1985
February 1986
Aprilt986
June 1986
August 1986
October t 986
December 1986
February 1987
April1987
June 1987
August 1987
October 1987
December 1987
February 1988
Aprilt986
June 1988
August 1986
October 1988
December 1988

March 1985
May 1985
July 1985
September 1985
November 1985
January 1986
March 1986
May 1986
July 1986
September 1986
November 1986
January 1987
March 1987
May 1987
July 1987
September 1987
November 1987
January 1988
March 1988
May 1988
July 1988
September 1988
November 1988

STOP SEARCHING HERE'S THE RESEARCH
MATERIAL YOU NEED
ANY 10 ISSUES, $12.00;
ANY 20 ISSUES, $18.00
SEPTEMBER 1978

JULY 1979

Aura stunt controline : C F482
MAC Series 774 4 ~ channel R/ C review
·
How to paint canopies
How to build cabanes , center section struts
Magnum 80 twin .40 pattern monster : CF483
Miss Philly IV gas job , Aug . 1937 Flying Aces
Limits of R/C hydroplane perform anceh

OCTOBER 1978"
Champion 's R/C Anderson Kingfisher review
Rhinebeck model cl assics
Morane-Saulnier Parasol 1913 C02 CF485
Roya l 1/2A servo kit review
Chopsticks .60 RIC pattern sh ip: CF486
Cadet gas ship from Sept. 1938 Flying Aces
Iso lated needle valves fo r .40 tw in hyd ro

NOVEMBER 1978
Oruine Turbulent stand -off scal e R/C : CF488
F4U Corsair Ci L stunt: CF489
Flying Models' 50th anniv. old tim er fly-in
World Engines Four RJC system revi ew
What your need to know about t uned pipes
EZP-30 rubber P30 class : CF490
Radio control in 1937, July 1937 Flying Aces

DECEMBER 1978
1978 Nationals at Lake Charles
Porterfield Ze phyr 1938 RIC .40-.60: CF491
Ace RC Digipace 1 battery tester review
lntro to tow line fly ing
Starduster C/ L competition stunter: CF492
Mike gas model from June 1940 Flying Aces

1979 Toledo 25th show report
Mr. Mulligan 60 Ri C: CF510
JoMac Jerobee R/ C Race Car review
Introduction to electric flying
.1918 LWF Butterfly for C02: CF511
K&B 7.5cc marine review

AUGUST 1979
1944 Loc kheed Little Dipper RiC: CF512
Photoe nlarg in g for scale
1/2A Throttlin g : small eri g ine pro blems
Sudden Sam Bi B gas Fi F winner: CF51 3
Inde x to Vol. 81 Flying Models
Mirage cCi L stunt ship : CF514
HP .61 PDP Marine engine review

SEPTEMBER 1979
Mitsubishi A-5-M4 Claude RIC: CF515
Indy Ri C Sales 3-channel revi ew
Nonstop across Long Islan d Sound
Thunde rjet Ci L stunt profile: CF5 16
FM 2nd Annua l Old-Timer Fly-In
1912 Albatros , electric o r di esel: CF5 17

OCTOBER 1979
Cessna Agwagon profil e Ci L: CF5 18
Homelite/ EWH Supe r Hustler engin e revi ew
Porterfield Zephyr C02 or rub ber: CF519
Futaba FP-8JN J-Module system rev1ew
Piper Tomahawk T Tail RIC: CF520
Hughey's 'marine .20 Rigger revi ew
Keep ing motor mounting plates secure

MAY 1980

JANUARY 1979
Spirit of St. Louis, 93" span Ri C: CF494
Cannon M i ni~Sport System R/C review
Starter and battery box
All about diesel engines
Models at the National Air & Space Muse um
Flying Aces Stick circa 1936: CF495
Aquiduct 40 airboat: CB 11

FEBRUAR Y 1979
1919 Monoprep rubber scale : CF496
MAC Mabuchi Electric Pow er System review
Gee Bee R-1 i 21 ong tail racer RIC: CF497
Tow er Hobbies RIC Six Syste m review
Speed o RIC racing ship : CF498
HLlgg ie 40 Ri g ger, HB .30 PDP Marin e review
Twin rudder servos

APRIL 1979
MAC FM Series 776 revi ew
Miles RAF M-20i 2 RIC .66: CF502
Seafang stunt controline sh ip : CF503
1913 Rumpler Taube 3F Seaplane Fi F CF504
Flying .020 electric models
U-505 submarine model

MAY 1979
New Angle 4-channe1 1i 2 power: CFSOS
M&P Dallaire Sportster review
Geodetik Tubestick Fi F Mulvihill: CFS06
Goldberg Skylark 56 Mk II review
Cox-Sanwha Model 8068 Deluxe review
The Pretender Ci L stunt trainer: CFS0 7
DICE ALS~ 1 personalized power panel review

Old Beavertail RIC Bernelli lift bod y CF537
House of Balsa Pitts S~2 A revi ew
Firewall installastion techni que
Citabria 150 1i 4 scaleCF538
Ace R/ C Silver Seven transmitte r revi ew
Electric Tern 1i 4A RIC: CF539
RJC in model boating tecnhiques
Scale steam sound for boats

MARCH 198 1
The Next Step , learning to fl.yRi C: CF592
Batteries: Part 2
Spitfire profile Ci l 1i 2ACF563
Caudron C635 Simon Rub scale : CF564
OS Max .61VR engine review
Turbocharger for marine engines

JUNE 1981
1981 WRAM show report : Planes, Boats
Gee Bee D Sportster RIC Part 1: CF571
Exponential RIC control explain ed
Yardbird Ci l stunter: CF572
Lockheed Hudson plan: CF71
RIC auto clinic

AUGUST 1981
ME-1 63 Komet profile Ci L: CF574
More o n RIC batteries
Sweepe r Ci L .61 stunter: CF575
CMB90 m arine engine revi ew
AMi FM ROG full size plan
Waco N sin gle channel RIC: CF66
Jom ac d 1g1tal constant current c harge r

The listings here briefly describe some of the featured material in each
issue. In addition there is a wide variety of construction data, product
reviews , trade show reports , news and photos of major meets and competitions, and more in every issue. All magazines are complete : a rich and
valuable source of material to make model plane building and radio control modeling more fun . Here's the chance to fill gaps in your model
airplane library. But rush . Supplies are low on many issues and cannot be
replaced . Orders are filled on a first come , first serve basis

TECHNICAL COLUMNS
PRODUCT REVIEWS
DUCTED FAN JETS
RADIO CONTROL
PYLON RACING
FREE FLIGHT
TECHNIQUES
CONTROLINE
OLD TIMERS
SEAPLANES
R/C BOATS
SOARING
AND MORE
Single copy price of
any issue, $2.50
SEPTEMBER 198 1
Gulfstream RtC pattern sh ip .60: CF576
World Engines 'Expert MkiV engine review
Shinden rubber cana rd fighter : CF577
Heathkit Digital Multi meter review
Ceres CiL 1-Beam stunter : CF578
MRC Grand Prix Radio review
ucted fan swamp buggy

RARE BIRDS
Novem ber 1968
January 1969
September 1973

Decem ber 1968
April1969
October 1973

Rare bird issues are in very short supply. Give
2nd and 3rd choice.

-----------------------------------------------------------------FLYING MODELS
P. 0 . Box 700
Newton, New Jersey 07860

Dept 641 6

Enclosed find US$ ............... .... Please send me ........... , cop ies of
Flying Models issues I have checked at right . I have included alternate selections if the copies I ordered are out of print (marked
·with an "A").
Name
Street
City

State

Zi~

FOREIGN ORDERS: Include $2.00 extra for 5 or 6 issues; $3.00 for 12 issues; $5 for 20
issues. All orders in U. S. funds , please. PLEASE PRINT or type legibly. ORDER FORM
may be photocopied or placed in letter to avoid mut ilating magazine .. Be sure to inelude street address on orde rs of 10 or more as we ship UPS wherever possible .
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BP INDUSTRIES, P.O. Box 521, Hubbard,
OR 97032, is now producing the DB-4D Field
Box. This box features a large top compartment, and four spacious drawers to accomodate bulky RIC gear and other items you
might need at the field, track or pond. A
power panel may be mounted on the face or
lid of the box, and a P-10, one gallon fuel con-

tainer can be fitted as well, making this a
very versatile unit. The DB-4D comes fully
assembled and presanded, ready for paint or
stain. The overall size of the DB-4D is 22
inches long by 10 1/z inches wide by 17 inches
high. The suggested retail price of this box is
$84.95, For more information, please write to
the address above, or call: 503/982-0220.

AMYA

IMPBA

American Model
Yacht Association
104 West Lake Drive
Sebring, FL 33870

International Model
Power Boat Association
RR 2, Box 100F
Fountaintown, IN 46130

NAMBA
NAMBA Internationa l, Inc.
Mrs. Myrtle Coad, Exec. Sec.
6073 Sunrise Drive

7/tJ/1/At- O!<GA/1/I~ii&M'
90

CA 95457
FEBRUARY 1990

ADVANCED TICKET SALES
Save time, order your
tickets now - send check
or money order made payable to WRAM, Inc. (allow 3
weeks for check clearance)
and self-addressed,
stamped envelope to:
Ed Alexis, 21 Pamela Rd.,
Peekskill, NY 10566.
One day Ticket: $5.50
Under 12 yrs.: $1 .00/day.
STATIC COMPETITION

All models must be
operable & RC controlled.
Troph ies and 1or prizes to
be awarded. VCR'S to be
awarded in three categories: "' Best-in-Show"' flying ,
"' Best-in-Show"' cars and
"' Best-In-Show"' boats. Top
of the line RC systems for
1st place in each catego ry.
Trophies for all other winners.
PLANES

• WWI
• Post ww 1 <Military>
• Post ww 1 <Non-Military>
• Stand-Off Scale
• Giant scale
• Pattern
• Old Timers
• Sport <Non-scalel
• Gliders
• Helicopters

FEI.24-25
WESTCHESTER COUNTY CENTER
WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK
10 A.M. to 6 P.M.

BOATS

• scale <Military>
• scale <Non-Military>
• Racing <Deep-Vl
• Racing <Hydro>

JUNIORS

• All categories
BEST OF SHOW

• Planes
• Boats
• cars
FLYING MODELS

SWAP SHOP

The WRAM 's swap Shop has
become one of the major
show attractions with
thousands of individual
items changing hands. To
help eliminate "' registration crush ,"' the swap Shop
will provide for preregistration for ms. To receive
these forms send a selfaddressed stamped
envelope to : John Isbister,
4 Devon Rd .,. Larchmont,
N.Y. 10538.
SPECIAL NOTE

CARS

• 1112Scale
• 1110 scale
• 118 scale or larger

To obtain pre-registration
Static competition forms,
write: !include self-addres·
sed stamped envelope>
Allen Reinha rdt, 2 Douglas
Dr., Pleasantville, NY 10570
Judging takes place Sunday
afternoon. Entries accepted until 12 noon Sunday. Special admission area
will be provided on both
days for static display contestants with built-up
models. Registration of
models will start at 8:30
am each morning.

New Expanded Parking Areas!
over 800 extra parking spaces in the new
Municipal Parking Garage, plus free bus service
to and from the garage.
WESTCHESTER RADIO AEROMODELERS, INC.
*Entries may be limited due to space availability.

This year there will be no
restrictions in the number
of built-up models a registrant may place in the
swap Shop. For further information, write <enclose
self-addressed, stamped
envelope> or call: Martin
Lies, PO Box 162, Lincolndale, NY 10540 I
914-248-5799.
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"Matched Performance System"
~rTOPPERFORMANCE
K&B ENGINES
Airplane
Marine
K&B FUELS
K&B GLOW PLUGS
9 Blends
4 Choices

" Matched Finish System"
for BEST APPEARANCE
K&B FIBERGLASS CLOTH K&B -Micro-Balloons FILLER
K&B SUPER POXY RESIN K&B SUPER POXY TH INNER
K&B SUPER POXY PRIMER K&B SUPER POXY PAINT
K&B MIXING CUPS

K&B MANUFACTURING
12152 Woodruff Avenue .
Downey Calltorn•a 90241

IT'S
~ASI~ll

TO FIND IT
A-=T~ll

YOU BIND IT!

MIDWEST PRODUCTS, PO Box 564, Hobart, IN 46342, has add ed another kit to its
Easy·to-Build Wood Boat Modsel line. The
new Skiff is a scale, all-wood display model of
the two man flat-bottomed rowboat. All
parts are pre-cut and sanded and assemble
easily. A Success series Construction Manual
covers all phases of building and construction, from laying the frames to placing the

finished model on its display stand. Specifi·
cations: length - 85/s inches; beam - 3 1/s
inches; scale- 1"=1 '. The Skiff kit (Kit #967)
includes cast metal oarlocks and coordage for
the painter. List price for the Skiff kit is
$18.95 and it's available at local hobby dealers. Check with t hem for more inforamtion or
contact Midwest prodcuts at their address
above.

J

~~~=~ BINDERS

insert adapters $6.60
1

Make your FLYING MODELS collection ea sy to
find. organized. and safe; rea dy for insta nt use .
Handsome official blue binders are stamped in
g o ld & ho ld 12 issues. Include actual street address a s well as PO. box number for quick delivery. N.J. res . add 6% sa les tax.

$7.00 + $1.00 postage
($2 .00 postage outside U.S.A.)
FM Binders P.O. Box 100
Newton, NJ 07860-0700

Cl'#rstens
PusucATioNs. INc.

master mount $8.80
COMPETITION
BOATS- ENGINES- HARDWARE

EMPIRE MODEl MARINE
3014 LIMEKILN PIKE
NORTH HILLS, PA 19038
UPS DAILY
(215) 572-5615
(7PM-11 PM)
AEROMARINE BOATS AND HARDWARE
SIGHTLER BOATS
FUTABA RADIOS
OCTURA HARDWARE AND PROPS
HUGHEY BOATS AND HARDWAR E
OPS ENGINEES AND PARTS
K & B ENG INES AND PARTS

FROM AEROMARINE :

3.5 Offshore Racing Catamaran

The NEW
.21 "Jesse James" Cat
CALL OR WRITE FOR DETAILS
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Will handle any " CHAIN SAW MOTOR " .
... even enough room for two !
Not th e real one. this is

our model replica . The fiber91ass Hull
comes fully molded . with Hatch . bulkheads and Engme mounting
stringers all glassed 1n place, even drill ed for Engine mountS.
You start ready to Install the radio and hardware of your dreams.

"'Apache '' .90 Molded Fiberglass Hull Kit & Hatch : $329.95
.90 Single Engine Hardware Kit: $143.40

Twin-Engine Hardware Kit: $198.20

Race Boats last the seasons, unless you pick on tough rocks.
Fiberglass Hull

$329.95

(.60-.90 Single)
(For Twin .65-.BO's)

.90 "' Decal Sheet " Set : $42 .95

Radio Box (Molded Fiberglass) & Plexiglass $19.95 (Order Radio Box #5)
Aeromarine's "Trim -Tabs " {pair) $9.95

(Two pair for "Apache" .90)

e best in Racing Hardware!
Aeromarine responds to the demands of Powerboat Racing.
Our Hardware is engineered for the need,
to meet the very exacting pressures of competition.

Aeromarine's
$21.95
I
I
I
I
I
I

*
*

Extruded Aluminum Hinges for great strength and durability.

*

Hidden . 160 dia. ho le in Rudder allows more than enough
water to satisfy your Engine 's cooling needs.

*

No frail water pick-up tube protruding, our " Wedge Rudder "
is difficult to damage. Unique design rams water in directly.

*

A true " Wedge-shaped Rudder " for racing efficiency.

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

;~~
/

Rugged Nylon Control Horn can be positioned anywhere between
hinges to permit direct installation of push-rods without bends.

*
*

*
*
*

Durable, fully assembled It comes complete with Stainless-Steel hardware.

Aeromarine's

Engine "Flex Shaft Collet"
*

A truly tenacious, slip-proof grip on the Flex -Shaft

This un1que new rugged " Collet " deSIQn conn~cts your eng 1ne's sh aft
w1th the Flex Shaft . A really posit ive gnp for th1s all- important
pomt of stress. Two s1zes are now ava1lable. both Sta inless Steel!

Nylon Rudder Horn is included.

OPS .21 I .45 Engmes
.65 I .80 Engmes
90 Engmes

Double-ribbed threaded brass Water Fitting connection .

Picco 21 1 .45

Sturdy transom pivot bracket (with 8 degree angle) .

Ross i 65 I .90 Engines

11.95

CMB 90 Engmes

11 .95

Small Pattern 1/4x28
Large Pattern 1/4 x28

8 .95
11 .95

0. S 46 Engmes

8.95
11 .95

Spare Parts for Contests:
Spare Rudd er Blade·
Spare Hmge Set (2)
P1vot Shaft & Wash ers

"Wedge Rudder"

$8.95
2 .95
1.25

Contest savvy modelers keep a " replacement " on the tool box '
We offer replacement spare parts (or order a second '' Wedge
Rudder " to keep on hand wh 1le a second Hull is bu ilding up).

.65 I .80 I .90

65 Engmes

$ 8 .95

11 .95
11 .95
8 .95
11 .95

78 EAST INDUSTRY CT, DEER PARK, N .Y 11729, (516]254-674D
See us for your Hardware needs. Aeromarine handles a complete line
of competition-proven quality Marine Hardware and Propellers.
Fiberglass Hults shipped F.O .B. DEER PARK , N.Y.

New York Residents add 7 1/2 Sales Tax

Aeromarine Catalog is available @ $3.00.
FLY ING MODELS
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RIC 1111/IJotltl

Send Stamped SelfAddressed Envelope
for detail& & prices.

122581/2 Woodruff Ave.
Downey, Ca 90241

4quarters for

. /:-\ng supplies

-~.ao
~u
·- '-.

We stock:
Aeromarlne

Astro Flight
Crapshooters/Precision
Dumas
Hobby Electronics

Hughey
Hustlers/Mini Marine
International Products

....
D:
~

J.C.M.
J.G.
K&B
Norco
OPS

c

Steve Muck
Ward Marine

Winners Circle
Many more

~

lVLmo;:;: . .

oo

SCALE MODELING SUPPLIES, PO. Box
158, Cheektowaga, NY 14225, has introduced
a 1.5 volt electronic flasher unit with LED to
their line of electronics and accessories for
modeling and dioramas. The flasher unit is
one inch square and comes fully assembled
for easy use. The LED is available in red, yellow or green, and is perfect for use in strobe
lights, model aircraft, cars, boats, train layouts, bouys, etc. The unit features minimal
wiring, can be rigged for use with a switch,
and operates on a single AA, C or D battery.
It produces no heat. Package items are set to

flash once per second, but other rates can be
custom ordered. The unit will provide continuous flashing for three months with a standard C battery, and 1.3 years with a standard
D battery. With alkaline batteries it will provide continuous flashing for six months with
the AA battery, 15 months with the C battery, and 2.6 years with the D battery. An AC
to DC power pack is also available. The retail
price for one 1.5 volt flasher with L.E.D. and
battery holder is $11.95, plus $1.50 postage
and handling. For more information, please
=
write to the above address.

The only thing better than M.A.C.K. 's
# 1200 Electric Propulsion Unit for RIC model
boats and ships is M.A.C.K. 's #2400 Electric
Propulsion Unit

p .o. box 6342
broadview, II. 60153
telephone 312 / 279-2451

If you want to launch a new project,
read FLYING MODELS first!

LOOKBEFORE
YOU LAUNCH
• Built-in Proportional Speed Control, Forward & Reverse.
• Built-in Gear Box with Interchangeable Gear Ratios.
• #1200 Unit has .20 Rated Motor. #2400 Unit has Twin .20 Rated
Motors Geared to One Output Shaft.
For further information send $2.
tor complete catalog to:

(201)870-2966

DEALER

INQUIRIES
M.A.C.K. Products Model Marine
INVITED!
P.O. Box464
VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
Long Branch, N.J. 07740
($50.00 MINIMUM PURCHASE)
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AVENGER / SPIDER BOAT MFG. INC.
2300 Fable Dr., Meraux, LA 70075
(504] 279-2410 or 277-1923
Now Open For Your Convenience-Mon.-Fri. 9am to Spm.
Mon.-Wed.-Fri. Nites 7-10pm.

Cable Spider &
Cable Avenger Kits!

Dealers
Welcome!

Race Ready
Boats

Our Products are designed to give you RESULTS like these;
Celebrating Our CLEAN SWEEP at the APBA Canadian Nationals 1989
Spiders & Avengers Take First Place in Every Class!!!

Boat & Radio COMBO Specials!!
20 Hydro Kit + Futaba 2 Ch . 2PB Radio$148 .00
40 Hydro Kit + Futaba " Radio .
. .$158 .00
"
.. $166.00
60/90 Hyd . Kit + Fut . "
"
..... $230 .00
40/80 Twin Kit +
...... $245 .00
90 Twin Kit +

... Accessories &
Pre Builts Available

20 Oval Master & Radio .
. .... $178 .00
40/60 Oval Master + Radio . . ....... .$190 .00
80/90 Oval Master to be Released Soon

-OVAL MASTER-

Check our Discount Prices on all Motors; Picco , CMB . OPS , Nova Rossi, Rossi
2PBKA - $95 .00
Futaba Radios
2PB Sport - $70 .00
Marine Specialties Hardware - Super prices on all items!!!
Tidewater Engr. Hardware and Youngblood Mono 's
SpeedMaster Hardware (Check our Great Prices on 3/16 & 1/4" Flex Cables)
Sullivan Tanks/Royal fuel pumps &· panels/Octura, Prather, ABC propellers
Bando Starter belts/Prather Hardware/K&B Paints/Hobby Poxy Glues-Dubro Pds .
We Do Pre-Builts to and stage you may want!! Including ready for the Water!!

NEW ITEM!! Water-proof
Radio Box Switches $8.00
(Tested 1 year on our
boats before release!)

**Look For Our Stamp of Originality Inside Each Hull**

Now accepting
Visa/Mastercard

TIDEWATER ENGR. & MACH. CO.
THE MOTORS & PARTS PEOPLE

2406 W. Madison * P.O. BOX 1135 * BASTROP. LA 71221
Phone 318-2B1 -2460
U.S. DISTRIBUTOR
PRICES SUBJECT T CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
ALL PICCO & CMB ENGINES (MARINE. CAR & AERO .15-.90] & PARTS
WE SELL TO ALL • DEALER PRICES AVAILABLE
PACKING & HANDLING $5.00
C.O.D. $2.75 CASH ONLY

NITRO. OIL & FUEL
TIDEWATER BOAT HARDWARE (HYDRO & MONO!
MACHINED RUDDERS (with water pick-up ]
MACHINED STRUTS
TUR'l FINS (Mono or Hydro]
TRIM TABS
3/ 16" or 1/ 4" FLEX-DRIVE SHAFTS
VIBERATIDN ISOLATOR MOTOR MT.-Drilled
& Tapped to fit PICCO & CMB ENGINES
ROSSIE & PICCO GLOWPLUGS
TUNED PIPE BRACKETS

PICCO-CMB-PRATHER & MAC TUNED PIPES
ABC & PRATHER PROPELLER
(Balancing & Polishing Service]
RACING FUEL & COMPONENTS
NITRO. METHANOL. SYN OIL. CASTOR OIL
BEARING PULLERS
FLYWHEEL PULLER

NEW ENGINES & BOATS

----------~~~

P-90 HYDRO MAR.
P-90 DUCT FAN
CMB-85 MAR.
CMB-85 MAR. G.P.
CMB-67 MAR. G.P.
CMB-45 MAR. G.P.

P-15 AERO SPEED
P-15 AERO FREE FLIGHT
"FUEL DOCTOR"
Radio Controlled
Metering Valve

NEW YOUNGBLOOD FIBERGLASS HYDRO

YOUNGBLOOD MONOS
MULTI COLOR FINISH

(5] SIZES 31 " 34" 38" 40" 45"
Many color combinations in stock
Solid Color Glass Hydro 45-67-80-90

-HYDROSCOYOTE. MONGOOSE.
YOUNGBLOOD. SPIDER.
AVENGER KITS
BROUSSARD. CRAPSHOOTER

PRATHER RECORD BREAKING BOATS
LAP CAT I Tunnel

* Economical
*Stable
* Step-by-Step
Photo
Instructions

iJ;J! PRATHER PRODUCTS, INC.
FLYING MODELS

1660RAVENNAAVE..WILMINGTON.CA90744·139B!2131835-4764

SEND $2.00 FOR COMPLETE CATALOG
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Flying
Models
Classified
Advertising

IMPORTED DIESEL ENGINES- Current production: Aurora,
Cipolla, D-C, Enys, KMD, MAP, Mikaro, MK-17, MVVS, OTM ,
PAW, Pfeffer, Silver Swallow & USE Diesels. Also Mills and
Taplin TWin replica diesels and very special imported glow
engines and C02 motors. Catalog $1 .00. Carlson Engine Im290
ports, 814 E. Marconi, Phoenix, AZ 85022.

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
STUNNING ACTION VIDEO FROM YOUR PLANE! Build
our 4 oz., 2W, 2 1/4" X4 " TV transmitter, under $120 . Complete plans, schematics; plus microcam , kit information,
$9.95 plus $3 rush shipping and handling. Klindworth-Kawai
Supercircuits, 1403-C Bayview , Hermosa Beac h, CA
90254.
390

BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS
" LEARNING TO FLY RIC WITH OR WITHOUT AN INSTRUCTOR", $2.95 plus 65~ postage . Includes troubl eshooting flight problems. Jim Waterman , 3818 Deerfield ,
San Antonio, TX 78218.
390
WANTED : Your plan or kit for Flying Model Warplanes: An
International Guide. Companies and individuals sought.
Send catalog to: John Fredriksen, 69 Flamingo, Warwick, AI
02886.
290

CUSTOM PATCHES
CUSTOM EMBROIDERED PATCHES. Your design
made any size, shape, colors. Five patch minimum . Free random sample and brochure. Hein
Specialties, 7960 S.W. Manitou Trail , Glen Arbor,
Ml49636.
TF

ENGINES
TURBOJET ENGINES for RIC Model Aircraft, Genie101 ,
Geniefan, Pegasus VTOL, F101 with afterburner, most sophisticated model turbojet engines in the world , replaces
duct fan units. Complete catalog $5.00. GMW, Dept. 4, Box
60099, Pasadena, CA 91106.
290

LANCASTER BOMBER . Beautiful 11 X 14 B&W closeup for
$10.95 . Inquiries invited/free brochure. CPC Productions,
PO Box 9342, Seattle , WA 981 09.
490

PLANS

FOR SALE
PLAYBOY SR. 80" -Beautiful! Built by Dale Myers , $195.00,
490
others, at Stewartstown, PA. Phone 717-993-6246 .
CAROLINA HOBBY EXPO TOY & TRAIN MAIL AUCTION #2
closes February 22nd . American Flyer, Lionel, Antique Toys .
Send $6.00.for catalog or $20.00 for next 4 issues. Carolina
Hobby Expo , 3452 Odell School Rd ., Concord , NC
28025.
290

KITS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING: 41 Cents per word, minimum
order $4.92. Count all initials, abbreviations (COD , SSAE,
PO, 8mm, 5x7, it's, etc.), numbers and address components
as one word . Zip code free . Fourth consecutive insertion of
same ad free upon request. Classified ads are payable in
advance, and payment must accompany ad copy. Ads will
be placed in category deemed most appropriate; requested
categories will be considered. Ads using a PO Box number
must supply a street address for our record s. Classified ads
are non-commissionable. CLOSING DATE: 15th of month
three months preceding date of issue, i.e. Feb . 15 for May
issue. Send all classified ads to: FLYING MODELS , CLASSIFIED AD DEPT., PO Box 700, Newton , NJ 07860-0700. Ads
sent to other departments may be delayed or lost. All ads are
subject to the approval of the publisher. Ads are set in standard 6pt type with first word capitalized. Large type classified ads are available at $1 .00 per word , mi nimum $12 .00 .

PHOTOS

NOWLEN AERO P-NUT KITS - Nieuport, Deperdussin
$10.95, Bristol Scout $13.95. Aerodrome $7.95. Wright Flyer
$6.95 . Postage $2.00, any number of kits. 139 Boardwalk ,
290
Greenbrae, CA 94904.

MISCELLANEOUS
MODEL RAILROADING is a fun hobby. Send $2.00 for recent sample issue of Railroad Model Craftsman magazine.
Covers all scales and gauges. Please mention FM . Railroad
TF
Model Craftsman, PO Box 700, Newton , NJ 07860.
TECHNICAL DRAWING TOOLS. Unique Dimet Illustration
Kits. Unusual Templates! Design handbook catalog $2.00.
(refundable) TEK-ART Productions, 990FM Butlercreek,
Ashland , OR 97520.
490

SCALE RUBBER PLANS. Over 50 collectors quality plans.
Scale 314" to a foot . Spans to 34". 1915's to 1940's golden
age, American Military, British , French , German , Japanese .
$6.00 each ppd . SSAE for list to: Flying Scale Inc ., 1905 Col590
ony Rd. , Metaire, LA 70003.

GREAT PLANS abou nd in the 2nd printi ng " Decade of Design 2", R/C rubber, gas, glider on ly
$5.00 each. Carstens Publications, Inc., PO Box
700, Newton , NJ 07860.
TF
1986 FM PLAN DIRECTORY, Over 700 full size plans for
RC, Controline, freeflight , rubber, soaring, RC boats. Directory lists wingspan, power, designer, issue published, prices.
US $1 .00, foreign $2.00 . Flying Models, Reader Service
TF
Dept., PO Box 700, Newton , NJ 07860.
PLANS ENLARGED-Large Scale Specialists, PC Model
Software. Free information Concept , PO Box 669F, Poway,
CA 92064. 619-486-2464.
TF
SCALE DOCUM ENTATION PLAN ENLARGING . Photopacks, drawings, for 1800 aircraft. Giant, scale model plans.
Catalog 90 pages, $4.00. Scale Plans and Photo Service,
3209 Maidson Ave ., Greensboro , NC 27403 . 919-2925239.
191
" ACCURATE SCALE PLANS" by Vern Clements, 308 Palo
190
Alto, Caldwell , ID 83605 .

THE BEST FOR LESS, field boxes, eight different designs
and sizes, ready to paint, 114 and 112 birch. Send Large
SSAE to: Hugo Sandroni, 1617 W. 135th St. , Gardenia, CA
90249 .
490

PEANUT TO JU MBO scale model plans for rubber, C02,
electric . Unusual subjects, detailed plans, good fliers . 10
page .catalog $1.00. A.A. Lidberg, 614 E. Foraham, Tempe ,
AZ 85283.
590

JEWELRY, PATCHES; FREE $4.95 SURPRISE GIFT with order! Royal Flying Corp Wings $4.95 . Blue Max Medal
$12.95. Pins: Tomcat $4.95; Noseart, larg e Warbirds P-38, P40, P-47, Corsair, Skyraider, A-26, B-17, B-24, B-25, B-29, F4, A-4, A-6, $5.25. Shipping $2.00, catalog $1.00 refundable.
Company of Eagles, 875A Island Drive , Suite 322A, Ala290
meda, GA. 94501 -0425.

CLASSIC CIL COM BAT MODEL PLANS: Reactor, Wow,
Renegade, etc. Galaxy, PowWow kits. SSAE for list. Barry
Baxter, 6490 Sonora Way, Cypress, CA 90630.
290

FIELD BOXES - 17" X 8 112" X 12" HIGH . 114" birch
stained, has 7" X 7" drawer (approximatel y), hand built by
modelers . Guaranteed or full refund . Send check or money
order for $26.95. We pay shipping, (48 states), no bank cards
or C.O.D., or build from our kits $17.95. Mt. St. Helens Aircraft, 2545 123 Ave. Southwest, Olympia, WA 98502. 206943-7421 .
190
BEAN ROCKS By Willairco $6 .75 per dozen . Beginners , rollyour own, duration rockets for jet models and matching kits
(U-2, F86K etc.) Send SSAE to: Willairco, 271 1 Piedmont Rd .
390
N.E., Atlanta, GA 30305.
STUFF YOUR MAILBOX - RIC catalogs. Information $2.00.
J. Braddy, 3037 Aud rey Dr., Gastonia, NC 28054.
590
10,000 FEET IN 10 SECONDS advance model rocket kits .
Rockets up to 4" in diameter, 8'tall , and 1000 pounds of
thrust . Catalog $2.00. Th oy Dept. 390F, PO Box 467, Ypsi590
lanti , Ml 48197.
NEW AND USED MOTOR list $1 .00 . Trades welcome .
ouss, 100 Smyrna, West Springfield, MA 01

DIESEL ENGINE EXCHANGE buys and sells any
age or condition diesel. Check with us for what
you want, or to get offer for what you have for
sale . SSAE for list. Diesel Engine Exc hange,
1306 Haver NW, Palm Bay, FL 32907.
IF

" ACCURATE SCALE PLANS" by Vern Clements, 308 Palo
490
Alto, Caldwell, ID 83605. Catalog $3.00, refundable.

WANTED
WANTED : OLD U/C STUNT kits and engines: Veco/Dumas,
Kemhi/Midwest, Jetco, Guillows, Sterling, Ambroid , Top
Flite. Contest size .35 and up. Len Harding, 7 Cedar St. ,
390
Wenham, MA 01984 .
WANTED: RTF UIC race cars, Mite cars ; complete or pieces,
with or without engines. Buy or trade . John Fietze, PO Box
1521 , Amagansett, NY 11 930.
TF
WANTED: Pre 1950 model airplane engines. J.C. Clem, PO
Box 524, Sand Springs, OK 74063.
990
WANTED : OLD U/C STUNT kits and engines: Veco/Dumas,
Kemhi/Midwest, Jetco, Gu illows, Sterling , Ambroid, Top
Flit e. Contest size .75 and up. Lem Harding, 3 Cedar St. ,
390
Wemham , MA 01984.
WANTED: Frog flying models, Frog airplane kits, British
model airplane engines, complete or pieces, buy or trade.
SFO-John Towell, British Ai rway, Flying staff. JFK Interna390
tional Airport, Jamaica, NY 11430.

To Reserve Ad Space, Write:
John Earley, Ad Sales Manager
P.O. Box 700, Newton, NJ 07860

FLYING MODELS RECOMMENDED HOBBY DEALERS

DEALERS write: FLYING MODELS, P.O. Box 700, Newton, NJ 07860 for full information.
ALABAMA, BIRMINGHAM

SPIVEY HOBBY
205-785-9690
West End & Hoover

CALIFORNIA, PARADISE
Planes, RIC, U-Control
Trains, N,HO
Plastic Models
L&L TRAINS & HOBBIES
6412 Skyway
872-1070

COLORADO, COLORADO SPRINGS
Where modelers serve modelers
Specializing in RIC models
10-7 Mon-Fri, 10-6 Sat
THE EAGLES NEST - HOBBY CENTER
3521 N. Carefree Circle
586-1 369

CONNECTICUT, NORWALK
We Fly Radio Control
Complete line model airplane supplies
Custom ordering
AL'S HOBBIES
846·9090
54 Chestnut Hill Rd.

ALABAMA, OXFORD
Radio Control Boats, Planes, Cars
Helicopters, Games, Trains , Balsa
X Acto, plaStic, paints, Dremel , much more
PLANES ' N THINGS
Qulntard Mall
831 -3178

CALIFORNIA , PETALUMA
Foreign and domestic plastic kits
Gaming accessories, trains, LGB , 0, HO, N
RIC kits, books and modeling supplies
MODELS AND MOR E
218 Petaluma Blvd. N
707-762-2378

CONNECTICUT, BRISTOL
Comp stk RIC boats , planes, cars, heli
Parts for OS, Enya, GMP, Tamiya.
Hrs M,T, W 10-7, Th, F 10-8, Sat 10-5:30
BRISTOL HOBBY CENTER
641 Farmington Ave.
583-7273

BOAT MODELERS :
More and more local hobby dealers are becoming sensitive to the needs of you , the
model boater. But you r support as a customer
is necessary to create and maintain t heir interest in stocking the goods you need .

CALIFORNIA, LAKEWOOD
We have a complete selection
of RIC kits & ARF's also radio motors
"We are the RIC Specialists!"
HOBBBY WAREHOUSE
41 18 E. South St.
213-531 -8383

CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO
RIC Specialists, Planes, Helicopters, Cars
Boats, Rockets, Hardware & Accessories
10 A.M.-8 P.M. Mon-Fri , 10-5 Sat.
WEST COAST HOBBIES
560-9633
4690 Convoy

CONNECTICUT, COS COB
RIC, planes, cars and boats
Trains and accessories
9:30 to 5:30 Monday thru Saturday
HOBBY HOUSE
203-869-0969
405 E. Put nam Ave.

FLORIDA, ORANGE PARK
Have a problem?
Need an answer?
Call us - We can helpl
A&B HOBBY HOUSE
2175 Kingsley Ave.

Toys- Gifts
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FLYING MODELS RECOMMENDED HOBBY DEALERS

DEALERS write: A.YING MODELS, P.O. Box 700, Newton, NJ 07860 for full information.
FLORIDA, ORLANDO
When at Disney World
Stop and see a complete line of
R/C planes, boats, cars, rockets & access.
BOB' S HOBBY CENTER , INC.
7333 Lake Underhill Rd .
277· 1248

LOUISIANA, BATON ROUGE
B.A .'s lrgst hobby shop of R/C & VIC planes
boats, RIC cars , gliders, 2 & 4 cy engines,
rocket and hard to find plastics
HOBBY TOWN
6996 Airline Hwy
356· 3874

NEW JERSEY, CHESTER
Everything in RIC at discount
Prices, plus free advice and coffee
Open 7 days
GB HOBBIES
705 Bartley Chester Rd .
201 · 584-0422

OREGON , BEAVERTON
RIC Planes, Boats, Cars, Trucks
Full line of parts and accessories
Mon-Fri 10·8, Sat 10-5, Sun 12·5
TAMMIES HOBBIES
3625 SW Hall Blvd.
503·644-4535

FLORIDA, WINTER SPRINGS
Visit our showroom (35mn from Disney W id)
Dealer for Yellow Airc raft
Complete line of hobby supplies
FIORENZE HOBBY CENTER , INC.
420 W. S.R. 434
407·327·6353

MICHIGAN , DEARBORN
Radio Control, Plane kits , Engines
Boats, & Fitti ngs
Dremel, Unimat, etc.
JOE' S HOBBY CENTER
933·6567
7845 Wyoming Ave .

NEW JERSEY, JACKSON
R/C planes, boats & cars w/ext. hrdwre . dept
parts & service cust. bit products Acorns &
Futaba radios. 10 · 8 Mon-Fri, 10-5 Sat.
JACKSON HOBBY SHOP
Rt. 526 W. County Line Rd.
364· 3334

PENNSYLVANIA, EVANS CITY
RIC Cars, Plan es, and Boats
11:30 to 8:00 Dail y
Sat 10:00 to 5:00, Sun 12:00 to 5:00
CRANBERRY HOBBY DEPOT
Rt 19 N. Perry Hwy
412·776·3640

GEORGIA, GRIFFIN
Ai rplanes, boats, cars, trains·We have
elec motor to do any job in the hobby
Open 10-6, EST, Closed Sun & Wed
THE COUNTRY CLOTH SHOP
956 Teamon Road
404-227-6015

MICHIGAN , EAST DETROIT
Radio Control, Pl ane kits , Engines
Boats & Fitti ngs
Dremel , Unimat, etc.
JOE' S HOBBY CENTER
17900 E. 10 Mile Rd.
773-8294

NEW JERSEY, MERCERVILLE
One of Central Jersey's largest plane stores
Sig, Enya · World Dealers
See us for all your hobby needs
IRON HORSE HOBBIES
116 Flock Road
586·2282

PENNSYLVANIA, LANSDALE
Large stock of R/C , U/C and F/F
Airplane Kits - Engines . Hardware
Radios - Also RIC Boats & Cars
PENN VALLEY HOBBY CENTER
837 W. Main St.
855·1268

ILLINOIS, CHICAGO
Rad io Control Specialists. 20 mi nu tes from
O 'Hare & downtown Chicago. Mo-Fri
10-9, Sat 9-6, Sun 11-4
STANTON HOBBY SHOP, INC.
4734 N. Mil waukee Ave.
283·6446

MICHIGAN , FARMINGTON
Radio Control, Plane kits , Engines
Boats & Fitti ngs
Dremel , Unimat , etc .
JOE 'S HOBBY CENTER
35203 Grand River Ave .
477-6266

NEW JERSEY, RED BANK

842·6020

PENNSYLVANIA, PARKSIDE
Cars, Planes and trans RIC
Miniatures · Fantasy and Military
Arts Supplies
TOM 'S ARTS-CRAFTS & HOBBIES
2901 Edgemont Ave .
876· 2379

ILLINOIS, GREENVILLE
R/C, planes, boats, free flight, rockets
HO trains , Tyco service, X-Acto, Dremel
Hrs: M,T,W,Th & S 9:30-5, Fri 9:30-8
WILL-0 '-TH 'WIND
603 Harris Ave.
664-3353

MICHIGAN , GRAND RAPIDS
Planes, Trains , Cars & Boats
R/C , free flight, U controls
All accessories, tools, etc .
MEYER ' S HOBBY HOUSE, INC.
2136 Plainfield
363·8347

NEW JERSEY, SUSSEX
Sussex County's most complete Hobby
Shop-Trains-Planes-Cars-RIC-plastics
Hrs 12·8 T, Th , F, 10-6 Sa, Su 12-5
SUSSEX COUNTY HOBBY
69 Main St.
201-875·8580

PENNSYLVANIA, READING
R/C and C/L Model Planes and Boats
Your full service Hobby Store
Pars, accessories, magazines,books
IRON HORSE HOBBY HOUSE
60 S. Sixth St.
373·8927

ILLINOIS, LOMBARD
Radio Control Specialists, kites
Plastics, woode n ship models , control
line, free flight and accessories
G & D HOBBIES
312·953-8447
716 S. Main St.

MICHIGAN , LAPEER
A full line stocking store
We repair what we sell - try us!

664·1414

NEW YORK, DOBBS FERRY
RIC planes, boats, cars
Indoor/Outdoor rubber models
Open daily
AIR & WHEELS HOBBIES
41 Cedar St .
914-674-0512

PENNSYLVANIA, WARMINSTER
R/C Equipment & Supplies
Boats, Cars, Planes, Train s
Repairs on all trains & RIC equip.
JC R/C HOBBIES
13 York Rd.
672·5200

ILLINOIS, SKOKIE
New & used trains , all ga's, repairs
LGB, Lionel , Am . Flyer, Old Toys
Baseball cards , RIC boats/planes/cars
N. SHORE HOBBY & COLLECTORS GAL.
4848 Oakton St .
673-4849

MINNESOTA, MOORHEAD
R/C Planes , motors and accessories
HO railroad - ce ramics
Open 9:30 to 8 - Man thru Sat
BADERS BIKE & HOBBY CENT ER
121 · 8 St. So.
236· 8852

NEW YORK, KINGSTON
Complete line of R/C planes, boats, c ars
tanks, Estes & Century rockets & supplies
Compl.line of build .supi.Balsa, paints etc .
J & J'S HOBBIES , INC.
37 N. Front
338· 717 4

RHODEISLAND, APPONAUG
AifCraft, Boats , U/C RIC
Technicia ns on hand til 9
All supplies carried : Engineering service
APPONAUG COLOR SHOP
1364 Greenwich Ave.
737-5506

ILLINOIS, SOUTH ELGIN
Radio control planes
cars , boats , co ntrol line ,
pl astics, rubber band , rockets
G&J HOBBIES
341 N. Mclean
312-695-5524

MINNESOTA , ST. CLOUD
Trains RIC plastic models
Play mobil lego
Open Daily
R&R HOBBIES, UNLIMITED
2008 N. 8th St.
612·251·3554

NEW YORK , NEW YORK
R/C Planes, Boats, Engi nes
Motors , Accessories
Everything for flyi ng or boating
AMERICA'S HOBBY CENTER
146 W. 22nd St.
675·892 2

TENNESSEE, KNOXVILLE

TENNESSEE MODEL HOBBIES, CO .
8909 Oak Ridge Hwy
615-482-2900

PLANE AND BOAT MODELERS:
When traveling between good landing sights or
seeking out new patches of blue wate r, carry a
copy of Flying Models so you can check out
hobby dealers outside your home area. FM is
the only i ntrod~ct ion you need .

MISSOURI, ST. CHARLES
Full line hobby store
Free fl ight ru bber
Control line, R/C planes/cars
MARK TWAIN HOBBY CENTER
1201 South 5th St.
314· 946·281 6

NEW YORK , PLATISBURGH
RIC Planes, Boats , Cars & access .
Trains, Plastic, Military, Rockets, etc .
Open 10-6 daily, Fri until 8, Closed Sun
PLATISBURGH HOBBIES
22 Oak St.
561 ·0374

TEXAS, El PASO
Complete line of R/C boats, planes
Cars , off-road, helicopters and
much more · We ship UPS daily
HAL'S HOBBY SHOP
4886· A Hercules
755· 1914

INDIANA, INDIANAPOLIS
Cateri ng to all hobby needs/All maj. lines
RIC planes, boats, cars, balsawood
fuel, eng . Z-N-H0-0 trains , plastic kits , more
TOM METZLER HOBBY CENTER
6838 Madison
784-3580

MISSOURI , TAYLOR
Rad io control aircraft
On sight flying-Full size airport
Open 7 days a week
TOP HAT R/C JUNCTION
June . Rtes 24 & 61
314-3 93-2098

NEW YORK, SYRACUSE
R/C Planes, Engines, Kits & Radios
Complete RIC Hobby Shop
R/C Boats & Cars & Helicopters
WALT 'S HOBBY & CRAFT
4300 West Genesee
468·6544

TEXAS , HOUSTON
Toys for Big Boys!
RIC model airpl anes & supplies
M-F 11 ·7, Sat10·6
LARRY 'S HOBBIES
2327 E. FM1960
443· 7373

INDIANA, INDIANAPOLIS
RIC , C/L airplane center, plastic kits
trains, boats, HO cars , track & parts
1/32th & 1/24th slot car racing . 2 tracks
SHEEKS HOBBY SHOP
5454 E. 21st
353· 1919

NEVADA, NO . LAS VEGAS
O ne of the world 's largest
full line hobbyshop 's
Daily 10-6, Fri 10-8, Sun 10-4
PET ERSON HOBBIES & CRAFTS
702·649-3311
3262 B. Civic Center Dr.

NORTH CAROLINA , RALEIGH
Train specialists with a large selection
N, HO, & 0 Scale RTR, Ki ts & Scratch
supplies, Brass , Books & Lionel
THE HOBBY SHOP
2020 Cameron S.Cameron Village 833·11 23

TEXAS, HOUSTON
Complete line of R/C and U-Control
Planes, Cars , Boats
All your model needs in one pl ace
TRAINS & PLANES
9737 Westheimer
977-1420

IOWA, WATERLOO
RIC speci alists for N E Iowa
On site race car track
Owned & operated by active modelers
BOB' S R/C SUPPLY
935 Sheerer Ave.
319·232·3297

NEVADA , RENO
Planes , Trains, Boats , Cars
Games, Tools, Books, Supplies
Daily 10-6, Fri 10-9, Closed Sunday
HIGH SIERRA MODELS
953 W. Moana
747-6964

OHIO, CINCINNATI
Control line supplies
Engines, Kits , Balsa
Also Accessories
CARL 'S HOBBIES
1188 W. Kemper Rd.
513· 742·5880

TEXAS, SAN ANTONIO
Speci alizing in R/C airplanes with
largest selection in Southwest. Also
boats, cars & rockets-O pen Man-Sat 10·7
HOBBY CENTER , INC.
3439 Frederickburg Rd.
735-4218

KANSAS , WICHITA
Airpl anes - Boats - Cars
Everything for the R/C modeler
From beginner to " Expert"!
BIG FRANK'S HOBBY CENTER
2269 N. Amidon
838· 3011

NEVADA, RENO

A .M .S. IMPORTS, INC.
1110 S. Wells Ave.
702-786· 773 3

OHIO, MANSFIELD
Airplane Supplies
Model Rockets , Plastic & Wood Models
Tools & Airbrushes
JOHN 'S HOBBY SHOP
15 N. Main St.
526· 4426

UTAH , SANDY
Planes, Cars , Boats, Trains, Plastics
Complete line of tools , paints etc.
Monday- Friday 10-8 P.M . Sat 10·7 P.M .
M .R.S. HOBBY SHOP
9436 Union Square
572-6082

NORTHERN KENTUCKY HOBBIES
7615 Burlington Pike
606·283·1110

NEW HAMPSHIRE
R/C planes, cars , boats, and helicopters
Discoun t pricing on package deals
We ·work hard to give you the best prices
C.T. HOBBIES
49 Eaton Rd .
603-483-2274

OHIO, MIDDLEBURG HEIGHTS
R/C & C/L kits , Engines, Hardware
SIG-INDY · World Engines- Pilot kits
1/12 Electric R/C Car Headqu arters
AMERICAN MODELER
7559 Pearl Road
826· 3088

LOUISIANA, BATON ROUGE
B.A. campi hobby shp feat a campi line
of R/C & U/C aircraft, gas & elec. R/C cars ,
boats, helicop ., rocket & plas. mdls, more
ANDY 'S HOBBY TOWNE
3112 College
928-1 534

NEW JERSEY, BLOOMFIELD
Complete lines of R/C airplanes & boats
plus all the accessories needed
" We specialize in beginners "
DANA' S HOBBY HOUSE
392 Broad St.
743·3951

OKLAHOMA, BROKEN ARROW
Planes, RIC U-Control, Free-Flight, Rckts.
0, HO, N gauge trains, AFX Roadrace
Books, Tool s, Craft Supplies, Corg i Toys
S&S HOBBIES AND CRAFTS
108 S. Main
251·0330

KENTUCKY, FLORENCE
Remote control airplanes, cars , boats
Open Man-Sat 11 -8

FLYING MODELS

J & D HOBBIES
288 S. Main St.

Hobbies Plus!

" Our name says it all !"
HOBBY MASTERS
62 White St.

Hobbies Galore!

These and hundreds of \Jther year round hobby
dealers are fun to visit in your travels

CANADA
QUEBEC, MONTREAL (ST.EUSTACHE)
Full selection R/C & U Control ,planes,
boats, & cars. Campi. stock of supplies.HO
& Lionel trains. All crafts & arts suppl.
ALEXANDER ' S
Place St. Eustache
627· 2460
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• PLANES · 1RA\NS
• HEUCOP1ERS
• CARS • BOA\S
• GAMES &
ACCESSOR\ES
Los Angeles
County Fairplex

•
•

Radio Control.
dels
Static Display • Pla~!IC Mo
and More .

Pomona, California
March 8 - 11, 1990
Sponsored by the
Radio Control
Hobby Trade Association
(RCHTA)
Co-Sponsored by
the Model Railroad
In dustry Association (MR IA)

Show Hours
Open to the Trade Only:
Thursday, March 8... ... 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. ·~Wi~~~'l
Friday, March 9 .. ...... .. 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Open to the Public:
Saturday, March 10 .... 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sunday, March 11.. ...... 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.·

Exhibitor Inquiries Invited Call Toll-Free:

800-323-5155
In Illinois & Canada, call 708-299-31 31

'

~-~

Hot and Responsive,
but with good stability.
Wing Span 59" .45 .

-~-

CESSNA 172 SKYHAWK,
A Tapered Wing Classic

-

~

Comes complete with
motor and 4-channel radio.
Ready-To-Fly, Wing Span 79"
Without radio, with motor .

... . .. . ARI0160
. . . . . . . ARI0161

PRINCE .40,
Low Wing
Sport Plane
Winner of Taiwan
flying competition
Wing Span 57" .40
AR10139 $149 .95
ARI0114 $109.95
. AR10113 $99 .95

,

./

THE ATTACK 4NBL
Our newest 4 channel system
has something for everyone. In fact,
the Attack 4NBL is such a versatile
performer we've customized it for all
kinds of radio control fun .

414 ATTACK
There 's even a surface Attack
4NBL system on 75MHz. Supplied
with three 8148 servos and R114H receiver, this ground and sea outfit has

• - - - - - - - -- - - --::-::-=----

ATTACK ELECTRIC
The 4NBL!MCR system is destined
to become a favorite with electric flyers.
This Attack system comes complete
with our new MCR-4A integrated receiver/speed control. This remarkable
device incorporated a four channel

receiver and a MOSFET speed control into one very compact, very light
and very efficient package. It also
incorporates BEG to eliminate the
need for, and extra weight of, a receiver battery.

SILENT ATTACK
There 's a 4NBL system for sailplane flyers, too. With the Attack glider
package you get a pair of 8133 servos,
R114H four channel receiver and a
250mAh NiCd pack. Again , when size
and weight of the airborne package is
critical, Attack is the answer.
Hooked up with
a pair of 5133 micro
servos, this system is
perfect for electrics
like our Hirobo/Futaba
Professor.

Transmitter/T4NBL
RECEIVER

SERVOS

BATTERY

FREQUENCY

MCA·4A

5133(2)

BEG

72MHz

Electncs

R114H

5133(2)

NR-4K

72MHz

Sailplanes

A114H

5148(3)

Dry Case

72MHz

Aircraft

R114H

5148(3)

Dry Case

75MHz

Truck/Boat

TYPE

The ergonomically designed T4NBL transmitter
features comfort contoured case and adjustable
length control sticks.

what it takes for gearbox-equipped
4x4's and RC boats.
No matter which 4NBL system you
choose, you 'll also get our new four
channel Attack transmitter.
Loaded with extras like adjustable
stick gimbals, servo reverse switches
and a rechargeable NiCd pack, the
T4NBL transmitter also features a
comfort contoured case and neck- ·
strap for fatigue free operation.

ARFATTACK
The MCR-4A four channel receiver/MOSFET speed
control weighs just 1.5 oz. and can easily handle
280 to 540 size electric motors. 1.24" x 2.92" x 0.63:'
©1988 Futaba Corp.

Looking for the perfect system for
ARF and conventional sport aircraft?
Once again , it's Attack to the rescue
with a high value package including
R114H receiver and three 8148 servos.

Futaba.
Futaba Corporation of America
4 Studebaker/ Irvine , CA 92718
714-455-9888

